
 
 
Harlequin Harlot Dances 
Harlequin Harlot: sips the drink, then slides off the barstool and walks around, pauses to 

move a little on one of the dance stages  
Bee_passionately_blue: *The movements catch my attention and I with astuteness admire 

the top shimmering with the movements, and the sway of the hips as the other lady 
adroitly navigates the tables* 
saphire_a_blaze: *unzips my top ..smiles and spins around letting the people that are 

walking by under me get a look at my now firm breasts as the cold air does it's job* 
Harlequin Harlot: spins around, then pauses to remove the jacket, drape it over a chair and 
resume the little swayin  

Bee_passionately_blue: *continues to admire the beauty of saphire as she demonstrates that 
her nipples rigid. I trace the beauty of her contours as she dances and flirts, 
demonstrating her skills. My eyes smile as the two ladies seem to be dancing in response 

to each other and the give and take is sensual* 
Harlequin Harlot: spins on the heels and continues to sway, glides along the stage, then 
spins again and leans against the pole  

Harlequin Harlot: tugs the skirt up, toys with a stocking, then sways against the bar  
Harlequin Harlot: wink to Shy, then swings a leg around the pole and spins, arches back 
slightly  

saphire_a_blaze: *smiles as i spin around letting my top open and close as my hips sway 
with the new song....waves to the room as i move past the doors and back to my recliner 

right outside the two dubble doors* 
Bee_passionately_blue: *The way vicki hitches up her skirt sending sensual imaginings 
through my senses, imaginings of the beauty of her ass, and the possibility of a hint of 

her panties, such s 
Harlequin Harlot: spins again, and rises, grabs the pole and swings around, then spins again 
and pushes back to the pole and slowly works the skirt up the stockinged legs  

shy blu eyed t bear: leans back...enjoying show 
paveduck: sits here just falling in lust  
shy blu eyed t bear: *whew* 

Harlequin Harlot: turns the leg one way, then the other and lets the skirt fall back, spins and 
sways and grinds  
Bee_passionately_blue: Are you happy out there on your own saphire, or are you looking for  

Harlequin Harlot: rests back to the pole, runs the hands through the hair, then up and down 
over the silk blouse  
Harlequin Harlot: toys with the top button, then loosens it, loosens another  

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes *widen* 
Bee_passionately_blue: The beauty of the room is there seem to be a kelaidoscope of shows. 
*I stand and walk out the double doors and leans onto the railing a few feet from you*  

Harlequin Harlot: looks over at Shy, smiles and loosens yet another and turns his direction. 
leans slightly toward him  

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles....mmmm 
Harlequin Harlot: steps away from the pole, runs the hands along the legs, then up one side 
and back upon the stockinged leg  

Harlequin Harlot: points the foot, tugs the skirt again and keeps moving inch by inch  
shy blu eyed t bear: *gulp* 
Harlequin Harlot: rests to the pole, raises the foot and dangles the heels from it  

shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip 
Harlequin Harlot: lifts from the pole, spins and grabs the pole with both hands, then sways 
and gyrates a little more...peeks over the shoulder toward Shy  

shy blu eyed t bear: waves...as you do 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes following 
Harlequin Harlot: lowers and sways, slowly raises and spins to rest to the pole, then glides 

along the pole, makingsure Shy gets a peek up the skirt  



shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm mmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: licking my lips 

Harlequin Harlot: smiles to Shy, then runs a hand up the stockinged leg, pulls the skirt a little 
higher, then glides a hand under the skirt  
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles...eyes fixated 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 
shy blu eyed t bear: squirms 
Harlequin Harlot: glides up the pole, keeps raising the skirt until the top of the stockings 

appear...smiles and slowly spins and sways  
shy blu eyed t bear: mesmerized 

Harlequin Harlot: leans to grab the pole, looks back, slides the skirt a little higher to reveal a 
creamy thigh, then lowers a little...spins and sways against the pole...fingers holding the 
hem of the skirt  

shy blu eyed t bear: watching her....sway...and spin 
Harlequin Harlot: tosses the hair to one side,then slowy tugs the skirt again, and licks the 
lips while eyeing Shy  

shy blu eyed t bear: grips table 
Harlequin Harlot: slowly steps from the stage, with a deliberate rock to the hips I move to 
the table, lean over and lightly run a fingernail under his chin  

shy blu eyed t bear: smiling 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 
Harlequin Harlot: makes sure he gets the look down the blouse...the sits on the table, leans 

back and turns to him, kisses his cheek  
shy blu eyed t bear: looking down blouse...enjoting cheek kiss 
Harlequin Harlot: spins around and slides on the table into his lap, wiggles a little and runs 

the nail up and down his cheek  
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm.....looks in her eyes 
shy blu eyed t bear: squirms once more 

Harlequin Harlot: feels him squirm, kisses him very lightly, then rocks upon his lap, feeling 
the skirt ride up the legs  

shy blu eyed t bear: enjoying our kiss...feeling her rocking 
Harlequin Harlot: slides around so I straddle one leg, draws the skirt even higher, then glides 
ever so slowly on his leg  

Harlequin Harlot: leans in, drapes the arms around his neck, and kisses him  
shy blu eyed t bear: noticing skirt...mmmmm as her leg glides 
shy blu eyed t bear: hands on her hips...as we kiss 

Harlequin Harlot: continues to glide on the legs, hikes the skirt a little more, then kisses 
again and gently caresses his face  
shy blu eyed t bear: as her legs ....glide.....kissing her...eyeing skirt 

Harlequin Harlot: spins around...settles into his lap and rocks slowly, then wiggles a bit  
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmm as she wiggles...i shift under her,,,hands rubbing her 
sides...and back 

Harlequin Harlot: rests into him, arms slide around his neck, then the slow swaying and 
rocking speeds a little  
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhh...enjoying her speeding up....nibbles her lip 

Harlequin Harlot: turns to kiss again, then sways a little faster, rocks back and forth upon his 
lap and brings his hand to one of my legs  

shy blu eyed t bear: rubbing her leg...kissing her 
Harlequin Harlot: kisses with Shy, feels the hand glide so lightly upon my leg, then upto the 
skirt and under for a brief moment  

shy blu eyed t bear: briefly...yes....kissing her...tongue tracing lips 
Harlequin Harlot: tongue teases with tongue, then a deeper kiss is shared,and again I rock 
upon his lap and sway on it  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmm.....tongues...exploring...dancing 
D r a z: takes a bow .straightens .....adjust my tie and cufflinmks ........ty bee 
Bee_passionately_blue: you seem to be leaving a wet spot. *I look softly allowing the 

entrendre to be evident.* 



Harlequin Harlot: tugs the blouse from the skirt and kisses again, then rests the forehead to 
his and once more rocks and sways upon his lap]  

shy blu eyed t bear: feeling her sway...rock...our faces resting on one another mmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: squirms...under her....enjoying 
Harlequin Harlot: feels his hand upon my hips while I keep swaying and rocking, then gliding 

off his lap, moving slowly back to the stage, and grabs the pole and swings, hooks a leg 
and leans back  
shy blu eyed t bear: smiling....watching her...sway away 

Harlequin Harlot: loosens one more button....the cups of the bra slightly on display while I 
rest to the pole, swag against it, then glide on it  

Harlequin Harlot: traces a fingernail around the breast, lightly over my nipple, then gently 
squeezing while swaying against the pole  
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmm...seeing the nipple...poking through 

D r a z: smiles looking over at vikki on the pole  
 
Harlequin Harlot: works the nipple from side to side....a hand glides along the stockinged leg  

shy blu eyed t bear: enjoys....the view 
Harlequin Harlot: switches to the other leg, runs the hand under the skirt and rests to the 
pole, the eyes close and the mouth opens to release a very soft moan  

D r a z: straightens my tie  as i look at HH....so hot 
paveduck: that's good to hear ... how many more terms for you?  
Harlequin Harlot: licks the lips, continues to run along the pole, then steps away, steps 

slowly to Shy....leans over to kiss him again before swaying in place, rolling the hip  
paveduck: done graduated?  woohoo!  
shy blu eyed t bear: smiling at the kiss...and dancer 

Harlequin Harlot: smiles back, toys with the cup of the bra, loosens one more button and 
slides the silk blouse off the shoulders  
shy blu eyed t bear: savors the taste of her lips..on mine 

D r a z: smiles watching HH ........so sexy 
Harlequin Harlot: the blouse falls from the shoulders, and a light tug has it out of the 

skirt...and it is lain over Shy's head  
shy blu eyed t bear: grins...takes blouse off head...holds onto it 
Harlequin Harlot: spins again and backs to the pole, cotinues the little gyrations, the grind 

into the pole...and the light caress over my body  
paveduck: ah, ok  
shy blu eyed t bear: staring 

paveduck: what's the summer got in store for you?  
D r a z: smiling as the spot follows HH as she slides on the pole .........sexy as hell 
Harlequin Harlot: reaches to loosen the skirt and slowly slides it off, pauses mid hip and 

turns to sway, reveals the matching panties to the bra  
shy blu eyed t bear: such a vision to behold 
Harlequin Harlot: wiggles,tugs the skirt a lttle lower, then tugs it off and kicks it aside  

shy blu eyed t bear: wow 

triplenickel68: mm mmm Harlequin provides an all body hard on to every male in the place      

Harlequin Harlot: hooks a leg around the pole, pivots on the pole, then rests against the pole, 
hands glide up the body, over the breasts, down one side, then the other  

shy blu eyed t bear: *gasps*....hypnotized to her form 
Harlequin Harlot: rests to the pole, tosses the hair and closes the eyes as the music 
continues, the hands again move at random upon my body  

D r a z: enjoys  the  sight of HH stimulating herself with her feather  touch and presses as 
she dances agaiinst the pole  
shy blu eyed t bear: grips table harder....hears crunching under my frip 

Harlequin Harlot: steps from the pole sways to the music, gyrates the hips and tosses the 
hair  
shy blu eyed t bear: grip* 

Harlequin Harlot: struts on the stage, grabs the pole and swings, then presses to the pole 
and glides on it  



Harlequin Harlot: spins again, rests to the pole, lowers slowly, legs spread.....hands gliding 
up the stockinged legs  

shy blu eyed t bear: following her gliding 
D r a z: watches as  vikki  caresses the polewith her wholebody 
saphire_a_blaze: mmm now this is a good song to pole dance too 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks up and ddown her legs 
Harlequin Harlot: raises quickly, spins and struts on the stage, rocks the hips and again 
grinds into the pole  

triplenickel68: mesmerized by Harlequin    a vision to behold  
shy blu eyed t bear: *gulpppppppppppp* 

Harlequin Harlot: drapes a leg around the pole, tosses the head, drops the head backand 
grinds into the pole  
D r a z: eyes drawn to the tops of thighs and the barely contained breasts 

Harlequin Harlot: sways to the music, pulls away, grabs the pole and leans back.....jiggles the 
breasts  
shy blu eyed t bear: etes widen...as she jiggles breasts 

Harlequin Harlot: sways while leaning back, then slowly raises and spins....rests to the pole 
and pauses....  
Harlequin Harlot: hand up one leg...  

Harlequin Harlot: along the stomach  
Harlequin Harlot: around one breast  
shy blu eyed t bear: *groans* 

Harlequin Harlot: gently cupping the other...eyes closed  
Harlequin Harlot: spins from pole and pauses...lowers the head as the music ends....  
shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 

Harlequin Harlot: steps from the stage, takes a deep breath...walks to Shy and gives him a 
very deep kiss  
D r a z: captivated at  the sight  of  HH mid stage as she bows her head  ...........stands and 

shouts bravo# 
saphire_a_blaze: *walks to the two doors claps and whistles for the lovely dancer * 

Harlequin Harlot: smiles to the audience, steps to the stage, gracefully bows  
saphire_a_blaze: now guys buy her what ever she wants  
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm.....enjoying her kiss 

D r a z: smiles and offers HH a  LAB robe holding it oen for her 
Harlequin Harlot: slips the robe over the shoulder and belts it  
Harlequin Harlot: Thank you Draz  

shy blu eyed t bear: great dances hh 
Harlequin Harlot: sits with Shy again, but this time remains still on his lap due to....  
D r a z:  smiles as i lean in and kiss hercheek .ty  for a sensual dance  

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 
Harlequin Harlot: slides an arm around his neck, kisses the cheek  
shy blu eyed t bear: holding her as she....sits 

shy blu eyed t bear: pulls her closer 
shy blu eyed t bear: kisses her cheek in return 
shy blu eyed t be 
 
 
TaylorMae Dances 
 
TaylorMae: ok, i am going to turn Draz's music down and play something for me while i dance lol  
TaylorMae: ok black velvet by alannah myles  

shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeee taylor 
TaylorMae: *struts to the changing rooms first*  

shy blu eyed t bear: watches strut' 
Bee_passionately_blue: Notices taylor never does anything half-heartedly. 
TaylorMae: *slips out from the changing rooms wearing a tight black form fitting dress, low cut showing flesh, short just 
under my buttocks, with gold strappy heels, struts over to the bar pulls myself up onto the top and stands with my back to the 



pole*  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm mmmm taylor 

daviddirects: off to a very good start 
TaylorMae: *lets my head fall back with my neck to the bar waiting to start the dance*  

shy blu eyed t bear: watching... 
TaylorMae: *slides a hand up the bar as the music begins, rocks my hips to the slow beat of the song*  

shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
TaylorMae: *hanging onto the pole with my hand and draws my right leg up high, slides my free hand up the back of my 

thigh pushes it so my foot is up past my head*  
TaylorMae: *kicks my leg out and grabs the pole with my other hand giving myself force to swing around the pole*  
TaylorMae: *comes around landing on my heels letting go of the pole sways hips while strutting down the bar, dances over in 
front of david*  

TaylorMae: *knees bend my hips roll downward*  

shy blu eyed t bear: glad i am close to table..mmmmm mmmm 
TaylorMae: *drops my head forward and slaps his head with my long brown hair then shimmies my shoulders dancing back 

up*  

daviddirects: eyes never leaving taylor....beautiful 
TaylorMae: *turns away pushes my ass out and grips my dress rips it off as the snaps give way, twirls around in metalic silver 
bikini*  

daviddirects: oh yesssss 
shy blu eyed t bear: watching ass moving 
TaylorMae: *tosses the dress behind me running my hands over my belly as my hips shake to the beat*  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmm mmm mmm 
TaylorMae: *twirls my head and flies my hair around then shimmies my shoulders back arches reaches the bar with my palms 
in a backbend pushes off on my feet and flips foward*  

TaylorMae: *lays down on my tummy and rocks my body against the bartop*  

shy blu eyed t bear: watching 
daviddirects: ooh my yesss Taylor 
TaylorMae: *pushes to my hands and knees holding my feet up and twists my hips around*  
TaylorMae: *rolls myself onto my bottom stretches a leg out the other propped up in a bend slides a hand through my hair 
and smiles at kay then moves my head around and dances back up on my feet*  
TaylorMae: *snaps my fingers to the slow beat, and turns my back to rest against the pole*  

shy blu eyed t bear: taylor..is getting a standing ovation...even though i am sitting 
Bee_passionately_blue: She chose to dance to black velvet by alanis myles to catch you up 
kay 
TaylorMae: *grips the pole and wraps my leg around it swinging slowly around it and swings down to the bar on my bottom 
as the song ends*  

daviddirects: applauds for taylor... 
TaylorMae: *smiles*  

sexykay39: smiles very nice what i was able to see taylor............... 
TaylorMae: *stands up from the bar runs down and huggies kay*  

sexykay39: hugggggggggggggs her tight................... 
Bee_passionately_blue: Pours a water for taylor. And puts it aside for when she is ready for it. 
sexykay39: kisses softly..........such a treasure 
TaylorMae: thanks kay and guys  
TaylorMae: *kisses her softly*  

daviddirects: thank you taylor 
TaylorMae: thanks guys  
TaylorMae: thanks Bee  

 

 
Greeneyedviolet Dances 
 
greeneyedviolet: *leans out my window and waves at my nosey neighboure*  
greeneyedviolet: *places my hands on the window frame wiggles my hips and smiles * 

D r a z:  lafs as I see  the wiggling butt ......... saucy minx 
emmaspeaks: hot dancing there!  
greeneyedviolet: *yanks open my curtains letting the sunlight into my bedroom...dances 

around injust my shorts and socks as i get ready for my day* 
greeneyedviolet: *shakes my head so my hair hangs down my back and covers my shoudlers 
and breasts..turns and smiles ...letting my hips move with the slow tune * 



greeneyedviolet: *pulls my socks back up..and rebuttons my shorts..while spining around in 
small circles to this tune letting my hips move left right and left again* 

D r a z: becoming hypnotised with the hips   
greeneyedviolet: hello dildo man  
greeneyedviolet: *jumps up and down as i move around my bed grabs a pillow to dance 

with....letting my hips and shoulders move with the beat * 
D r a z: grisnwatching    the shouders and upper body move to the beat 
greeneyedviolet: *sings and burys it between my breasts..twrills around letting my feet slide 

apart and my creamy thighs shine from the sunlight coming in through my window * 
D r a z: smies watching how the dappled sunlight emphasise the tone of vi's body 

greeneyedviolet: *smiles as the beat changes backs up to my full length mirror sways my 
hips side to side and lets my hair slide off my shoulders letting the bird on my window 
see my half naked body as i dance infront of the mirror rolling my hips left and right* 

D r a z: the view from behind tantalisingly arousing 
greeneyedviolet: *turns my head smiles at it an runs my hands up my tummy cupping each 
breast squeezes as my hips sway with the rhytum letting the beat move my feet and 

shoulders * 
D r a z: some glimpses of the swell of breast and  rippling tummy 
greeneyedviolet: *lets my head lay back my hair sliding down my back...rolls my hips with 

the new beat and softly moans as my fingers open and close pinching my nipples 
between them* 
D r a z:  smiles watching the hair shimmer and the pleasure on vi's face 

greeneyedviolet: * looks up at the celing....rocks my hips and head side to side while my 
nipples grow hard between my fingers..pinches and tugs each one an lets my thighs 
shine more from the sun shining through my bed room * 

D r a z: smiles watching vi  pulse to  the beat .... as i tap the beat on the bar 
greeneyedviolet: *as the rhytum changes..twrills around my arms slide up an waves over my 
head..my whole body arches with the beat and lets my breasts been seen for the first 

time while my wrists cross over my head as my body rocks side to side* 
D r a z: eyes caressing the writhing  body 

 
 
greeneyedviolet: *winks and wiggles while my thighs shine from the house lights * 
shy blu eyed t bear: grins 
websterace3: mmmmmmmmmm so hot 

websterace3:  �  
websterace3: watches how the light shins on her thighs mmmmmmmm 
greeneyedviolet: *leans back letting my skirt slide up my creamy thighs even more as my 

legs part kcks my feet up and squirms * 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm mmmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: licks my lips,,,bites lip 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhh lovely looks up her skirt mmmmmmmmmmm 
websterace3: think I might need some ice 
greeneyedviolet: *pushs my feet flat on the booth across from me smiles and rolls my hips 

with the music as my thighs shine more * 
shy blu eyed t bear: sparkles 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmm keeps my eyes on her thighs 
websterace3: licks my lips  
shy blu eyed t bear: puts shades on 

websterace3: walks to the bar to get some ice 
greeneyedviolet: *winks at webster...pushs my ass up and rocks with the tune draz is 
playing letting my skirt sldie up more so the cool air can flow up my legs* 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmm so nice 
websterace3: almost trips as I get the ice 
websterace3: I better watch where I am going he he 

websterace3: trys walking back to my booth with out tripping 



shy blu eyed t bear: lol 
websterace3: sits in my booth sucking on a ice cube 

greeneyedviolet: *grips the table with my hands rocks up and down my hips as the house 
lights makes my thighs shine even more from the heat comming off them as i sway with 
the music and closes my eyes * 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmm ohhhhhhhhhh yeaaaaaaaaaaaa so hot 
shy blu eyed t bear: sees..the heat..from her body..mmmm mmmm 
websterace3: feels the heat of her thighs over here he he 

websterace3: sweating now 
greeneyedviolet: *smiles at you both..thrusts my hips with the beat of the new tune.....as my 

hair cover smy face and shoulders as my creamy thighs shine even more * 
websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiling back...watching her body shine...and shimmer 

websterace3: eyes glued to her thighs mmmmmmmmmmm 
indyjones42: hello hello 
greeneyedviolet: *archs my whole body with the beat rocking my hips in the booth and 

waves wb to indy* 
shy blu eyed t bear: hi indy 
shy blu eyed t bear: watching her hips now 

shy blu eyed t bear: rolls my tongue back into my mouth 
websterace3: sucking harder on my ice cube 
shy blu eyed t bear: slides closer to table....have to..grins 

greeneyedviolet: someone sure likes ice  
websterace3: smiles over at Violet 
websterace3: it is hot in her have to keep my lips moist 

greeneyedviolet: *winks and shimmys my shoulders as my feet push my hips up and down 
making the table move * 
shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

websterace3: watches Violet shimming 
shy blu eyed t bear: such a sensuous show 

greeneyedviolet: *smiles and hummmmmmmmssssss to this song while my head swings 
side to side and pushs the table with my hands* 
shy blu eyed t bear: lucky...table...droo;s 

shy blu eyed t bear: drools* 
websterace3: walks back to the bar to get more ice 
shy blu eyed t bear: cant take eyes off of her 

greeneyedviolet: *lol dont trip this time webster* 
shy blu eyed t bear: lol 
websterace3: I will try not to  

greeneyedviolet: *smiles relaxes and lets the table slde back into place* 
websterace3: makes it to the bar this time 
shy blu eyed t bear: grins...to her 

websterace3: gets my ice and heads back 
shy blu eyed t bear: i still say...lucky table 
greeneyedviolet: *smiles at bear and the stumbbling webster.... shakes my hair loose and 

looks for my drink* 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles....very nice show violet 

websterace3: makes it back to my booth 
shy blu eyed t bear: i would stand and applaud,,,but not at this time...grins 
greeneyedviolet: yw *licks my lips i will need another cream sicle now* 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm..... 
websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmm  
websterace3: lol 

websterace3: takes a deep breath 

 

 



Sweetreasure Dances with Kelsey 
 
sweet treasure: *splashs and whispers into kelseys ear.....mmmmm its getting cold in here* 
kutie kelsey: nods and steps out, offers a hand to Sweet  

daven14578: hardly seems possible that you two hot ladies would be cold 
sweet treasure: *climbs out slips my arm around your waist and moves to the back room to 
get something dry on* 

kutie kelsey: someone made sure the water temp stayed at a certain level  
kutie kelsey: hurries with Sweet and steps in as well, grabs a big fluffy towel and starts to dry her  
sweet treasure: mmmm ty wiggles an turns so she can dry me than i return the favor  

D r a z: whistles looking innocent ........ smiles watch ing the tow lithe bodies  
al_olderguy: what are you doing in that back room draz... 

sweet treasure: *points to the cams and whispers Draz recordes everything that goes on 
here* 
daven14578: Draz has the "all-pass" hall pass AL, gets to go anywhere 

daven14578: lol 
kutie kelsey: holds still as best i can, then waves to the cam  
sweet treasure: *turns and blows a kiss to the camera*  

kutie kelsey: decides to grab one of the dresses from the rack, puts it on and steps into matching 
shoes and checks myself in the mirror, then turns for draz to see  
al_olderguy: I think he has the upstairs rooms bugged as well.... 

daven14578: maybe, but probably not, he is a gentleman 
kutie kelsey: runs the hands through the hair, will let the hair air dry for now  
sweet treasure: *drys off kelsey,,and slips into a light blue tee shirt a pair of black boy 

shorts white shorts and a matching bra with my new boots on* 
D r a z:  smiles as i fiddle with switches  
al_olderguy: lol 

daven14578: those arent switches Draz 
daven14578: just saying 
sweet treasure: *shakes my ass to the tune as i walk out...winks at Draz you can't touch this 

* 
daven14578: whistles as sweet emerges form back room 

kutie kelsey: opens the door for Sweet and whistles seeing her outfit and steps out in a mini sky blue 
dress with four inch heels  
sweet treasure: *jumps up and down as i dance around the room to dry my hair* 

daven14578: notices she is still a bit chilly :P 
al_olderguy: something about the shake of the ass is a bit mesmorizing 
daven14578: huge smile and whislte for Kutie,  

D r a z: watchs  the two girls ..........mmmmmso sexy   
kutie kelsey: smiles to Daven, spins on the balls of my feet and turns for him  
daven14578: legs look great in that skirt and heels 

sweet treasure: *smiles at kelsey shakes my hips an lets her see how cold i am still as i 
dance skip around and hip bumps trish.....steffanie and rebecca * 
daven14578: smiles and winks appreciattibvely 

daven14578: lol wow, is that a word in any language? 
kutie kelsey: moves along with Sweet, gives the arms quick rub, then steps away and watches as she 
moves around, then i start my own little dance  

sweet treasure: *shimmys my shoulders as my hips rock left right l;eft and right  
daven14578: shimmy shimmy coco pop! 

kutie kelsey: closes the eyes and continues to sway and to move to the tune  
sweet treasure: *giggles and starts being silly as i skip around shaking my wet hair * 
kutie kelsey: watches the flying hair and giggles as well, then moves again around the floor  

sweet treasure: come on guys..get up and show us what you got* 
kutie kelsey: moves to Sweet and presses to her from behind and moves as she does  
kutie kelsey: avoids the flailing hair as best as one can  

sweet treasure: *stops and stands in front of Harold,,,,moves back to kelsey an sways my 
hips with yours * 



sweet treasure: looks like al the guys passed out on us 
D r a z: winks at  sweet and kelsey  

kutie kelsey: so it would seem...I guess they had too hard a weekend  
daven14578: stands up and walks to sweet and kutie 
sweet treasure: *spins around grabs your hips and skips around pulling you with me* 

daven14578: holds out hand to each 
kutie kelsey: runs the hands over Sweet to keep her warm and then follows her lead and moves again  
sweet treasure: ohh now he wants to dance 

daven14578: shiimys in betweeen them 
kutie kelsey: moves to daven and turns, pushes back into him and grinds into his body  

daven14578: smiles, rotates hips 
sweet treasure: *giggles and dances with daven and kelsey...as my hips sway in circles and 
waves my arms over my head* 

D r a z: hey ishtyerr 
daven14578: hand on sweet's waist matching her sways 
ishterr: howdy draz 

kutie kelsey: i bump hips with sweet, then with daven and spin again and move around both of them  
daven14578: squats and bumps shoulder on sweet's hip 
sweet treasure: *making my top slide up and down my tummy ..spins around and bumps my 

ass against daven winks and dances around the two others on the floor* 
D r a z:  bouncing around in the dj booth 
daven14578: stands turns and bump butt against kutie's 

kutie kelsey: spins again and moves opposite of sweet before turning to bump and to grind with her, 
then with daven  
daven14578: arm around Kuties waist holds hand up high and twirls her aroud 

sweet treasure: *spins in circles..rolling my hips left right and left...smiles at the two 
dancers and pushs them together* 
kutie kelsey: spins around, hair starting to fly away as it has dried  

daven14578: faces sweet then twirl her 
kutie kelsey: my hand go around daven's waist as i press to him and move as he does  

daven14578: moving with Kutie, swaying left right then front back 
sweet treasure: *smiles moves to the bar..jumps up and watchs the room * 
sweet treasure: hello ishterr 

D r a z:  smiles as i look up at sweet 
daven14578: smiling broadly ad I dip her 
ishterr: hello sweet 

kutie kelsey: moves to a stage and watches Sweet as she moves around, then starts to move on the 
stage with a twirl and a sway  
daven14578: takes a seat at the foot of the stage 

kutie kelsey: spins around, a hand glides up one side, then the other hand moves on the opposite side  
daven14578: looking up at Kutie, enjoying her moves 
sweet treasure: *whistless at kesley shes on the stage guys behave* 

D r a z: watchses kelsey  as she turns on the sensual moves  for  the crowd  
daven14578: enjoys the well placed jiggling 
kutie kelsey: spins again and slowly rocks the hips, the hands glide around to my butt, then around 

and up to my breasts  
daven14578: smiles hungrily at Kutie 

daven14578: clapping 
kutie kelsey: spins upon the feet and slowly sways as i move to the wall, then spin and move slowly 
back, eyes looking into daven's  

daven14578: makes eye contact, staring intently 
kutie kelsey: licks the lips very slowly, tosses the head one way then the other as the hair flies  
daven14578: those heels really accentuate your shapely legs 

daven14578: and ass 
daven14578: returns lip licking, whew beautiful 
kutie kelsey: spins again, leans over to slowly sway and to glide a hand up the dress  



kutie kelsey: stands and looks back, gives a pouty look and blows a kiss to daven before spinning 
again and rocking to the beat  

daven14578: catches Kutie's kiss and blows one back 
sweet treasure: *waves hello to blonde from the bar* 
kutie kelsey: turns again and moves to daven, steps off the stage and runs a hand along his face, then 

moves behind him and lets both hands glide over his chest  
daven14578: shivers up my spine 
sweet treasure: *whistles and claps for the dancer* 

daven14578: hand lays on top of yours 
D r a z: grins watching  kelsey as  she move over  daven  

kutie kelsey: continues to circle on his chest, then moves around, caresses his face again and straddles 
his lap and settle upon it  
kutie kelsey: tugs the dress up a little then slowly moves upon his lap  

daven14578: hands reach aorund back to support you 
daven14578: keep ypou from falling off 
kutie kelsey: the slow rocking gives way to a gentle sway  

daven14578: smiles at you 
sweet treasure: *smiles at Draz this is her fir5st night here the men will flock here when 
they findout she comes here * 

D r a z: wb all  you crashers and distracted 
al_olderguy: you know what that will do to him don't you Kelsey? 
daven14578: sways a bit under you 

kutie kelsey: gives daven a little kiss, then rises from his lap, spins and slowly sways the hips  
kutie kelsey: steps onto the stage and continues with the slow sway and then a little roll of the hips 
along with a toss of the hair  

daven14578: hand drapes along kutie's hips and falls off ans she sways 
kutie kelsey: spins upon the feet and looks back, slowly steps toward the wall and spins again, rests 
against you and moves against the wall  

D r a z: watches  the seductive roll of the hips  
daven14578: getting flushed from watch the seductive Kutie 

kutie kelsey: spreads the feet and lowers a little, then raises back, spins and places the hands to the 
wall and gyrates the hips  
daven14578: OMG the images in my mind 

daven14578: clapping for the eroitc moves 
kutie kelsey: steps away from the wall in a strut and shakes the hips to the beat  
kutie kelsey: spins again and shakes the butt to tune, spins and runs the hand up the left side, then 

slaps the right  
daven14578: shifts in seat 
kutie kelsey: spins again, struts toward the wall, spins again and makes her way back to daven, plops 

in his lap as the tune ends  
daven14578: wonderful sweeite 
daven14578: arms around oyu 

kutie kelsey: thank you  
sweet treasure: this will test daven  
daven14578: smiling at oyu 

kutie kelsey: takes a deep breath and slowly exhales  
warmsunshine: hi 

daven14578: bouncing leg to beat 
daven14578: holding kutie tighter 
kutie kelsey: rest back against daven and continues to move just slightly upon his lap  

daven14578: mmmm wonderful aroma 
daven14578: i whisper 
daven14578: I hope your comfortable and lap isnt too lumpy 

kutie kelsey: spins around, slides an arm around his neck  
kutie kelsey: no more than any other lap  
daven14578: arms around your back 

daven14578: I look passopnatly inot oyur eyes 



daven14578: leans in a bit, inviting a kiss 
kutie kelsey: looks into his eyes, smiles, then leans and lightly brushes my lips upon his  

daven14578: lips part at thr lght touch 
kutie kelsey: that will be one hundred dollars, payable in cash for the dance  
kutie kelsey: giggles  

daven14578: no problem 
daven14578: lol 
sweet treasure: giggles  

D r a z:  laffssssssssss 
daven14578: well worth it 

sweet treasure: falls off the bar laughing  
daven14578: pulls out c-note 
kutie kelsey: half goes to Sweet, she is my agent  

daven14578: yours to do what you want 
D r a z: hahah ............well done sweet too 
kutie kelsey: takes the bill and tucks it inside the dress  

kutie kelsey: and just think, that wasnt even my best stuff  
kutie kelsey: tries to keep a straight face after saying that but cant  
daven14578: hmmmmmmmm lucky me 

sweet treasure: *winks at kelsey .....ty now we can buy that bikini we saw* 
daven14578:  �  
daven14578: I suspect you speak the truth 

D r a z: laffsss sweet 
kutie kelsey: i know....it will look so good on you  
kutie kelsey: catches the clock from the corner of an eye, gives daven a kiss and rises from his lap  

daven14578: and one for yourself kutie? 
kutie kelsey: moves to draz, gives him a kiss as well  
kutie kelsey: we shall see...in time  

D r a z:  smiles at klsey ....... kisses her sweetly ......good to meet you ............. 
kutie kelsey: moves to Sweet, gives her a soft hug and a very luscious kiss  

daven14578: nice ot meet you Kutie, do hurry back 
kutie kelsey: thank you for letting me join the fun, it was great  
sweet treasure: mmmm ty are you leaving? 

D r a z:  hope we will see  you again soon  
kutie kelsey: yes, time to get some sleep  
al_olderguy: bye kelsey 

kutie kelsey: bye Al  
sweet treasure: ok smiles and kisses you do come back  
daven14578: good night kutie 

kutie kelsey: waves to the rest before stepping out  
D r a z: sleep well kelsey  ..............good to have had  you with us  
daven14578: BRB 

sweet treasure: *giggles as daven runs to the mens room * 

 

 
 
Sweetrodeo Dances 
 
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles jumps up and down as i skip around the room singing loud  
sweet_rodeo_girl: stops in the center of the room as the beat slows rolls my hips left right in a small circle 

D r a z: smiles watchig  rodeo  
sweet_rodeo_girl: claps my hands and lets my hair down..smiles at the D/j and rolls my hips in circles while my 

shoulders move with the slow rhytum  

Gabriela92: mmm... look at those hips.... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: shimmys my shoulders left and right an rocks my hips up and back a bit faster while i use 

more of the dance floor  



sweet_rodeo_girl: waves at Gabriela as i move past the d/j booth rockin my hips with Her tune..shaking my 
hair down my back an snaps my fingers 

sweet_rodeo_girl: unbuttons three buttons on my top as i spin around letting my hair sway side to side as i 
move around the center of the room claps my hands and hops up onto the bar so i can watch the whole room  

Gabriela92: eyes constantly glance between music controls and Rodeo's rocking body. 
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at the good music..rocks my hips left and right as i move around the room  

Gabriela92: Genna, have you met Rodeo? Not sure if your paths have crossed. 
D r a z:  watchs   rodeo as she  rocks out  the music  
sweet_rodeo_girl: lets the cool air flow over and my breasts making them grow firmer as the lights make my 

cotton shirt cling to my damp skin  
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around an smiles at genna as my hips move with the new beat shaking my shoulders 
sending my hair over each shoulder  

sweet_rodeo_girl: hello scottish 

D r a z: watchs the hair shaking and    flowing  
scottishguy_8: Jumps up an a bar stool and looks around 
sweet_rodeo_girl: drops up and down as my ass rocks side to side forgets where i am as i unbutton one more 
button on my small top  

scottishguy_8: glances over at sweet with a smile on his face 
sweet_rodeo_girl: grips my shirt spins around tugs it open so my breasts can get some cool air as i move 

around the room smiles and gives everyone a wink as i move by them 
sweet_rodeo_girl: moves to the bar stands between two bar stolls an whispers if your your gonna lump the bar 
this is how you do it guy smiles into the mirror rolls my hips and grips the bar with both hands as my ass thrusts 

back and forth bummping my tummy against the wooden bar 
sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my head back..rocks my hips with the new beat smiles at bobby and lets my breasts 
make my top push open more from my shoulders movign side to side  

bobbyb2158: dance for me baby  

Gabriela92: I think she is, Bobby... LOL 
sweet_rodeo_girl: moves up and down the wooden bar smiles at all our guests as my hips swing left right and 
left while i stomp my feet with each step i take  

scottishguy_8: she can move her stuff 
bobbyb2158: love to touch your sweet skin  
Gabriela92: she's so good, she can move other people's stuff. 

D r a z: grins as we watch rodeo 
bobbyb2158: shes got me moving  
D r a z: points bobby to no touching dancer sign  

Gabriela92: just remember, Bobby... no touching the dancers without permission!!! 
sweet_rodeo_girl: stops at the end of the bar spins around and hops up crosses my legs at m y knees and blows 
a kiss to the whole room  

gennasweet1: smiles and readjust myself on my bar  stool watching Rodeo 
scottishguy_8: its not my heart that is soaring lol 
D r a z: winks at rodeo  
sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my head so my hair hangs down the center of my back wiggles my toes leans back so 
i can feel the cool air flow over my chest and down my legs as i let the beat move me on the bar 
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at the Sexy D/j rebuttons one button so as not to show off to much as my shoulders 

rock side to side and snaps my fingers  
TaylorMae: *struts back in and over to the bar, climbs onto it and watches rodeo dancing* 

Gabriela92: smiles and rocks my head side to side, watching the hot dancer 
sweet_rodeo_girl: can i get a bottle of water Draz? 
TaylorMae: she has the moves wow 

D r a z: passs rodeo a couple of ice cold water bottles 
TaylorMae: tee hee 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty smiles and recrosses my legs letting the cool air flow up my thighs untwists the bottle 
takes a big swallow looks around the room and slides the bottle between my boobs making it nice and snug 
between them  

sweet_rodeo_girl: tilts my head back shakes my head and acts like a water sprinkler as i make the water shoot 
up and splash on my face and breasts as my head moves left then right  

scottishguy_8: oh my sweet 

D r a z: laffs  .......nice rodeo  
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles licks my lips as the ice cold water makes my top look even smaller as my breasts push 
it up and shows my hard nipples under the sheer fabric rocks my hips and winks at the D/j 

gennasweet1: better give me a fire extinquisher 
scottishguy_8: rubs the cold water bottle over my forhead to cool down 
gennasweet1: put my panties out, there almost on fire watching rodeo 
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks as i take whats left of the cold water..runs the tip of my tongue aroun dand around the 

neck slipping it between my red lips making my cheeks puff in and out  



gennasweet1: oh wait, i dont have any on 
sweet_rodeo_girl: lets go of the bottle tilts my head back and uses just my tongue to move the bottle around in 

my mouth  

gennasweet1: <~~ask Draz for a large glass of water with plenty of ice please 
sweet_rodeo_girl: bucks up and down on the bar as the cool water flows down my throath tosses my head to 

the left drops the empty bottle onto the bar an winks at the room  

scottishguy_8: winks back at sweet 
D r a z: pours a large glass ofwater ..........over ice cubes  and slides ovr to genna  

gennasweet1: thank you Draz 
stagforyou_1: best to pour it over genna Draz..lol 
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at the room thanks for the water Draz i sure needed that 

gennasweet1: drops an ice cube down my skirt lol 
scottishguy_8: bet thats cold genna 
D r a z: winks at  rodeo we all did after  that rodeo 

gennasweet1: after that dance it has already melted 
gennasweet1: thank you Rodeo 
Gabriela92: watches the steam from the melted ice rise from under Genna's skirt. 

triggertactix: So what does this place serve mostly? 
sweet_rodeo_girl: yw genna  
sweet_rodeo_girl: Draz will have to wipe the bar down i did make a puddle  

gennasweet1: fans my steamy skirt ;p; 
Bee_passionately_blue: people who are imaginative and who can play mental games is what I 
have come to understand the place normally serves. At times, sarcasm and wit are also 

high on the list, others a prolific lexicon. lol 

 
 
sweet_rodeo_girl: cleans the bar of all the dirty glasses ..wipes it down and rolls onto my tummy bends my 
knees and rests my head in my hands as i look at the room  
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as my feet move with the music lightly kicking my butt as i watch the room while 

laying on the bar 
sweet_rodeo_girl: runs my fingers through my hair tilts my head back an rocks the top half of my body to the 
beat of this song  

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at david as two buttons pop open on my shirt rocks my shoulders side to side an 
closes my eyes  
TaylorMae: hiya David *hugs*  
sweet_rodeo_girl: kicks my feet up and down..rocking my head side to side and singing along to this as my top 

opens and closes letting cool air flow over my breasts making my nipple hard while the room enjoys the music  

shy blu eyed t bear: still eyeing rodeo's enjoying songs 
sweet_rodeo_girl: bites my tongue as i feel a gust of cold air flow up between my breasts making my nipples 

grow harder making me shimmy my shoulders to this song and shake my hair over my shoulders  

mylstoknowhere: yeeeehaaaaw a good ol texas 2 step song  
shy blu eyed t bear: Thinks* mmmm mmmm mmm...such a sight 

mylstoknowhere: as he shuffles accross the dance floor 
shy blu eyed t bear: see's the nipples...harden 
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at david as i spreadout over the bar making my small top slide up...feeling the cool 

wood rub against my soft skin winks at t bear and crosses my ankles as they rest on my butt and places my chin 
in the palms of my hands 

shy blu eyed t bear: winks...to rodeo.....rolling my tongue back inside my mouth 

daviddirects: *smiles back at rodeo...* 
 
sweet_rodeo_girl: grabs a peice of ice slips it between my lips and rolls it around with my tongue as the room 

starts to fill up 

mylstoknowhere: puts bills in till 
 
sweet_rodeo_girl: rolls over onto my back lifts my right leg up slides my fingertips up my grips my boots tugs 

eachone so they hug my calfs an shows david my boots more as i hum the words to this song and lets my hips 
thrust and sway side to side with the rhytum of the tune 

shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee......rodeo 

daviddirects: carefully studies rodeo's boots..... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks wiggles my toes as my feet press flat on the bar thrusting my hips up and down and 
lets my small hands cover my breasts to keep from breaking any rules as my body moves with the music  

shy blu eyed t bear: watches.....her breasts.....move 



sweet_rodeo_girl: closes my eyes rocking my shoulders tossing my hair over my shoulders and makes it cover 
my brests smiles and grips the sides of the wooden bar as my hips sway and thrust side to side to the beat of 

this song 

mylstoknowhere: thx tim i allready helped myself wink 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles...at rodeo 

mylstoknowhere: and made one for taylor toooo lol 
 

daviddirects: gives rodeo a kiss on the cheek before heading out.. 
 
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my shoulders and hips flips back over onto my tummy pushs up with both hands lets 
my hair hang down and waves bye to david 
Sweet_rodeo_girl: crosses my legs making them rest on my butt again smiles and sighs as i look around the 

room  
TaylorMae: *cheers for sweet on the great dancing*  

shy blu eyed t bear: *applauds*  rodeo 
sweet_rodeo_girl: ty guys 
sweet_rodeo_girl: sits cross legged tugs my top back down only maks my nipples push my top up more smiles 
shakes my head and lets the music fill the room 

shy blu eyed t bear: leans back in chair....relaxes 

shy blu eyed t bear: nice nipples....btw...blushes 
1stSPS: hi vet 
sweet_rodeo_girl: no matter how much i try to hide them the more they show  

mylstoknowhere: and we luv the show rodeo wink 
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at Draz hope im not taking up to much space? 
 
 
Trisha Dances 
 
trisha_29: grins...jumps up and skips over to the pole...grabs it with one hand..straddling 
against it...popping my ass as my hips roll forward 
sexykay39: watches trish............squirming in my seat..... 
trisha_29: dropping my ass down to the floor and bringing it back up slowly...bending 
forward...popping each ass cheek with the beat of the music 
daviddirects: smiling..watching trisha..amazing 
sexykay39: her booty dont need explaining EVER......whew 

against the pole...rolling my head back....tugging the pony tail holder from my hair....hips 
swaying back and forth slowly 

D r a z: smiles as trisha  uses  the blues beat  to  dance# 
ApocalypticDreamz_: The blues sexiest music ever  
daviddirects: watching the slow sway.. 
trisha_29: both hands up...sliding my fingers back through my hair....slowly slithering them 
down the sides of my neck as my body squirms with the beat...spreading my fingers and 
dragging them down the front of me...slowly over the curves of my breasts....pushing off 
the pole...hips snapping with the beat 
kelli-: watching trisha 
sexykay39: all i know she can sway rock or whatever that ass is banging................damn 

dreamgirl 
daviddirects: watching how trisha moves. 
dirtyrpgirl: sit back on a barstool, the one right in front of kelli...smiling at her as she sits on 

the bar 
dirtyrpgirl: omg trish is at the pole !!!!!!!!!! yayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
daviddirects: yes she it dirty.. 
sexykay39: such a lucky ass pole..... 
dirtyrpgirl: wooohooooooooo babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
trisha_29: spins on my toes...facing the pole...fingers wrapping around the cold 
steal....looking back over my shoulder as my ass sways back and forth 
D r a z: watches trisha ,.,.,.,.shes all woman for sure 

sexykay39: mmmmmm what a lovely ass.... 
daviddirects: looking from the ass to the eyes and back 



dirtyrpgirl: damn you are so sexy when you dance baby !!!!!!!! 
sexykay39: i tried looking from her ass upto her eyes David but for some reason my eyes 

wont move from her ass...giggles 
trisha_29: kicks one leg out and wraps it around the pole...leaning way back...my fingers 
drifting over the front of my top...slowly undoing each button and pulling the top 
open...dropping my arms and letting the top fall from me...pulling myself back up  
kelli-: clapping to the beat.. watching trisha 
dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands on kelli's knee's as we watch trish dance 

daviddirects: clapping to the beat 
D r a z:  feels  the beat and watches it in trisha’s swaying   hips  

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing softly....looking from trish to kelli 
kelli-: pulls dg on my lap.. watching trishas mooovvveesss 
sexykay39: loves how she can just captivate the whole room................woohooo dreamgirl 

dirtyrpgirl: omg babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy !!!!!!!!!! hell yesssssssssssssssss !!! 
trisha_29: reaching way up on the pole...pulling myself up it slowly...leg wrapped around it 
tight...letting go of the pole and leaning back...grabbing the pole under me...back 
arching...rolling my hips as my crotch grinds against the pole 
dirtyrpgirl: squirming to your lap, leaning my back to you and puts your hands on my 
tummy with mine over them 

daviddirects: watching intently.. 
sexykay39: mmmmmmmmm love the arch..... 
sexykay39: crossing legs......squirming 

D r a z: eys on the pole where trisha's crotch touches 
trisha_29: unwrapping my leg and flipping myself down...feet landing on the stage and 
slowly sliding down into the splits....leaning forward...arms stretched out...lifting my ass 
a bit off the stage and giving it a bounce with the beat 
dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggggggggggg trishhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh............applauding your 
moves and hootin and hollariing !!!!!!!! 

daviddirects: swaying to the beat...watching 
dirtyrpgirl: so do i sissy 

D r a z:  smiles at  he lithe trisha as she bounces seductively  to the beat 
dirtyrpgirl: hiya razor........smiles 
sexykay39: smiles to my sissy........damn your baby is hot as hell...whew 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat under you 
dirtyrpgirl: swaying in your lap. my long legs just dangling as my foot "taps" to the beat 
trisha_29: pulling my legs in and pushing up to stand...narrowing my eyes at david....walks 
my way over to him...tossing my hair off my shoulder...hips snapping left and 
right....stopping in front of him...reaching out and sliding my fingers through his hair as i 
circle my hips with the music in front of him straddling over his legs 

dirtyrpgirl: now ,THAT IS SEXYYYYYYYYYYYYY 
daviddirects: looking up...barely breathing..watching her move.. 
sexykay39: eyes following dreamgirl............. 

D r a z: mmmmmmmm  hot 
sexykay39: think those hips are illegal in49 states.... 
dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hiney to kelli's lap 

kelli-: mmmmm mmmmm .. tights my arms around dg 
kelli-: hands slowly roaming a lil bit 

dirtyrpgirl: sings back to kelli..........if you pleasee................if......you 
..........pleaseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
trisha_29: grins....gives his head a tug back....leaning down...darting my tongue out to swirl 
over his lips....dropping my hips down slowly....rolling them against him...hooking my 
legs around the legs of his chair...drawing my fingers from his hair and leaning way 
back...sliding my fingers up over the front of me...squeezing gently at my breasts and 
easing my way up to face him...smiling sweetly 
D r a z: watching  the sensational trish as she teases david  
daviddirects: mmm...Trisha...amazing...smiling back at her sweet smile..eyes never leaving 
her 



trisha_29: smiles...kisses david softly...all done dancing ..lol 
dirtyrpgirl: time to fuck now david !!....giggles 

kelli-: she's gonna get serious now LOL 
dirtyrpgirl: uh huhh kelli.....giggles 
trisha_29: lmao omg i am not! 
daviddirects: kisses Trisha back...slides her into my lap 
D r a z: woo hoo ...stands and wolf whistles   trisha  ............... very sexy 
trisha_29: lmao babygirl you know i dont dance often..and when i do its only for a few 
songs and thats all 
dirtyrpgirl: that was amazing babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy, stands up from kelli's lap to applaud 

my hot babyyyyyyyyyyyy 
kelli-: applaudes trisha... HHAAWWTT!!!!!! 
sexykay39: way to go dreamgirl...........................thank you for that  

trisha_29: ty tyty 
dirtyrpgirl: i know baby, hell thats about all we can all take !!! 
trisha_29: lol 
sexykay39: knows what my dream will be of tonight lol.... 
daviddirects: smiles...sexy dance babe 
sexykay39: but she always gives me such lovely thoughts to go to bed with ....giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: i cant speak for anyone else, but i was getting so turned on, and udressing you 
in my mind..........and moreeeeeeeeeee...............lmaooo, but thats just meeeeeeeeeeee 
sexykay39: hell i had her naked...forget undressing lol 

trisha_29: ty baby 

 

trisha_29: jumps up on the bar.....shakes my ass 

dirtyrpgirl: talk to dirty ..........to meeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
trisha_29: slides my hand down over my tummy.....leans back a bit...rolls my hips forward 
dirtyrpgirl: smiling as your nipples poke from your tanktop as you wave your hands high 

saphire_a_blaze: smiles at Trisha and pops my up and down to the floor like i saw her do 
once rocks my hips and lets my ass touch the floor as i jump back onto the bar stool 
trisha_29: giggles...grabs the bottom of my tank top....shimmies it up and down over my 
tummy with the beat 
trisha_29: leans forward....pressing my ass out....jiggles my ass cheeks...dropping them 
down to the top of the bar and back up...rolling my hips not missing a beat 
trisha_29: skips across the bar....jumps towards the pole...grabbing it with my 
hand....straddling the pole....rocking my ass with the music 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooooooooohoooooooooo babyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
dirtyrpgirl: omg here she goes !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11 
shy blu eyed t bear: watches the rocking ass 

trisha_29: leans my chest to the pole....wavering my entire body against the pole...tossing 
my head back..my hand stroking up and down the pole and i drop my ass 
down...swinging it left and right as i slowly work it back up 

dirtyrpgirl: omg babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy yesssssssssssss 
risha_29: pushes away from the pole....spins and struts over to diet...stopping in 
front...turning my back to him...bending forward...popping my ass cheeks one at a time 
with the beat 
trisha_29: looks back over my shoulder.....swings my arm back...smacking my hand down 
on my ass cheek..dropping my ass down and back up 

dirtyrpgirl: great ass !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
mylstoknowhere: u go girl 0_0 
D r a z: winks at trisha as she shakes it  

trisha_29: grins....stands up straight.....jiggling my ass hard as i grab the bottom of my tank 
top and work it up slowly...baring my tan tummy 
dirtyrpgirl: oh my damn babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy!! 

D r a z: grins watching  trisha as she  reveals that hot tummy 



trisha_29: winks at diet and struts my way back to the pole....grasping it with my 
hand....straddling against it....leaning back and rolling my hips forward...grinding the 
crotch of my little booty shorts agains the steel 
dirtyrpgirl: mezemerised by trish's ass at the moment nagger......you? 
saphire_a_blaze: waves a fist full of money at Trisha as my eyes move with her ass  

dietcoke_2: Tosses Franklin to Trisha.  
trisha_29: grins as the music changes......pushes from the pole....strutting down the top of 
the bar...kicking glasses left and right....reaching up and tugging the tank top up...pulling 
it from me and giving it a toss....baby blue bra barely covering  
saphire_a_blaze: stands at the end of the stage rocks my hips with the beat and slides the 

money between my tits smiles at Trish as my eyes follow her every move 
trisha_29: slithers my hands over my tummy...up over my breasts....stopping on the 
bar...standing with my legs spread...hips swirling with the beat...tossing my head 
back...fingers sliding up the side of my neck...slowly pushing back into the long flowing 
strands of my hair. 
saphire_a_blaze: whistlesssssss at the blue bra looks over at dirty winks then turns back to 

Trish 
dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooohoooooooooooooooooo babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
trisha_29: snapping my hips left to right....hands sliding down...working my fingers along 
the waistband of my little short shorts....grinning and tugging them undone..... 
daven14578: Walks up to bar holding up a ten for Trish 
trisha_29: turns my back to the bar....leaning forward a bit...hips swaying 
seductively...easing the shorts slowly down over the perfect curves of my ass...little baby 
blue thong sparkling brightly....shorts dropping down my long legs...grinning and kicking 
them at diet 
saphire_a_blaze: smiles and walks back to my seat at the end of the bar  
mylstoknowhere: drool runnin down my chin  
daven14578: waves 10 to get Trish's attention 

D r a z: smiles watching   
dirtyrpgirl: holy moly !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! damn babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

daven14578: love when that happens diet (does depend on who is int ehshorts mind ya) 
trisha_29: snaps a look at daven...grins...drops down to my knees...tossing my head 
back..back arching as i slowly crawl along the bar...ass raised high..swaying with the 
music...making my way to daven...snatching the 10 with my teeth from his hand 
mrcountry_1: do wwe still have a hook ale draz? 
D r a z: we do .....new barrel  tonight 

daven14578: smiles at Trish, lovely me lady 
dirtyrpgirl: sooooooooooooooo sultry babyyyyyyyyyyyyy.omgggggggggggg 
trisha_29: grins and pushes up on my knees...pulling the 10 from my teeth...sliding it down 
the front of my thong...winks at daven 
 
trisha_29: smiles and slides off the bar...ending my dancing for the night 
daven14578: hey Gabi, didnt see you when I got in 
mylstoknowhere: wooo hooooo trish WOOOOOOHOOOOOO 
dirtyrpgirl: standing on the barstool i applaud and hoot and hollar..that was incredible 

babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy dayummmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
D r a z: woo hoo .............stands and applauds trisha  ........... so hot ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.phew  

Gabriela92: Awesome dance, Trisha.... loved every phrase and action. 
trisha_29: lol ty ty ty!!!!! 
daven14578: yea and Trish's swaing ass consumed my attention 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 
mylstoknowhere: so hottttttttt 
dietcoke_2: Oh, Trisha finished.  Hat's off to a fine dance.  

mrcountry_1: stand and applauds what i didnt see but know was good, wooooo hooooo 
dietcoke_2: A great display of origionality  
saphire_a_blaze: stands and claps for Trisha wtg  

trisha_29: ty ty 



dirtyrpgirl: wow, baby................wow !! 
saphire_a_blaze: hello mrcountry 

trisha_29: winks at my babygirl 
dirtyrpgirl: squirms more.my panties kinda clinging in the front 
mrcountry_1: smiles at saphire 

dirtyrpgirl: winks back, smiliing 

 

 
trisha_29: reaches up...pulls the clip from my hair...giving my head a shake...wild mess 
falling down my back 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs at Draz's song selection 
Gabriela92: grabs Daven's hand and pulls him onto the dance floor.... 

daven14578: goes with Gabi 
daven14578: arm around waist other around back 
kelliGabriela92: puts his right hand on my waist and grasps his left in my right.. 

trisha_29: reaches and grasps the tab of the zipper to my hoodie....easing it down slowly 
till it falls open... 
daven14578: pull sGabi close 

Gabriela92: slowly turning and swaying 
daven14578: swaying to the music 
Gabriela92: my nose and cheek pressed into his shirt. 

daven14578: my head leans into hers 
gundamguy: it's getting crazy in here 
daven14578: mmm wonderful aroma Gabi 

trisha_29: pushes the hoodie off my shoulders....letting it fall down my arms...pulling it 
off....tossing it behind the bar...flingers sliding over the front of my little thin white tank 
top as it clings to my body 

Gabriela92: new shampoo, Daven... orange ginger 
daven14578: huh, nice 
dirtyrpgirl: smiles, looking at my sexy baby 

saphire_a_blaze: whistlessssss as Trisha starts to dance  
daven14578: swaying, stepping into and away form Gabi 

saerina: oooooh here we go 
gundamguy: lol who wouldn't mind u on their lap saph? 
daven14578: kisses Gabi' sneck 

Gabriela92: reaches down and moves Daven's hand from my kidneys to the top of my tushy 
on the back of my dress. 
daven14578: mmmmm feels wonderful 

dirtyrpgirl: i would rather have her on my face gund....but thats just meeeeeeeeee........lol 
saphire_a_blaze: wiggles closer smiles and turns my head to watch Trisha  
trisha_29: grins....climbs up on the bar stool....slides my fingers down over the sides of my 
tight red skirt....hips swaying with the beat......... 
Gabriela92: steps back and raises my hands over my head, dancing a foot away from 
Daven... 

saphire_a_blaze: wiggles side to side to this making the cahir move under us 
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm watching my baby................ 
daven14578: hold hand high, steppin gto beat, smiling at Gabi 

Gabriela92: wiggles my hips and shimmies my shoulder.... 
gundamguy: woo, it's gettin exciting now 

daven14578: twirls Gabi while holinf hand 
saphire_a_blaze: smiles at dirty licks my lips and sways my head side to side to see how he 
deals with this 

Gabriela92: swivels my pelvis in a horizontal circle.. 
trisha_29: steps from the bar stool to the top of the bar....tossing my head back...fingers 
running back through my hair....edge of my little tank top sliding up over the flat of my 
tummy....rocking my hips a bit more.......... 
daven14578: hands on your hips, marching your moves 



daven14578: *matching* 
dirtyrpgirl: staring at that flat tight tummy 

Gabriela92: shuffles close to Daven and grinds the front of my dress into his left leg... 
daven14578: hands over your head, movong leg against you 
trisha_29: drops my hands....sliding them to the front of my little skirt....hips rocking with 
the beat....tip of my tongue sliding over my warm red lips....looking over at my 
babygirl...winks and tugs the snap of my skirt open....pulling at the fabric to get the 
zipper down....... 
dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggggggggggggg babyyyyyyyyyyyy, squirms as i sit on a barstool, my 
eyes glued to your every movement 

Gabriela92: turns a 180 to watch Trisha dance, backing my tushy into Daven and resting his 
hands on my hips. 
saphire_a_blaze: wiggles and blocks guns face so he cant see what Trisha is doing and tugs 

his head back smiles wets my lips an grinds up and down on his groin  
daven14578: pressing aginst Gabi, swaying to beat forward back 
D r a z: winks at trisha as she gets  in the mood 

Gabriela92: claps over my head to the beat, watching Trisha 
trisha_29: hooks my fingers in the edge of the skirt....hips rolling forward....pushing at the 
skirt in one smooth move and allowing it to drop to the top of the bar....stepping out and 
kicking the skirt towards draz...pushing up on my tip toes...spinning and bringing my 
hands around to my ass cheeks....bending forward and bouncing my ass with the beat..... 
Gabriela92: mmmm, mmmmm.... what an ass! 

dirtyrpgirl: omg baby........................... 
daven14578: thrusting to beat against Gabis, fine ass 
dirtyrpgirl: yessssssssssssssssss gabi !!!!!!!!!! damn 

D r a z: catche s   the skirt .putting it behind the bar 
trisha_29: tosses my head back...rolling it from side to side....hips rolling in small 
circles....legs spread...dropping my ass down to the bar and back up slowly...fingers 
slithering down the front of my thighs and dragging back up the inside slowly........ 
daven14578: hands on waist pulling you back against me 

dirtyrpgirl: damn............how low can you go !!!!!!!!!!!!...................just squirms and knows 
what  i know !!!!!!!!!!!! 
daven14578: holding Gabi tight, kissing side of neck 

gundamguy: lol let me just chuck these glasses out of hte way 
trisha_29: moves down the bar...hips snapping with the music....headed to the 
pole....fingers reaching out...grasping around the cold steal...stroking it up and down 
slowly as i straddle against it....rolling my hips forward...the thin fabric of my panties 
brushing against the cold...hard...pole...... 
D r a z: smiles seeing  the reflection in the polished pole  as tirsha grinds  

daven14578: I think I lost Gabi somewhere on the dance floor 
Gabriela92: sways into Daven hug, tilting my head to receive the kiss on the neck 
daven14578: ah there you are! 

trisha_29: reaching my other hand up on the pole...holding tight with both 
hands...wrapping one leg around the pole and pulling myself up the pole....grinding my 
crotch against the pole as i do.... 
saphire_a_blaze: mmmmmmm looks back at Trish makes me wrap my legs around the chairs 
legs rock my hips and whimper into guns ear  

Gabriela92: undoes the top button on the front of my knit yellow minidress. 
daven14578: see Trish, I am NOT the only one!! LOL 
gundamguy: sweeps saph's soft, smooth hair to the side and gently nibbles her ear 

dirtyrpgirl: sips a drink from the bar not even sure who's it was............so mezmerized 
watching my baby work that pole 
gundamguy: makes swaying motions with his hips from underneath her 

daven14578: enjoys a peek of Gabi's open button reveal 
gundamguy: trish is really putting on quite a show 
saphire_a_blaze: groansssssss gunn as i move side to side making the chair more with my 

hips  



D r a z: smiles watching dirty drink from the flower vase 
daven14578: LOL 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo Draz..................damn.spits the water back into it !! 
Gabriela92: puts my hands under my boobs and slightly lifts them, adjusting my bra. 
trisha_29: lets go of the pole...slides down it..feeling the hard steal rub against my 
crotch...the slight wetness clinging to the steal....leaning way back....my hands reaching 
back and landing flat on the floor in an arch....kicking my legs and flipping over....landing 
down on my knees.....pumping my hips up and down with the beat..... 
dirtyrpgirl: stand applauds that hot move !!!!!!!!!!!!! yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhh babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy....damn 

gundamguy: moves saph's shirt slightly over her shoulder and caresses her neck and 
shoulder with his lips 
dirtyrpgirl: runs to Max ans turns his head to my baby dancing !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: oh yeah wb too !!!!!!!!!.laughs 
Maxillary_Nerve: whoa what??  
trisha_29: kicks my legs out...spins on my ass coming to an end.....laughs....oh that was 
terrible timing max! 
Maxillary_Nerve: waves to saph  
Gabriela92: lets my head sway left and right, eyes glued on Trisha 

dirtyrpgirl: not for me it wasnt babyyyy 
saphire_a_blaze: wiggles on guns lap making my hips and breasts crush against your chest  
dirtyrpgirl: stands on the bar stool just a hootin and hoolerin as my hands clap together 

loudly !!!!!!!!!!!! 
saphire_a_blaze: claps and whistlesssssss wtg Trisha 
trisha_29: drop it drop it drop it lowwwww 

dirtyrpgirl: damn that was soo erotic babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy....whew !!!!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: ty ty ty 
Maxillary_Nerve: growls. always poor timing!  

D r a z: wooooooohoooooooooooo  truisha  .............. 
Gabriela92: steps forward and turns to face Daven again... starting to dance 

dirtyrpgirl: runs to the huge fan and bending over and letting the air blow to the top of my 
sundress, damn baby.you raised the temp in here by like.................i dunno a 100 degree's 
!!!!!!!!! 

trisha_29: skips over to the bar....pushing up on my tip toes...leaning way over...the edge of 
my boy shorts riding up over the curves of my ass...reaching back and tugging them 
down into place....mmmm draz can i get a drink please???? 
 
 
 

 
dirtyrpgirl: letting my tounge roll down loer and licking across the waistband of your boy 
shorts 

dirtyrpgirl: as my hands grip tightly to your booty  
trisha_29: tosses my head back...the muscles in my tummy twitching as your tongue 
slithers over my warm smooth skin...biting down hard on my bottom lip...my eyes 
glancing across the room  
Gabriela92: nods slyly as I see what Dirty's tongue is doing to Trisha 
Maxillary_Nerve: watches as he slowly sips.  
   

dirtyrpgirl: my attention at the task at hand.............wanting to go lower and 
lower................but..reisists..and rubs my tounge flat back up your tummy and letting it 

slide to the white tank top...........rolling my tounge over the fabric 
dirtyrpgirl: biting at the tanktp.pulling if from you slightly 
trisha_29: shoulders pulling back as my back arches...the thin fabric of my tank top clinging 
to me tighter...feeling the heat of your tongue against my skin....hissing softly as your 
mouth tugs at the material...reaching my hand out to run my fingers through your 
hair...giving it a gentle tug 

Gabriela92: oh, my... this song!!!!! 



Maxillary_Nerve: *shakes his head in amazement.... the tug....the tug... growls under his 
breath*  

Gabriela92: involuntarily clenches my teeth, imagining having a little of Trisha's tank top 
between them.... 
Maxillary_Nerve: i know the feeling gabi... im grinding my teeth  

Gabriela92: you know better, Max!!! LOL 
Maxillary_Nerve: involuntary gabi  
Gabriela92: haha, of course 

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my body closer in between your open thighs as you sit on the edge of 
the bar in "your place"...........kneeling on the barstool.......the back of it rising above my 

panty cover hiney...............as i snap the top back to your body and just let my tounge 
trace higher......................letting it slide up to your neck..............as i lift on the stool on 
my knee's 

slimdugg: fans myself 
D r a z: growllllllssssssss deep in my chest as I watch dirty and trisha  
Maxillary_Nerve: is speechless  

Gabriela92: climbs down on an empty stool and returns to where my beer sits. 
Gabriela92: sweeps it up and takes a long pull.... 
Gabriela92: looking over at Dirty and Trisha out of the corner of my eye as I finish it off... 

dirtyrpgirl: my tounge making a circle to your earlobe as i whisper...tonite..............is Trish 
and Dirty's night................... 
trisha_29: curling the fingers of one hand in your hair...my long legs lifting and sliding 
around you...pulling you tight to me...my hips rolling up against you...letting you just 
barely feel the dampness of the crotch of my panties...head rolling back feeling your 
warm tongue against my skin...my heart racing faster in my chest...hard nipples straining 
against the thin material of my top...softly whimpering through slightly parted lips 
Gabriela92: bites my own lip, watching the girls writhe together.. 
Maxillary_Nerve: *wipes a bead of sweat from his brow with a LAB napkin*  

dirtyrpgirl: gently i bite at your earlobe,tugging it in my teeth......my breathing so hot and 
hard as i feel your legs wrap behind me.............as you move, the back of the sundress 

rides higher up and exposes more of my white satin panty.............rubbing my breats to 
yours as i move even closer to you 
Gabriela92: grabs the tight yellow fabric between my boobs and pulls and releases it 

several times to let cool air circulate in... wow, wow, wow.... 
Maxillary_Nerve: *grips his chair tight*  
dirtyrpgirl: rolling my hiney to the new tune..feeling your heart beating faster 

trisha_29: whimpers softly feeling you tug at my earlobe....shifting my legs and running my 
toe slowly up along the back of your thigh...my free hand reaching out and grabbing at 
the sundress...easing it up over the curves of your ass...grinning and raising my hand and 
smacking it down against your ass sharply 
Gabriela92: saunters over to Max's table... mind if I watch the festivities with you? 
Maxillary_Nerve: sure gabi.... its incredible...im having touble processing it!  

dirtyrpgirl: jumping slightly......loving the feel of your hand as it swats at my butt, the sting 
runs throughout my body as i take your left leh and leaning back to my knee's i put it 
between my thighs..........rubbing my wet panty to your shin as i look into your 

eyes................filled with lust and desire as i let my hips roll back and forth 
Gabriela92: it's really something, huh, Max? 

Maxillary_Nerve: off the hook...  
dirtyrpgirl: see what you have done to me baby?............i whisper softly 
dirtyrpgirl: my hard nipples poke from the sundress...............aching to be released 

gundamguy: hi 
trisha_29: bites at my lip...grinning and moving my leg so it rubs slowly against 
you...feeling the wetness clinging to my skin....reaching my hand out to softly run a 
single nail over one of your hard nipples....grasping it and giving it a soft tug 
dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh my gawd yesssssssssssssss.my body just shudders 
from your touch 

dirtyrpgirl: too entranced in my baby to notice anyone entering the room...............i just 



squeeze my tighs to her leg and hold her there 
Maxillary_Nerve: fuck me... this room isnt fair  

dirtyrpgirl: sings to my baby......................i want you to fuck me like an animal .making a 
pouty face 
trisha_29: grins and whispers.......maybe you should dance babygirl 
dirtyrpgirl: yu want me too baby? 
Maxillary_Nerve: kelli: fair is watching. the song is rubbing it in!  
dirtyrpgirl: in the cage?.or on the stage? 

trisha_29: i love watching you dance 
dirtyrpgirl: reluctently shifts my body as i step up onto the barstool and bending down i kiss 

you passionately,you know i will do whatever you tell me to..........smiles 
trisha_29: kisses you back...mmmmmm...good girl 
AlderaanYavin: i see profiles arent working again after the big maintenance outage, ......laffs 

dirtyrpgirl: walking slowly to the stage my barefeet shuffeling to the floor.............as i walk 
up the stairs to the stage..........for starters............... 
dirtyrpgirl: standing at the middle of the stage............swaying in the little yellow 

sundress...........my hair in my face as i let the music control my body 
Maxillary_Nerve: *watches the will-be dancer*  
trisha_29: takes a long sip of my drink...peering over the rim of the glass 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands tug the sundress up my thighs..............swaying my hips 
more...........showing off my wet white panties 
Maxillary_Nerve: winks at the peerer  

dirtyrpgirl: eyes closed as i start to spin slowly.......... 
trisha_29: darts my tongue out to swirl over the rim of the glass....winks back 
dirtyrpgirl: slowly lowering down as i spin back to the front of the stage 

dirtyrpgirl: squating in the middle of the floor. the sundfress above my hips now........as i 
rock my knee's to the beat 
dirtyrpgirl: rolling my head letting my hair fly out and in a circle.................. 

trisha_29: wiggles my ass on the bar watching the dancing 
dirtyrpgirl: shimmies back up............spinning seductively as i roll my behind exaggeratedly 

gundamguy: i did tell her im coming back 
dirtyrpgirl: giving me hips hard snaps as my arms reach up and my hands rub my hair from 
the nap of my neck to my forehead 

trisha_29: traces the rim of my glass with my finger tip as i watch dirty dancing so 
beautifully 
dirtyrpgirl: letting my body move to the tune................... 

Maxillary_Nerve: keeps his eyes focused....sipping his drink, watching  
dirtyrpgirl: skips to the pole in the middle of the stage 
dirtyrpgirl: my hands grip it tight as i sway my body left and right of the pole............... 

dirtyrpgirl: looks back over my shoulder............then again.there is always a "pity fuck" 
gund...giggles 
dirtyrpgirl: reaching up high to the pole............stretching my long body, on my 

tiptoes.................pressing my long frame to the pole......... 
dirtyrpgirl: pushing my head back as i start to rub my crotch up and down the 
pole...............then sundress pushing in between my thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: then.......................i start to skip around the pole......one hand holding to it as my 
other arm reaches out to the air................ 

dirtyrpgirl: faster and faster i start to skip........................ 
Gabriela92: hops up and winds my way back between the tables to my stool at the bar. 
dirtyrpgirl: then i kick my legs out and spin upside down...........the sundress falling to my 

belly.my panties completely exposed as i wrap my bare legs to the top of the pole 
dirtyrpgirl: dropping down slowly as i spin around and around..until my shoulders and neck 
rests on the floor with my legs in the air 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping my legs until my feet are on the stage floor looking out from the stage 
D r a z: smies over at dirty ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.wow you sexy thang 
trisha_29: she is sooooooo sexy 

gundamguy: that was quite a show dirty 



dirtyrpgirl: rolling over to my belly...............then sliding my body and spinning to the floor,i 
stand and skip to the back curtains 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping to bow before i slip in behind the curtain 
D r a z:  stands and applaudds  dirtyy ,,,,,,,,,woo hooooooooooooooooo 
dirtyrpgirl: walks out from stage right...with a towel , rubbing my wet hair........... 

D r a z:  whistles and hollers ........enciore encore 
gundamguy: woooooo 
indyjones42: bravo dirty! 

Gabriela92: awesome, Dirty!!! wooooo, hooooooooooooooooooooo 
dirtyrpgirl: thank you Drazzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz.................... 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you indy 
Gabriela92: stands and claps overhead!!!!! 
gundamguy: throws roses and flowers 

trisha_29: excellent babygirl!!!!!!!!!!  
dirtyrpgirl: thank you gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Gabriela92: amazing!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwww thanks gund...smiles 
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmm thank you baby !!!!!!!!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: now.......did i feel a jerk on my panties !!!???.laughs 

D r a z: laffssssss  looks like it   dirtyy 
dirtyrpgirl: winks to Draz 
trisha_29: lmaoooooo you did! 
Gabriela92: no, he's not here tonight, Dirty. 
dirtyrpgirl: then looks at my baby 
dirtyrpgirl: lmao gabi 

Gabriela92: oh, a jerk ON your panties... sorry, I misread that. 
trisha_29: lol gabi 
Maxillary_Nerve: lmao gabi  

dirtyrpgirl: i thought sooooooooo baby.thought i noticed that nail polish !!!!!!! 
AlderaanYavin: stands up to see if I am sittin on dirty' s  pantys 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo gabi 
AlderaanYavin: *panties 
dirtyrpgirl: i still have them on alder.........they are wet and need to come off 

though........smiles 
dirtyrpgirl: looking at my babyyyyyyy 
AlderaanYavin: grins at dirty 

Gabriela92: I'm sure someone can help you with that particular task, Dirty. 
trisha_29: lol the nailpolish is black....same as the polish on my toes! 
Maxillary_Nerve: *makes a note*  

dirtyrpgirl: ohhh sorry alder..................but as the banner says...this is officially Trish and 
Dirty's night !!!!!1 
trisha_29: walks over to max to see what he is taking note on 

Maxillary_Nerve: *shows her the word "black" written* this bar napkin...  
dirtyrpgirl: sits on a barstool............. 
dirtyrpgirl: paiently waiting......giggles 

D r a z: winks at dirty  
dirtyrpgirl: aint even gonna respell that !!! 

gundamguy: hehe dirty, you must be tired 
dirtyrpgirl: winks back to Draz 
dirtyrpgirl: oh i am not even winded, gund 

gundamguy: wow so much energy 
dirtyrpgirl: i can go on for hours still !!! 
D r a z: dirty hs the energy of 10 power stations 

dirtyrpgirl: hint...hint......giggles 
dirtyrpgirl: lol Draz........... 
gundamguy: hehe what's next on ur list dirty? 

D r a z: lafssssssssssssssssss 



dirtyrpgirl: but i can be drained...........laughs 
gundamguy: lol i see what u did there 

dirtyrpgirl: wel i have this special thin i hope next gund.........smiles 
D r a z:  looks at the banner again  
D r a z:  think tyhats the hint 

gundamguy: ooh, can't wait 
dirtyrpgirl: laughs and winsk to Draz 
gundamguy: so much winking hehe 

dirtyrpgirl: uhm gund...your not going to see that !!! 
Maxillary_Nerve: they can be hard to follow huh gund?  

gundamguy: aw im not? 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles............i wouldnt have the time to esplain everything that is going to go 
on.lol 

 

 
Dirty Dances 
 
 

dirtyrpgirl: steps off of the bar.and onto the stool....................and skips over to the 

stage............... 
dirtyrpgirl: my back to the stage , my hands behind me as i jump up onto the stages floor 
sexykay39: smiles watching sissy 

daven14578: runds fingers though scarlett's hair, kissing her neck again 
dirtyrpgirl: rolling my legs up.........and sliding them back as i spin on my butt 
dirtyrpgirl: facing the curtains.on my hands and knee's as i let the music take control of my 

body.................. 
D r a z: smiles watching dirty react to the rock tune  
dirtyrpgirl: raising from my knees, my hands flats to the stage floor..............shaking my ass 

as i let my hair fall to my face and lift my body by my long legs, bent at my torso 
dirtyrpgirl: the pink panties exposing more and more as my body arches and my ass lifts 

higher 
D r a z: smiles watching dirty expose more of herbody with each  beat 
scarlett2angel: smiles at dirty..lifts my arms up and slips them around davens neck and 

shoulders as my ass presses back to him using the music to roll my hips side to side 
dirtyrpgirl: my hands still flat to the floor...............rolling my hips to let my ass twirl and 
shake 

dirtyrpgirl: then standing abruptly..............letting my hips snap to the right..................... 
daven14578: mmmmm watching dirty and feeling scarlett is hot combo 
dirtyrpgirl: my hands moving up to my hair..........pushing it back from my face as my left 

foot just taps to the beat 
dirtyrpgirl: feet spread apart..........shoulders swaying as i face the curtains still................... 
dirtyrpgirl: as the song starts i run to the pole................... 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head whispers and kisses davens ear mmmm my lover sure can 
move can't she? 
sexykay39: looks and watches sissy making her way to the pole..... 

D r a z: watchs as dirty slides over to thenpole  
daven14578: she is very good 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping to my knee's a few feet away from it and slide to the pole with my 
knee's opened.............. 
dirtyrpgirl: grabing the pole as i thrust my crotch to the brass pole 

dirtyrpgirl: my feet in heels , under my butt as my body gyrates to the pole 
dirtyrpgirl: arching back, my back to the floor as i wave to sissy..have fun !!!!!!!!!!!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: laying on my back now..lifting my legs to the pole, the skirt falling to my belly 

D r a z: winks at dirtyy as she lays back and grindsthe pole 
dirtyrpgirl: scissoring my legs open and letting my right leg bend to the pole as i let my left 
leg move back as far as i can towards my face, grabing my ankle 



trisha_29: slips back in....wooooohooooooooooooooooooooo babygirl!!!! damn she is sexy 
dancing! 
dirtyrpgirl: wb baby !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! blows you as kiss from the stage 
dirtyrpgirl: rolling my left leg to my side and stands on it as i let my right leg cock and bend 
to the poll........ 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my ass in the tiny skirt............... 
trisha_29: leans back watching....grinning....damn she is good 
dirtyrpgirl: spining around the poll with my hand and leg as my back is to the curtain, i 

undo the button and lowers the zipper.................. 
dirtyrpgirl: and as i kick both legs up to the poll, i let the skirt fly off of my body............the 

pink lace bikini panties tight to my body................ 
dirtyrpgirl: sliding up the pole as my butt cheeks hang from the panties...............getting to 
the top.............. 

scarlett2angel: slides my feet apart rocks my hips with the beat..to see if daven is ok i push 
back and moves my ass in circles  
trisha_29: mmmm mmmmmmmmm damn that is one lucky pole! 
dirtyrpgirl: kicking my legs out and holding onto the pole, i start to spin around it, lowering 
myself as i do...........smiling as the brass pushes thge fabric into my wetness 
scarlett2angel: hellll yesssssss trisha  

trisha_29: she is amazing! 
dirtyrpgirl: stoping at the middle, holding my hands tight to the pole as i start to hump the 
poll 

scarlett2angel: screamssssssss dirtys name even if the guys dont see it shessssssss so 
sexyyyyyy trisha 
D r a z: smiles as the pole gets the dirty treatment 

dirtyrpgirl: slappng my hips...........grinding my crotch to the poll.................feeling the brass 
rubbing to my panties 
trisha_29: work it babygirl!!!!!!!  
scarlett2angel: stands still waits as i watch dirty work the pole  
dirtyrpgirl: then sliding down the rest of the way untill my legs are high in the air, my 

crotch and ass facing the crowd laying on my back as i start to stroke my hands up and 
down the pole............ 
RobinBarnes87: watches dirty with a smile 

dirtyrpgirl: bouncing my butt to the dance floor as my legs flower open wider and 
wider............both of my hands rubbing up and down the poll 
dirtyrpgirl: looks out and see's robin..smiles to her, blowing you a kiss 

 
dirtyrpgirl: letting my legs fall down letting the pole go as i get on my knee's and stand up 
quickly and skip to the edge of the stage.shaking my ass in the tight panties 

daven14578: mmmmmmm hehehe 
dirtyrpgirl: my legs open shoulder width as i bend at my waist and just let my hair fly as i 
roll my head in a circle............... 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding the tube top down my body....the little sheer pink bra clearly visible as i 
stand and step out of the top................tossing it in the air to the crowd.................... 
xx-bobo-xx: falls over tryin to catch the top lol 

dirtyrpgirl: shimming down as i stand close to the edge of the bar....my hands on my knees 
as i squat.and rock my ass to the tune in my bra and panties 

RobinBarnes87: sips my drink and drinks in the view of dirtys sexy ass 
dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands down my inner thighs as i squat in plain view....letting my 
long fingers roll over the crotch of my panties.................. 

dirtyrpgirl: they got the fire down below....1............2................3................. 
xx-bobo-xx: sits on a stool eyes glued to the stage and dirty's dancing 
dirtyrpgirl: jumps and runs to the pole...............jumping a few feet away from it.....flying in 

the air and grabbing it letting my long half naked body spin around and around as i hold 
it tight 
al_olderguy: very cute profile pix Robin 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping and putting my shoulder to the pole.my hands on my butt over the 



panties................lowering myself untill my ass pokes straight back............my hands 
groping my hiney as i shake it 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my right leg wrap to the pole after standing up...and arching back to play 
air guitar on my belly.................. 
shy blu eyed t bear: leans back in chair,,..watches the show 

dirtyrpgirl: winks over to scarlett as i stand with my back to the poll.tugging my panties up 
and adjusting my bra.................... 
D r a z: winks at  dirty as she backs against the pole  

shy blu eyed t bear: nice job dirty 
scarlett2angel: smiles across the room,,,rocks my head and lifts my top to show no bra 

tonight  
daven14578: enjoys view 
dirtyrpgirl: walks back to the curtain and grabs a little gray fedora, setting it on my head 

and puts on one of Draz's dress shirts...............and struts back to the stage...........the hi 
heels clicking to the glossy stage floor 
daven14578: mouth waters 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssss never knew draz's shirts could look so good 
dirtyrpgirl: stops to shimmy down......swaying my ass as it hangs from under the dress shirt 
shy blu eyed t bear: nice sway 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my ass to the beat as i hide my eyes with the fedora 
D r a z: winks at  the shirt on dirty  
dirtyrpgirl: letting my knees open wider and wider....the shadow's of my panties barely 

showing from under the dress shirt.............. 
shy blu eyed t bear: strains neck...to see 
xx-bobo-xx: dirtys dance is sure rising the temp in here phew 

dirtyrpgirl: letting it fly out to the room as i skip back to the pole..................... 
scarlett2angel: runs grabs the hat before draz can  
D r a z: LAFFS 

dirtyrpgirl: letting the back of Dra'z dress shirt cover my hiney .but letting my ass shake 
and make it move.......... 

dirtyrpgirl: holding the pole with both hands as my feet are opened in the 
stance........arching to the pole as i shake my hips and ass to the beat 
shy blu eyed t bear: rolls tongue back into my mouth...watching dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the heels make my ass lift and protrude as i start to slide my hands down 
the pole....bending all the way over  and just wiggles my ass, faster and faster............... 
dirtyrpgirl: looking out at you all from in between my long legs 

xx-bobo-xx: lookin back at u dirty between your legs 
dirtyrpgirl: taking the hat off of my head.....and grins as i cover my hiney with it 
dirtyrpgirl: working it so it moves back and forth laughing as my ass peeks out and is 

covered 
D r a z: laffs watching dirty 
scarlett2angel: winks at my lover as she struts her stuff with a small hat barely covering her 

butt 
dirtyrpgirl: stands back up and starts to dance to the new tune.............turning to hold the 
pole from behind me...........sliding my feet out some 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips..................letting them pop hard to the right.......................then 
to the left......................... 

D r a z: watches as dirty    enchants with    the wildness  
scarlett2angel: sways my hips left left and right  
dirtyrpgirl: then ...............starts to strut to the edge of the stage.....my right hand on my hip 

as i sway my hips exaggerated.............. 
daven14578: holding scarlett's hips 
dirtyrpgirl: then  turns quickly and blows a kiss to the room.........................and struts back 

to the back of the stage, and behind the curtains............................. 
scarlett2angel: clapsssssssssssssss yeaaaaaaaaaaaa lover 
xx-bobo-xx: stands and cheers for dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: walkng from behind the stage.............smiling...and takes a bow 



RobinBarnes87: claps and whistles for dirty 
RobinBarnes87: blows her kisses 

scarlett2angel: ok guys passes around dirtys tip jar dig deep  
dirtyrpgirl: thank you.thank you 
daven14578: kising scarlett's neck 

D r a z: stands asnd whistles and hollers ........more dirty  ..more ....so good  
dirtyrpgirl: skips over to the bar still in Draz's shirt 
daven14578: claps for dirty 

xx-bobo-xx: leaves 50 on the bar draz give dirty anything she wants 
dirtyrpgirl: sips my drink and shakes my hiney to the tune 

scarlett2angel: wants to take her to her favorite restraunt tonight  
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmm scarlett....................smiles 
D r a z:  stuffs  two $100  in the jar ........ 

daven14578: matches Dra'z donation 
scarlett2angel: mmmm slips my hands into davens pockets pulls out some money smiles and 
puts in in the tip jar ty  

dirtyrpgirl: taking another long swig of the drink.....i step up onto the barstool, and onto the 
bar.............strutting from one end of the bar to the other............stopping to bend and roll 
my head and let my hair fly 

xx-bobo-xx: puts 100 in the tip jar 
dirtyrpgirl: then does some moves on the bar...............spining on my toes..........and does 
the splits on the bar.......my hands flat between my thighs as i start to bounce up and 

down 
dirtyrpgirl: my legs scissored on the bar.as the pink panties show from under the dress 
shirt.........lifting and droping my hips rubbing my crotch to the bars top 

D r a z:  loks up at dirty as she  works the bar  
dirtyrpgirl: then drops to my butt and spins around , kicking my legs out and stops 
...............sitting on the bar..................smiling................ 

scarlett2angel: whispers to draz can i clean that spot? 
daven14578: clapping for dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: dangeling my legs from the edge as i take another long swig of my drink 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles @ scarlett 
D r a z: smiles at scarlett .....yes of course 

scarlett2angel: winks licks my lips as i look at the sexy dancer on the bar 
 

 

 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles.and dances around the room some...........moving from one of the pole to 
the ceiling, to the other......spinning around each one as i do, letting the bottom of my 

pastel yellow sundress fling as i do 
dirtyrpgirl: holding onto one.............i shimmy down, allowing you both to see the little 

white panties as the sundress hangs out in the back 
ratherbe: watches as dirty dances to the beat  
dirtyrpgirl: well ..........then i cant dance, ireland? 

irelandguy: oh i cant stop you dancing rp 
ratherbe: mmmmmmmmmm nice view hun  
dirtyrpgirl: grins, thankies......... 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling and winking to rather........ 
ratherbe: winks back  
ratherbe: with a big smile on my face  

dirtyrpgirl: lifting with my legs as i hold the pole............and spins around it..............then 



skipping to the next pole 
irelandguy: mmmm what a view 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney as i do........... 
irelandguy: what a hiney too 
dirtyrpgirl: as i get to the next one..i drop my hands to the floor, and kicking my legs up i do 

a handstand, letting the hem of the subdress fall to my belly, all of my panties exposed as 
i wrap my leg to the pole,............ 
ratherbe: sits mezmerized  

dirtyrpgirl: my dirty blonde hair hanging in my face as i shake my hiney, upside 
down.feeling the tight tiny panties starting ride up my buttcheeks, allowing them to hang 

from out of the fabric 
ratherbe: oh what cute cheeks you have  
irelandguy: mmm getting sweaty too 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles as i look at you all.............. 
irelandguy: so sexy rp 
dirtyrpgirl: then lets my legs fll out and down as i arch my body,,feet flat to the floor and 

my hands still on the floor as well.................then , using the pole i work my hands over 
each other and stand............... 
dirtyrpgirl: and shaking my hair as i bend at my waist.............then stand up.and start to 

dance again 
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my butt and my shoulders as i dance over to rather.................dancing in 
front of his chair as he sits back, smiling at him 

dirtyrpgirl: wb lia !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! hugsssssss n kissessssssssss 
ratherbe: slowly sways to the beat in time with dirty  
dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands to the back of my neck,as i sway my hips left to right in front 

of rather....flipping my hair back over my head and into my face 
dirtyrpgirl: snapping my fingers as i let my arms fall in front of me and onto your 
thighs........... 

joyful lia: dirtyyy huggles her up ..giggles in the kisse 
ratherbe: looks over all of dirty taking in all her beauty as she dances up close and personal  

dirtyrpgirl: bending at my waist as i shake my hiney......letting it protrude back as my hair 
hangs into rather's lap..............the bottom of my panties begining to reveal again 
dirtyrpgirl: singing.............well oughta...but i ainta.....ohhhhhhhhhhooooooooooooohhhhh 

gonna cut you losse................... 
joyful lia: hot damn..my timing is good 
dirtyrpgirl: grins.yeah it is lia............winks 

joyful lia: grins 
dirtyrpgirl: standing up now and just shaking my body as i dance at rathers lap 
ratherbe: sways to the beat, as i get into the groove  

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my arms over my  head as i start to shimmy down.my knee's open and the 
hem of the sundress starting to ride higher and higher up my thigh,,,,giving you another 
glimpse of my little white panties.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: swayng my ass as i squat at your feet 
dirtyrpgirl: my hands rubbing up and down your thighs............. 
joyful lia: relaxes back watching 

dirtyrpgirl: spining on my heels my back to you as i stay in a squting position............then i 
bend over and with my legs, i lift my ass high in the air....wiggling it at you as my hair 

hangs to the floor 
dirtyrpgirl: well , poor ireland, he was too impatient, i was just fixing to dance over to 
him!!!......too bad..sooooooo sad............giggles 

ratherbe: savoring the feeling of dirtys hands on me  
dirtyrpgirl: plops into rathers lap and kicks my right leg into the air as i lean back to his 
chest 

joyful lia: cant help but clap 
joyful lia: ~snickers~ 
dirtyrpgirl: grinding my butt to his lap...........twisting my face and kissing his cheek 

krish71: hi lia 



dirtyrpgirl: thankies lia.............smiles 
ratherbe: whispers, oh you feel so good  

joyful lia: hey krish 
dirtyrpgirl: m so do youuuuuuuuuu......grins 
ratherbe: krish you need a profile please  
Alert: krish71 reddotted by: dirtyrpgirl 

dirtyrpgirl: i was trying to look at him and dance too...giggles 
ratherbe: lol  

joyful lia: lol 
dirtyrpgirl: thankies rather........kisses you on the lips.............. 
ratherbe: kisses you back sweetly  

ratherbe: you are welcome  
dirtyrpgirl: then ...........slides from your lap and dances and skipping around the room 

again................ 
ratherbe: and ty  
ratherbe: watches dirty as she bounces around the room once more  

dirtyrpgirl: looks at everyone.............wondering who wants the next lap dance............ 
dirtyrpgirl: smiles at lia...............pointing to her.........you? 
joyful lia: hell yeah 

joyful lia: but umm i dont have a bib 
dirtyrpgirl: grins...and skips over to you...............stopping in front of your chair.............. 
joyful lia: giggles softly 

dirtyrpgirl: you can use my sundress, sweetie..........smiling 
indyjones42: hey lia 
joyful lia: hey indy..smiles 
joyful lia: woot 
dirtyrpgirl: bending at my waist................putting my hands to lia's thighs as i lean to 
her....wiggling my hiney in the sundress............as i softly bruch my lips to 

hers..........letting my hiney shake to the tuneeee 
joyful lia: nips gently at her pouty red lips 
dirtyrpgirl: smiles...............and looks into your eyes...........my hands clenching to your 

thighs.............licking my tounge to your lips 
ratherbe: dirty can ya lift krish's dot  

ratherbe: he has a profile now  
dirtyrpgirl: sure rather............ 
dirtyrpgirl: thanks 
Alert: krish71 unreddotted by: dirtyrpgirl 

ratherbe: you are welcome  
dirtyrpgirl: that was fast krish....smiles.and welcum to Lady Ann's.............smiles 

joyful lia: purrs loving how your nails dig just alil in my warm thighs 
ratherbe: watches as dirty, dirty dances on lia lap  
dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i hear the purrs and squats low to the floor, letting the hem of the 

sundress ride up my thighs..........shwoing you the little white panties as i lean in and kiss 
your inner thigh.looking up at you as i do 
joyful lia: holy moly...bites my lip 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my tounge make a wet trail from one thigh to the other............. 
joyful lia: sits on my hands, resisting the urge  
joyful lia: glances to ratherbe..is the ac working? 

dirtyrpgirl: grins............mmmmmmmmm a knowledgeable patron............smiles and stands 
and sits into your lap, facing you as i slowly lift and grind my crotch to you 
ratherbe: it's blowing as hard as possible  

joyful lia: decides to heck with it..soft hands cupping your lovely face as i lean into your lips 
dirtyrpgirl: letting my hips move making my crotch "thump" to the beat..........archng back 
farther and farther.............untill my shoulders rest on the floor..........the sundress falling 

to my belly agan 
joyful lia: oh my 

dirtyrpgirl: grins..i' down here now !!!.looking up at you from down my long body 
joyful lia: peeks 



joyful lia: oh heck 
joyful lia: lol 
dirtyrpgirl: but.overs you my hands so you can lift me up and accept your kiss 
dirtyrpgirl: offers ^ 
dirtyrpgirl: smiling at you as i see you looking at my crotch.............see anything you like 

!!!.grins 
joyful lia: smiles brightly..pulling your lovely body up 
joyful lia: well im not dead sissy 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmm thank you............lifting back into your lap.i squirm and wiggle as i 
get cumfy, leaning into your kiss 

dirtyrpgirl: the bottom of the sundress still bunched up at my waist........... 
joyful lia: blushes ...you make this so hard ,lol 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles.............whew......good !!!!!!!.puckers up and kisses you deeply 

dirtyrpgirl: warpping my arms behind your neck as the kiss lingers............ 
dirtyrpgirl: hiya panther..........smiles 
joyful lia: mmmm...devine 

dirtyrpgirl: soory lia...giggles 
joyful lia: giggles 
ratherbe: you telling me lia  

joyful lia: wow..smiles 
ratherbe: things are definately look up here  
joyful lia: you still squirming ratherbe? 

dirtyrpgirl: grins at you ............and as the kiss breaks, reluctently.i just stand in your 
chair,my bare feet at the sides of your thighs as i look down at you, and start to dance 
some more 

ratherbe: trying to get comfortable thats for sure  
joyful lia: lordy dirty..your killin me 
joyful lia: lol 
ratherbe: hey devon  
dirtyrpgirl: snapping my hips side to side..............then taking the hem of the sundress and 

laughs as i cover your head with it 
Devon26: good evening everyone 
dirtyrpgirl: hiya devon !!!!!!!! wb !!!!!!!!..............smiles 

Devon26: hey rather 
joyful lia: oh my 
Devon26: hi there dirty...smiles back 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing to your face, letting you feel the satin panties to your face................. 
ratherbe: hey karate  
dirtyrpgirl: my hands messing your hair up............so you have that.......i just got a hot dirty 

dance, look.........smiling 
karate820: Hello rather 
dirtyrpgirl: hiya karate.............smiles 

joyful lia: smiles..ty 
Devon26: waves karate...as i watch dirty 
joyful lia: hello karate..smiles 
karate820: Looks around. Sits down in a comfy chair 
dirtyrpgirl: jumping back, letting my bare feet land to the floor behind me as i start to 

dance again, bending at my waist again and kisses you softly, then licks your lips 
karate820: Hello devon 
dirtyrpgirl: how's that for a welcum to Lady Ann's?.i whisper 

karate820: Hello lia Smiles 
joyful lia: kisses you softly..shaking my head softly 
dirtyrpgirl: hiya sissyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy hope ya brought a towel !!!..laughs and hugss n  

kissessssssss you  
sexykay39: hiya sissy omggg shush hugggggggggggggggggggs n kissssssssssssssssssses 
lickkkkkkkkks in that special place....... 

dirtyrpgirl: dances over to my sissy...............and stops in front of her.............my hands to 



her thighs and opening them so i can move in and dance for her now 
joyful lia: scrolls back up..dirty.grins 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles, lia 
joyful lia: sissssssssssss....huggles you up tight 
dirtyrpgirl: i think she likes it here sissy !!!.........giggles 

sexykay39: watches intently...... 
sexykay39: sissssssss huggggggggggggs... 
joyful lia: slips down from the bar stool 
sexykay39: giggles sissy you are so bad.... 
karate820: Giving Kay a swat on the tush 

sexykay39: wiggles it..........thankies 
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney in the little pastel yellow sundress................shaking my hiney 
as i do........laughing down at my sissy as i shake my shoulders, letting my breasts jiggle 

joyful lia: damnn who polished these stools anyways 
sexykay39: such a sexy hiney...... 
dirtyrpgirl: my right leg, shifting back and forth to the beat..........as i bend down and lean in 

and give sissy as nig wet kiss........... 
karate820: Nods 
dirtyrpgirl: dances over to devon.....................dirty lap dance time !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the beat of the tune as i get myself back into my mind............my hands 
at the hem of the little pastel yellow sundress,,,,,,,,moving it back and forth slowly lifting 
it a little at a time as i shake my hiney......... 

dirtyrpgirl: letting more and more of my thighs show as i sway and shake my 
hips.........looking into devon's eyes as i do.......... 
Devon26: my eyes trailing up and down her body watching the hem of her subdress flow as 

her body moves rhythmically to beat of the music 
dirtyrpgirl: bending some at my waist and shakes my shoulders, making my boobs jiggle 
dirtyrpgirl: lol oh you remembered "subdress"?...........cool......giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my right leg to the devons chair, letting it rub to the outside of his left 
thigh.........................leaning back more and more as i push my hips foward........showing 

you the crotch of the tiny little white satin panties................. 
Devon26: i do believe so saphire 
dirtyrpgirl: lol spah 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my bare foot tap to the seats cushion 
Devon26: winks back at dirty....as my eyes are transfixed by her every move 
dirtyrpgirl: lowering my head to devons chest and leans my forehead to it as i look up at 

him, rolling my hiney to the beat.................... 
dirtyrpgirl: my hair hanging down your chest..as i put my hands to your thighs and dig my 
nails into them....................swaying my hips as i dance for you 

Devon26: bites my lip as her ass sways from side to side my eyes moving like a pendulum 
in a clock following it's every move 
joyful lia: taking notes...devon is good at this,lol 
Devon26: grins...feeling her nails running against my ebony chest 
dirtyrpgirl: then.i stand up and spin around on my bare heels...................bending more and 
more , my hands between and grabbing the back of the sundress......pulling the fabric 

between my thighs and letting my butt hang from out of it 
dirtyrpgirl: snapping my hips left to right..making my butt shake and wiggle more and 

more................as i reach back to my ass and pull the hem of the sundress up above my 
panty clad ass................... 
joyful lia: grins...moving quickly she gently plops into your lap 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair hanging in my face as i let devon get his own private view of mt ass 
under the panties 
Devon26: tilting my head getting the best view possible as i watch her tight buns of steel  

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my legs, to help make my ass muscles tighten 
gundamguy: geez 
joyful lia: smiles...watching dirty 

saphire_a_blaze: one blink and everyone could be upstairs and you will be here all alone gun 



gundamguy: LOL that's true saph 
Devon26: my hands gripping my chair legs  as i watch entranced by her gifted derriere  

gundamguy: it'll be like "where did everyone go?" LOL 
dirtyrpgirl: then lwtting my hands touch the floor. my head low, my hair still hanging in my 
face as i kick my feet up and out.letting them land onto devons shoulders.................my 

long legs at the side of his face..............as i stay in a "wheelbarrow' 
position.............smiling up at him over my shoulder....... 
dirtyrpgirl: lifint on hand and waves to Draz giving it a little wave as i push my cortch back 

to devon's face 
D r a z: smiles as i see  the tiny triangle of  dirtys crotch 

dirtyrpgirl: does a hand stand.........the sundress falling down to my belly, as i walk on my 
hands to saphire................ 
gundamguy: you're just too much hotness 

dirtyrpgirl: my eyes gazing at her as i get closer and closer 
dirtyrpgirl: lets my legs fall to saph's body as i as i try to push myself quick enough, hard 
enough,......and shazam !!.i land with my butt in her lap facin her !!!!!!!!!!!! hiya sweetie 

!!!!!!!!!!! giggles 
saphire_a_blaze: smiles at Draz nice song  
dirtyrpgirl: flinging my hair back and sways in your lap 

saphire_a_blaze: winks an grinds with the beat thats my naughty girl 
D r a z:  shes a naughty littelgirl ...............and i like it that  way 
saerina: sits down at the bar turning around to watch 

dirtyrpgirl: my knees squirmming to the sides of your legs as i give you a naughty kiss 
saphire_a_blaze: we all like it that way Draz  
saerina: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying in saph's lap...........my hands on her shoulders as she sways with 
me.............looking into her eyes..sings.......im a naughty little girl......and i know that you 
like me that wayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

karate820: Grins. Let's my fingers mover up your back and to your neck...scratching at the hairline 
D r a z: winks .hi sexy lia  

joyful lia: good to see ya  saerina 
dirtyrpgirl: waves to saerina.............smiling 
joyful lia: grins hi D 

dirtyrpgirl: wb devon !!!....sorry if i over heated your puter !!!!!!!!.laughs 
saerina: watches you dance swaying softly 
saphire_a_blaze: grins up into your eyes grips your sweet hips and grinds left and right 

matching your moves  
gundamguy: lol dirty i think you overloaded it 
Devon26: i think i'm going to need my fan, that lap dance was quite hot 

joyful lia: oh my...melts 
Devon26: i'm sure it's not the first or last time you had that effect dirty 
gundamguy: grabs some palm tree leaf fans and cools lia and devon's laptop down 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my boobs shake to the rythum....................wiggling into your lap as i rub 
my hands to your shoulders 
dirtyrpgirl: winks to devon..........prolly not.............grins 

dirtyrpgirl: now.lets see if i can make saph's overheat !!!..giggles 
saphire_a_blaze: slides my hands up your back feeling your soft skin smiles over your 

shoulder at Devon giggles that wont happen  
joyful lia: listens intently...squirms 
saerina:  

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my breasts to saph's..........my mouth at her neck.....just at her 
collarbone................slowly sucking to her flesh as my hips sway in her lap 
saphire_a_blaze: grips your hips as mine grind in circles using the beat of the song to roll 

back and forth while my breasts rub against yours 
dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my breasts to her's in a circular motion..........as i suck and kiss and lick 
her exposed shoulder 

saphire_a_blaze: pprrsssss and tilts my head to the left smiles and runs my hands up your 
back pulling you closer as my hips thrust up and down  



karate820: May be 
karate820: Shifts and wiggles under lia 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands to saph's face and move my lips to hers..holding her in my 
hands as i kisse her passionately 
gundamguy: lol karate, how'd you get under her? 

gundamguy: it's gettin warm in here 
dirtyrpgirl: our faces and tounge rolling simultaneously as the heat builds 
saerina: must have been one of those ninja moves 

saphire_a_blaze: mmmm wiggles and slips my tongue in over dirtys looking into her eyes 
with a smirk on my lips  

dirtyrpgirl: moaning to your sexy mouth............as i squirm in your lap................lifting and 
lowering my hiney to the beat...... 
saphire_a_blaze: rocks with you smiles an bites on your bottom lip as the heat comming 

from you makes me start to sweat some  
dirtyrpgirl: then..............letting my body limber........i slide down out of your lap...my knee's 
on the floor....looking up at you as my hands rake down your body........letting my 

fingernails glide down your clothes.............. 
dirtyrpgirl: stands up and turns on my bare heels my hiney facing saph.as i start to dance 
again.............. 

saphire_a_blaze: smiles at drty licks my lips and whispers you keep that up and someones 
going to eplode 
D r a z: watches as i watch that badonka donk  shake and shudderss she dances 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands to my knees as i arch my body, letting my butt push 
back...............and then , just starts to let it wiggle and jiggle.rolling my hips to get it 
going faster and faster.............. 

saphire_a_blaze: swats her on ass go get them girl 
dirtyrpgirl: lifting the back of the sundress so the panties take the blunt of the next one 
dirtyrpgirl: owwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww damn !!!!!!!!!!!!!! that hurt 

sooooooooooooooooooooooo good sweetie !!!!!!!!!!!!,,,,turn and kisses you  deeply, 

whispering softly 

 

Kelli- Dances 
 

D r a z: women ................thats a whole nutha thang  
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmm Draz................. 

kelli-: sways in my seat 
D r a z: i love em when they scream  
kelli-: make me screeemmmmm yesssssssssss 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks at kelli sway 
kelli-: hands high 
shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeee 

kelli-: rockin my hips 
kelli-: jumps up on the bar.. robe swaying 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm 
kelli-: hands high 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes folowing,,,glued 

kelli-: lets the tie .. untie 
Billie Sol: smiles up at kelli 
kelli-: leg moves through the opening 

shy blu eyed t bear: such a .....sight kelli 
al_olderguy: hmmm nice leg! 
kelli-: lets the robe drop off my shoulders 

kelli-: to the floor 
shy blu eyed t bear: grips table again 



Billie Sol: woah 
dirtyrpgirl: doesnt she have beautiful legs...............and 

thighs..mmmmmmmmMMMMMMMMMmmmmmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes widen 
al_olderguy: heh that tiny bra again... 

shy blu eyed t bear: yessssssssss dirty 
shy blu eyed t bear: thighs 
kelli-: tiny cloth bra and barely there thong 

kelli-: hips swivel 
kelli-: winks at Draz 

shy blu eyed t bear: she noves them so........wickedly 
D r a z: winks at kelli 
kelli-: snake like moves 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm her thong...as she wiggles 
kelli-: hands to my knees 
kelli-: up my inner thighs  

shy blu eyed t bear: her bra.....slthering' 
kelli-: rotates hips 
kelli-: lol.. kicks high to the music 

shy blu eyed t bear: she rotates so..........sexy like 
kelli-: shakes my ass at bear 
shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

kelli-: kicks again 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm her ass as well 
kelli-: left right left right 

shy blu eyed t bear: head following 
al_olderguy: <wonders how the thong stays in place when her leg goes high like that.. 
kelli-: hands high.. hips swivel 

kelli-: dance in a circle 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm her swivels 

dirtyrpgirl: sits back and watches kelli dance 
D kelli-: hips pick up the rhythm 
shy blu eyed t bear: yesssssssssssss 

shy blu eyed t bear: tounge falls out 
kelli-: back to you 
shy blu eyed t bear: rolls it back up 

 
kelli-: dances to the pole 
kelli-: jumps up 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm the lucky pole again 
dirtyrpgirl: squirmming on my stool as i watch her move to the pole 
kelli-: wraps around it 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhh 
kelli-: pressing my body against it 
al_olderguy: <thinks..if only the pole new when it was onto a good thing... 

shy blu eyed t bear: you also dirty? winks 
kelli-: arms all the way up 

kelli-: legs twisted around it 
dirtyrpgirl: me, always, shy...........smiles 
kelli-: humping the cold metal 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gulppppppppppp* 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhh her humping 

kelli-: holds the pole tight 
kelli-: twists around it 
kelli-: lets go of one hand 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 



dirtyrpgirl: kelli is dancing..........we all share the stage........smiles 
kelli-: dance with me dg? 

shy blu eyed t bear: waves to her as she works the....pole 
kelli-: slips down and hands release 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: feet on the floor 
kelli-: pole hides the front of my thong 
dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhh ok.kelli...........jumps off of the stool and skips to the 

stage........tugging the gym shorts up and tieiing the tee in a knot at my tummy as i climb 
the stage steps 

kelli-: legs spread around it 
shy blu eyed t bear: jaw drops...as eyes widen...moans 
al_olderguy: <remembers when he was kelli's age and wishes he was back there... 

kelli-: one hand 
shy blu eyed t bear: wooooooooooooo hooooooooooooo 
Billie Sol: wow 

kelli-: pole moves as I hump against it 
D r a z: winks at dirty and kelli  ,............  dreams come true 
dirtyrpgirl: stepping up on the stage barefooted 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhhh yesssssssssss 
kelli-: sees dg 
blackstallion_007: i guess I cam e by at the right time..... 

shy blu eyed t bear: spots her dancing partner 
dirtyrpgirl: dancing with a little wiggle and shimmie towards the pole 
kelli-: lets go of the pole 

shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeeeeeee 
kelli-: dancing toward dg 
shy blu eyed t bear: the dynamic duo 

shy blu eyed t bear: whistles...while i can 
shy blu eyed t bear: dream team 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands in the neckline of the tee and rips it untill it goes over my bare 
shoulders ............shimmies my shoulders as i shake my dirty blonde hair back  
kelli-: shimmy 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gasps* 
D r a z:  its all for  you  
kelli-: catches the tee 

kelli-: swirls it around... holds it to my face and inhales 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles..i dint take it off.just exposed my shoulders, lover 
shy blu eyed t bear: dreams...can cum true...blushes 

kelli-: damn 
shy blu eyed t bear: lol 
dirtyrpgirl: if i did i would have to be in the cage..lol 

dirtyrpgirl: bends down and kisses you...........swaying with my hands on your hips 
kelli-: well.. this strapless is getting tight 
shy blu eyed t bear: i see that kelli 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmm mmm mmmmmm 
kelli-: tongue slips into your mouth 

dirtyrpgirl: turns and faces al.......tugging the tee tight to my body so you can see the 
outline of my breasts.....................shruggs..............no bra...........laughs and turns back to 
kelli 

shy blu eyed t bear: biting my lip...as watching 
Billie Sol: mouth hits table 
shy blu eyed t bear: woooooooooooo dirty 

al_olderguy: saw those hard nips thru the fabric 
dirtyrpgirl: and b4 you ask.no panties either...............grinnin 
shy blu eyed t bear: lucky al....lol 

kelli-: takes your hips in my hands 



shy blu eyed t bear: smiling 
kelli-: moves my hands up your sides 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney to the beat as you hold my hips............ 
shy blu eyed t bear: watching both dancers 
kelli-: then around you 

shy blu eyed t bear: grips table 
dirtyrpgirl: shuffeling my feet..........as my long legs stretch to the bottom of the gym 
shorts.............. 

kelli-: pulls your top tight .. showing you off 
shy blu eyed t bear: thinks...i need to be in freezer 

al_olderguy: hoping dg's loose clothing will provide a few nice views... 
dirtyrpgirl: my butt cheeks hanging out............as i sway and move my hips spinning as you 
move around me............ 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks...grins 
kelli-: hands on your shoulders 
kelli-: dancing in close 

dirtyrpgirl: running my long index finger to your lips .................. 
shy blu eyed t bear: sees kelli's nipples protruding thru bra 
kelli-: opening my mouth 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm...licks my lips 
dirtyrpgirl: then moving my left hand to cup your butt right where your thighs and cheeks 
meet............... 

kelli-: dirty dancing with you 
dirtyrpgirl: smiling at you as i touch your tounge with my finger............... 
shy blu eyed t bear: feels like fingers boring thru table 

dirtyrpgirl: backing up to the pole with my hand cupping your ass 
shy blu eyed t bear: kelli...dirty...dirty dancing...nice concept 
kelli-: pressing you tightly against the pole 

shy blu eyed t bear: panting......groans 
shy blu eyed t bear: wipes drool 

dirtyrpgirl: liftingmy arms high above my head as my hands grip to the pole 
al_olderguy: hoping some of this clothing gets caught up and ripped off... 
kelli-: hands slowly move from your shoulders .. down 

shy blu eyed t bear: looking from one...to the other 
dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips................grinding my body to yours......the beat running 
through my body 

shy blu eyed t bear: table....crunching under my....grasp 
kelli-: you leg between mine 
kelli-: dirty dancing  

dirtyrpgirl: arching out.....as i kick my long right leg out and wraps it to your body from 
behind 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiling...wickedly 

al_olderguy: bear... that's the second table you've destroyed tonight.. 
shy blu eyed t bear: uh huh 
dirtyrpgirl: snapping my head left to right.letitng my hair fly out 

kelli-: holds the pole infront of me 
shy blu eyed t bear: not my fault.....points to them 

kelli-: arching my back 
blackstallion_007: wondering what it feels to be a pole today.... 
dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my bare heel up the back of leg and then to you but............feeling the 

gym shorts clinging to my sudden wetness 
shy blu eyed t bear: must be niceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
al_olderguy: surrepticiously slides hand under table to adjust contents of trousers.. 

kelli-: reaching behind me  
shy blu eyed t bear: slides closer to table 
dirtyrpgirl: damn...and i was just fixing to drag you out and do the charleston.............lol 

kelli-: pulls you closer 



kelli-: HAHHAHAHAHAH 
shy blu eyed t bear: hiding.....uhhhh...my...excitement 

shy blu eyed t bear: squirmming 
dirtyrpgirl: heyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy here comes the ladies.................................. 
al_olderguy: eyes fixed on the entwining bodies on stage. 

dirtyrpgirl: slkips away from the pole.......................and falls to the stage 
floor.............arching my body back with my hands on the floor...................letting my 
hiney bounce to the beat....shaking my head...............my hair in my face 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: unable to look away 

al_olderguy: cathes a glimpse down dg's torn top... 
kelli-: watching dg 
Billie Sol:  � dg 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles to kelli 
dirtyrpgirl: the torn tee starting to fall from my shoulders as i hump to the floor 
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhh 

kelli-: holds out my hands to you 
kelli-: to pull you up 
dirtyrpgirl: spinning around and reaching for your hands.................... 

kelli-: leaning back pulling you up 
al_olderguy: notes the tee is wonderfully torn.. 
D r a z: naughty little girls ...........sugar and spice 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up..the back of the gym shorts in my buttcrack.................my cheeks 
hanging out more 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes following them 

kelli-: turns you back to the boys .. gets next to you  
kelli-: holds your hips 
kelli-: shaking them 

kelli-: joins you 
kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: smiles at you 
dirtyrpgirl: my feet apart as i sway my hips exaggerated.....................my head bent and 
letting it roll in a circle.............hair flying out 

kelli-: follows you 
shy blu eyed t bear: her hair whipping as kelli guides her hips...mmmmm 
kelli-: grinning ear to ear 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my hips..................rollinging them in and out as move to the 
beat.............. 
kelli-: dancing around your body 

shy blu eyed t bear: saluting there dance,,,,grins 
al_olderguy: two sexy seminaked women makes my imagination whirl.. 
dirtyrpgirl: my arms sretched out behind me..................my breasts about to fall out of the 

tee................. 
al_olderguy: hopes.... 
dirtyrpgirl: as the tune changes...............i jump up and spin around ....my arms high above 

my head 
D r a z: sexy as hell 

kelli-: following you 
kelli-: hands high 
kelli-: clapping the beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiling at kelli...as she is not looking 
dirtyrpgirl: feeling the cameltoe forming as i jump and spin...................my bare tummy 
showing from under the tee.............. 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 
kelli-: facing you.. leaning toward you 
shy blu eyed t bear: sizzling 

kelli-: eyes locked on yours 



kelli-: licking my lips 
dirtyrpgirl: looking into your eyes as our bodies move to the tune................ 

kelli-: legs straight .. leaning.. shakin my ass 
dirtyrpgirl: letting my tounge stretch from my llips and touching your lips................... 
shy blu eyed t bear: that ass...mmmm 

kelli-: takes your hand 
dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands on your hips and sliding them down..................... 
dirtyrpgirl: mm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

al_olderguy: btween Kelli's thong and dg's cameltoe.. it's a difficult decision 
kelli-: dancing with you toward the boys 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks at them both 
dirtyrpgirl: stops.and moves behind you...................... 
shy blu eyed t bear: happily...hungrilly 

kelli-: stops infront of them 
shy blu eyed t bear: drools 
kelli-: pulls your arms around me 

al_olderguy: heart races.. 
dirtyrpgirl: my body pressing to yours from behind.....as my arms wrap around 
you...........letting my hand fall to your thigh...........................slowly rubbing my fingers up 

and down your inner thigh as i look at the guys over your shoulder 
kelli-: sway to the beat as I lean back into you 
shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

dirtyrpgirl: griinding my hips to your ass as we both sway in time to the beat  
Billie Sol: smiles at dg 
kelli-: legs apart .. and straight 

shy blu eyed t bear: a double....delight 
kelli-: ass pumping back into you 
shy blu eyed t bear: that hawt ass again 

dirtyrpgirl: bumping my hips to your ass as my hand opens and slowly slides up your inner 
thigh................letting my nails rub and trace the front of your thong 

kelli-: my nipples hard and huge under the thin bra material 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmm yes 
al_olderguy: two beautiful women..  can it get better? 

dirtyrpgirl: biting your neck as i sing softly into your ear 
shy blu eyed t bear: my  oh myyyyyyyyy 
dirtyrpgirl: black velvet.....................if you pleasee 

kelli-: mmmmmmmmmmmmm moannnnssssssssss 
kelli-: reaching back over my head  
shy blu eyed t bear: sees kelli's chest rise 

dirtyrpgirl: my left hand moving to your neck...lifting your head back by your chin 
gently............... 
coolnav: hi all 

kelli-: hips humping my ass into you 
al_olderguy: notices Kelli's hard nipples thru the thin material 
dirtyrpgirl: as my palm cups the front of your thong 

kelli-: kissssssssssssssssss 
D r a z:  woo hoo girlsssssssssss 

shy blu eyed t bear: poking through 
kelli-: takes your hand  
shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 

kelli-: thank you 
shy blu eyed t bear: whistles 
D r a z:  stand and applauds the girls ..................great dance 

dirtyrpgirl: hugs you tight as the ana song cums on 
kelli-: smiles up at you 
al_olderguy: imagining the wetness dg is feeling 

D r a z:  cat calls ................ and claps  



kelli-: kisss.. you were great  
shy blu eyed t bear: wipes brow...*whew*...panting 

dirtyrpgirl: taking your hand and leads you off the stage 
kelli-: pulls you down the back steps 
shy blu eyed t bear: nods to the sexy duo 

dirtyrpgirl: thankies lover...so were you................kissing you passionately as we stand at 
the top of the stage steps 
D r a z: laffsss .......... passes the girls warm fluffy  robes 

kelli-: mmmmmmm kisssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
shy blu eyed t bear: tosses flowers to them 

al_olderguy: stands and bows to the women.. 
kelli-: takes to robe without lookin 
dirtyrpgirl: i mean damn girl....look at the front of these damn gym shorts!!!.laughs 

dirtyrpgirl: puddle ashley..................giggles 
kelli-: tugs them harder giggle 
dirtyrpgirl: heyyyy!!!!!!!!!!!!! giggles 

kelli-: leads you down the steps 
shy blu eyed t bear: grins at them 
dirtyrpgirl: thank You Draz....takes the robe and drapes it over my shoulders 

kelli-: I missed you hot ass 
dirtyrpgirl: follows you 
kelli-: if you follow me you will be in trouble 

D r a z: winks at the girls 
kelli-: giggles 
dirtyrpgirl: grins..............sorry...............crinching my nose as i smile at you 

kelli-: back pack trouble 
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmMMMMMMMMMMMMM 
kelli-: giggles .. it's late 

dirtyrpgirl: as you know.i do like that damn backpack.........smiling 
dirtyrpgirl: yeah it is.but i told you.............i am still here !!!..............laughs 

D r a z:  winks at kelli and dirty  
shy blu eyed t bear: notices pack...wiggling 
kelli-: sooooo 

Billie Sol: bi bi k 
shy blu eyed t bear: leans back...composes my self...and thoughts 
dirtyrpgirl: and that was tame too!!.......lol 

 

 

 

 

Kelli Dances 
 
 
kelli-: holds out my hands to have Draz help me up on the bar 
D r a z: lifts kelli on the bar 

kelli-: thanx 
D r a z:  smiles and smooths the skirt over  the pert tush 
kelli-: flips up the back of the skirt at Draz 

kelli-: giggle 
D r a z: laffs......and gets a good look  
kelli-: takes the skirt and swishes it around to the latin beat 

kelli-: left left right right 



kelli-: slow .. sexy walk up the bar  
kelli-: step thrust step thrust 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  
kelli-: ass moving in a slow bumping circle 
kelli-: looks over my shoulder at the boys 

kelli-: slowly leans forward 
blackstallion_007: winks at kelli 
kelli-: skirt rising up the back of my upper thighs 

kelli-: hands on  hips 
D r a z: watches as the dress rises  

kelli-: shoulders swaying to the beat 
kelli-: stomping the slow beat 
kelli-: hips rocking 

i_am_lacey: i'm doing great thanks 
kelli-: side to side movement 
D r a z: watches the  hips as kelli swings them  

kelli-: slowly turn toward the guys 
kelli-: hands over my head 
kelli-: knees bend 

D r a z: watches kelli as she bluesy dances  
kelli-: working it hard 
kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: down on my knees  
kelli-: leaning back .. shirt rising 
ratherbe: leans back, enjoying the site of kelly swaying to the beat  

blackstallion_007: mmm kelli 
kelli-: hands up  
kelli-: rockin on my knees 

kelli-: hands move down my body 
kelli-: jumps up 

kelli-: turns around 
kelli-: hands move down my sides 
kelli-: flips up the back of the skirt 

kelli-: shimmys butt  
kelli-: hands move down my thighs 
D r a z: smiles  as kelli   teases  with her  dynamics mall body 

trisha_29: lol you are a brat 
ratherbe: checks out kelli tight lil butt as it shimmys and shakes to the beat  
i_am_lacey: hello lost 

kelli-: rocking ass to the slow beat 
kelli-: head back leaning back  
kelli-: hair flying .. .AIR GUITAR 

ratherbe: play it baby play it  
kelli-: dancing around in a slow circle 
kelli-: plants feet at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands on hips 
kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: shaking shoulders  
kelli-: straightens up 
kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: legs straight apart 
kelli-: leans back .. strokin the guitar 
blackstallion_007: the bar comes with drinks and kelli 

kelli-: lifts legs high 
kelli-: slowly unbuttons the bottom button of the blousey top 
kelli-: plants feet and watches the boys 

kelli-: hips moving to the music 



kelli-: pulls the blouse.. giving you a peek of tummie 
kelli-: then the other side 

D r a z: smiles at  the rythn of the hips  
blackstallion_007: boys are at attention kelli 
kelli-: moving hand under the top 

kelli-: mmm hmmm 
kelli-: next button 
kelli-: looking at rather 

kelli-: smiles .. close your mouth  
kelli-: third button 

kelli-: twirles the tails 
kelli-: slowly turns 
kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: lets go of the top 
ratherbe: sits here mezmerized as kelli dances  
trisha_29: hi b 

kelli-: opens as I dance around 
kelli-: hips moving ass to the beat 
kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: watch me tie it up  
kelli-: just under my boobs...  
b ettena: Screwdriver please Draz  

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 
kelli-: hands up 
kelli-: clap the slow beat 

kelli-: hips thrusting side to side 
kelli-: slowly turns toward the boys 
D r a z:  you too lacey 

kelli-: bare midrift 
kelli-: leans down toward the boys 

trisha_29: no? grins and leans in close...brushing my lips to yours..letting you taste the hint  
D r a z:   looks at the bare tummy  
ratherbe: looks up at the girls  

ratherbe: i mean kelli's girls  
kelli-: legs pick up the new beat 
kelli-: unbuttons the top button 

kelli-: one holding the top together 
kelli-: shoulders and head moving as my legs keep time 
kelli-: face the boys 

kelli-: hands up 
kelli-: slinky moves 
kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: moves in a circle 
D r a z: watches as kelli moves around  
blackstallion_007: watching the erotic moves 

kelli-: back to the boys... plants feet 
kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: legs straight 
kelli-: leans farther 
kelli-: the top falls open 

kelli-: grabs the back and pulls it off 
kelli-: flesh color bandau 
kelli-: tosses the top to Draz 

D r a z:  reaches  for  the top and places behind the bar 
D r a z:  winks at kelli 
kelli-: slowly turns toward the boys 

kelli-: sideways.. hips thrusting 



kelli-: hands over my head 
kelli-: hard nipples showing plainly through the bandeau 

D r a z:  wipes  the bar as i look upat  kelli as she dances   to  the sultry beat 
kelli-: dancing in a slow thrusting move 
kelli-: checks daves booted ass 

kelli-: dances infront of dave 
daven14578: hey Kelli 
kelli-: hands up .. tiny flesh color bandeau 

kelli-: hands move slowly down my body 
kelli-: swishing the skirt  

kelli-: hips thrusting hard 
kelli-: eyes daves ... eyes 
kelli-: poof again LOL 

kelli-: rocking hips 
kelli-: snaps fingers to the beat 
kelli-: shaking head 

kelli-: shhhh  
kelli-: quietly 
kelli-: does moon walk  

kelli-: LMAO 
kelli-: dances back up the bar 
kelli-: feet at the edge 

kelli-: knees bent 
kelli-: feet tapping out the beat 
kelli-: spins and breaks into hard dance 

b ettena: * spins around to get a better view of Kelli *  
kelli-: pushing my thigh through the slit of the wrap skirt 
kelli-: spins making it fly 

kelli-: dancng .. snapping fingers to the beat 
kelli-: stops infront of the boys 

kelli-: watching the eyes 
kelli-: hips flying to the rhythm 
kelli-: hair flying 

indyjones42: eyes watching kelli 
D r a z: eyes caressing the  sweet lithe  body  
blackstallion_007: eyes devouring kelli 

kelli-: air guitar at the edge of the bar 
kelli-: leaning back 
kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: stops at the hips 
kelli-: finds the single button 
kelli-: pulls off the skirt in one move and swings it around my head 

kelli-: tiny flesh color thong  
indyjones42: night rather 
kelli-: hips moving .. body flying 

D r a z: sleep well rather see you tomorrow 
blackstallion_007: mmmm kelli 

kelli-: blows a kiss 
kelli-: hands on hips 
kelli-: thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: just got these guys.. like them?? 
kelli-: they match LOL 
indyjones42: nice hips kelli 

D r a z:  they look  great kelli 
indyjones42: oh, right 
kelli-: leans down .. snaps fingers .. lifting legs high 

blackstallion_007: luv the new thong 



kelli-: turns as I dance 
kelli-: back to the boys 

kelli-: flex my ass muscles to the music 
kelli-: bouncing hips  
kelli-: jumps up and plays air guitar 

blackstallion_007: admiring the nice and compact tight ass 
D r a z:  watches as kelli gets her rock ON 
kelli-: skips in time over to the stage 

kelli-: does a cartwheel and climbs the pole 
kelli-: wraps my legs  

D r a z: watches as kelli swings aaround the pole  
kelli-: one hand as I lean back and hump the pole to the beat 
kelli-: two hands hold.. push my legs up  

kelli-: wrap the pole tightly  
kelli-: hang upside down and dance to the rhythm 
kelli-: body stretching out upside down 

D r a z: smiles at  theacrobatic  body on the polem 
blackstallion_007: very erotic kelli 
kelli-: pulls up .. grabs the pole .. wraps legs under me 

kelli-: slides down the pole  
kelli-: plants feet on either side 
kelli-: spins slowly around the bottom of the pole 

kelli-: humping the cold shiny metal 
kelli-: pulling my legs up 
blackstallion_007: wishing I was the pole.... 

kelli-: wrapping the pole 
D r a z: stands beside the stage in my kilt and bagpipes ..ready  to play with my pipes 
........pumping  my bag  

kelli-: dancing upside down barely off the floor 
D r a z: swaying to the beat as i play  the pipes  

kelli-: pumping your bag is my job 
D r a z:  laffssssssss 
kelli-: hand stand and flips to my feet 

D r a z: plays the bagpipes  to  the  beat  
blackstallion_007: now Iknow where the term blowjob comes from 
kelli-: walking slowly to the beat .. shaking my upper body 

kelli-: again.. my job 
kelli-: licks lips 
D r a z:  winks at kelli as she flips    along the  stage ... accompanying her on the pipes  

kelli-: runs and jumps up on the pole at the end of the bar 
blackstallion_007: watching kelli's wet lips 
kelli-: spins 

kelli-: lets go with my hands 
kelli-: leans back dancing 
kelli-: legs wrapped 

kelli-: hair flying 
kelli-: moving up the bar  

kelli-: shakin and shimmying  
kelli-: infront of the boys 
kelli-: down on my knees 

kelli-: shakin hair 
kelli-: leans over about daven 
kelli-: shaking hair all over you 

daven14578: sits on stool, shaking head clear 
kelli-: sits on the edge 
daven14578: smiles up at kelli 

kelli-: feet on your thighs 



kelli-: upper body swaying 
kelli-: toes walk up your body 

kelli-: giggles as I watch your eyes 
kelli-: one foot on each of your shoulders 
daven14578: omg, nice view 

kelli-: leans back and slowly moves to the music 
daven14578: hands on your legs 
kelli-: giggles 

D r a z: hands please daven 
kelli-: sits up ..  

daven14578: on my lap 
kelli-: flips over backward up onto my feet 
daven14578: claps 

kelli-: dancing down the bar toward Draz 
daven14578: nice move 
kelli-: picks up my skirt on the way 

D r a z: smiles and helps  kelli  down off the bar and wrapping gher in  a LAB robe # 
kelli-: thanx  
Bee_passionately_blue: I am okay thanks. 

D r a z: great dance babe .......gives her a big squeeze  
kelli-: can I have a water please 
kelli-: mmm thank you 

daven14578: now understnads Draz caution - didntrealize state of undress (sine I keep  
kelli-: did it get warm in here? 
blackstallion_007: you bet 

kelli-: sits in the empty seat between dave and bs 
daven14578: nice dancing kello 
daven14578: kelli 

kelli-: thanx davo 

 
 
kelli-: jumps up on the bar in my lil shirt and tank top 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins to gabi 
kelli-: dances down and around 
shy blu eyed t bear: watches kelli 

kelli-: infront of the boys 
kelli-: turns slowly in step and wiggles my ass to the beat 
shy blu eyed t bear: leans back...enjoys the dance 

kelli-: hands over my head 
kelli-: hair flying 
kelli-: watching the boys watch me 

shy blu eyed t bear: following her wigglin ass 
kelli-: bends toward the guys 
shy blu eyed t bear: biting lip 

Gabriela92: watches that smooth, round, perfect ass gyrate.... 
Bee_passionately_blue: I bite my lip and stare into your eyes gabi, there is something 

provocative in making the associations that make the song autobiographical. 
kelli-: feet apart 
kelli-: body gyrating to the beat 

kelli-: hands move down my body 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm kelli 
kelli-: cross my arms and rip the tank off over my head in one motion 

shy blu eyed t bear: likes...the gyrations 
kelli-: dancing around and waving the tank over my head 
shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

kelli-: tossing the tank down the bar 



kelli-: legs moving fast to the fast music 
Gabriela92: collects the top and puts it in the clothing pile. 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks on bar...then back to her 
kelli-: plants feet on the edge of the bar 
Gabriela92: but not before taking a deep breath of it... 

kelli-: reminds me of Disney 
kelli-: LOL 
shy blu eyed t bear: lol 

kelli-: swaying to the music 
shy blu eyed t bear: gets comfortable in chair...best as i can 

kelli-: yeah... roll me over  
shy blu eyed t bear: looks at her sway 
kelli-: head moving to the beat 

kelli-: watching bear 
shy blu eyed t bear: *thinks*....hot dayum 
shy blu eyed t bear: looks at kelli 

kelli-: air guitarrrrr 
kelli-: leans back as I play 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 

kelli-: skirt rising 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 
Gabriela92: mmmmm.... those thighs.... that tushy... her tummy.... wow 

kelli-: high on my thighs 
shy blu eyed t bear: looks at her thighs 
kelli-: turns back to the guys .. ass moving to the beat 

kelli-: lifting legs high 
shy blu eyed t bear: rolls tongue back into my mouth....so i dont bite it off 
kelli-: plants feet  

shy blu eyed t bear: following her ass' 
Gabriela92: hello, Mickymoo 

kelli-: shaking butt to the beat 
shy blu eyed t bear: nice shaking...btw 
kelli-: spins and plays air guitar 

kelli-: dancing around  
dirtyrpgirl: watches kelli dance......smiling 
kelli-: goes crazy on the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: seeee that went better then i mighta said !!! 
trisha_29: lmaooooooo 
dirtyrpgirl: yeah he was................. 

kelli-: hands over my head 
kelli-: runs to the pole on stage 
kelli-: spins around and around 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches...her run to pole 
kelli-: moves  up 
kelli-: dancing against the pole 

kelli-: body shakin and shimmyin 
shy blu eyed t bear: cranks neck 

kelli-: hair flying 
kelli-: lets go of the pole with my hands 
kelli-: leans way back  

shy blu eyed t bear: watches 
kelli-: waves to the guys upside down 
shy blu eyed t bear: waves 

shy blu eyed t bear: turns head 
kelli-: good thing this skirt is tight 
shy blu eyed t bear: uh huh 

kelli-: slides down the pole 



shy blu eyed t bear: nice move 
kelli-: lands on my hands and flips to my feet 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 
kelli-: hips singing back and forth to the beat 
shy blu eyed t bear: following her hips 

kelli-: skips in beat to the bar 
Gabriela92: bops my head to the beat, watching Kelli entertain.... 
Gabriela92: hi, notime 

kelli-: watching the guys 
kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: thrusting 
shy blu eyed t bear: standing ovation...and i aint standing 
kelli-: finds the button  

shy blu eyed t bear: sees the thrust 
kelli-: then the zipper 
kelli-: watching the guys eyes 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes fixated 
kelli-: lets the skirt drop as the music winds donw 
shy blu eyed t bear: *gulp* 

kelli-: moves feet out of the skirt  
shy blu eyed t bear: slides closer to table 
shy blu eyed t bear: grips table,,,tightly 

kelli-: tiny bikini .. tight and .. laffs at the song 
kelli-: turns my back and shakes my ass to the beat 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm mmmmmmmm mmmmmm 

Gabriela92: swings my hips in the booth, mimicking Kelli's ass shakes 
shy blu eyed t bear: biting lip once more 
kelli-: snake like body movements 

kelli-: hands high 
kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: grips harder...on table 
kelli-: smiles at the boys as my feet move apart  
kelli-: hands on my hips 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiling 
kelli-: leans back .. hair flying 
kelli-: feet pick up the beat 

kelli-: left left right right 
kelli-: plants feet at the edge of the bar 
shy blu eyed t bear: *moans* silently 

kelli-: hands on hips 
shy blu eyed t bear: watches her hips 
kelli-: left left right right as I thrust to the music 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm..grins 
kelli-: hands slowly move down my hips  
shy blu eyed t bear: back to her hips 

Gabriela92: waves 
kelli-: inside my thighs  

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhhh 
kelli-: almost to my knees 
shy blu eyed t bear: *whew*...wipes brow 

kelli-: slowly back up as my ass picks up the new beat 
kelli-: slowly traces the leg holes of the panties 
shy blu eyed t bear: nice ass...i think to myself 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm mmmmmm 
kelli-: turns as I dance to the rhythm 
Gabriela92: lets out a long, slow, silent whistle through puckered lips, watching Kelli fondle 

the edge of the panties.... 



shy blu eyed t bear: looks to see///if they say bite this 
Bee_passionately_blue: ty for the dancing kelli and the suggestions that fill my mind when 

you tease. 
kelli-: ass moving to the beat..  
johnp64: watching that ass sway to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward . .. flexing my ass to the beat 
shy blu eyed t bear: watching her ass...keeping the beat 
kelli-: hands appear on my thighs 

kelli-: up between my legs 
shy blu eyed t bear: *gulpppppp* 

kelli-: then disappear infront of me 
shy blu eyed t bear: hears table...crunch under my fingers 
shy blu eyed t bear: night bee 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder at the new person 
kelli-: hips sway and ass moves to the new beat 
kelli-: winks at john 

kelli-: dancing .. hands up .. hair flying 
shy blu eyed t bear: wigglin feet 
kelli-: leans back 

johnp64: mmmmmm, that's it, lean back 
shy blu eyed t bear: enjoying her dance 
kelli-: slowly circling 

kelli-: facing the guys 
kelli-: hips moving.. left left right right 
kelli-: then thrusting  

shy blu eyed t bear: watching her...bend...gyrating 
Gabriela92: bites my lower lip, watching Kelli shake.... 
kelli-: leans back again 

kelli-: hair flying 
johnp64: nice kelli 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 
kelli-: stretching the panties tight 
kelli-: thrusting harder 

johnp64: mmmmm, oh yes 
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhh...the panties 
kelli-: hands move down my upper body 

shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeeeeee kelli 
Gabriela92: loves that the tightness makes them cover even less.... 
johnp64: watching those hands again 

kelli-: to my waist 
kelli-: hips gyrate in a circle 
johnp64: gabi, i need a bucket of ice and a beer, lol 

shy blu eyed t bear: moans...as watching her 
kelli-: leans forward  
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm 

kelli-: legs straight.. body gyrating 
shy blu eyed t bear: following her movemebts 

kelli-: hair flying in a circle 
Gabriela92: sure thing, John.... gets a small galvanized bucket... slips a beer bottle into it... 
pours several scoops of ice in.... adds water for maximum cooling.... takes over to John. 

kelli-: feet apart .. hands over my head 
shy blu eyed t bear: looks up...then down 
johnp64: thanks gabi, hands you a fifty, btw i love the new surf borad 

kelli-: body moving in circles 
kelli-: dancing around .. wild movements 
shy blu eyed t bear: dance kelli...dance 

kelli-: feet lifting high 



johnp64: you go kelli 
kelli-: moves toward the edge of the bar 

kelli-: eyes narrow 
kelli-: body swaying to the slower beat 
shy blu eyed t bear: watches her swaying body 

kelli-: hands move down over the silky material  
johnp64: takes a big drink of my beer and pours half the bucket of ice water in my lap 
shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip...as i gasp 

kelli-: body moving slowly as I lean forward 
kelli-: small boobs being pushed up by the tight bra 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm 
johnp64: mmmmm, love that tight bra 
kelli-: thin material letting you know I'm having fun 

shy blu eyed t bear: i see 
johnp64: oh ,we can see that 
kelli-: hands move down the outside of my legs 

kelli-: around the front and slowly up the inside of my thighs 
shy blu eyed t bear: licks...lips 
kelli-: slowly up to the leg bands 

kelli-: tracing the material  
johnp64: taake it off, take it off 
kelli-: smiles at johns enthusiasm 

kelli-: drops to my knees  
johnp64: toss's a couple hundreds up on the stage to you 
kelli-: hips rolling  

shy blu eyed t bear: nice rolling kelli 
kelli-: legs apart on my  knees 
johnp64: mmmmm, i picked the perfect seat, nice 

kelli-: leans slightly back  
johnp64: watching that back arch, mmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: hips pick up the beat 
kelli-: hips roll to the music 
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhh 

kelli-: thrusting up and down 
johnp64: mmmmmmmmmmm, oh so nice 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes following 

kelli-: leans wwaayyyy back .. head on the bar behind me 
johnp64: love that pelvic thrust 
kelli-: body and material stretched tight 

kelli-: rolls up to kneeling  
johnp64: haa haa, i got a half bucket of ice water 
kelli-: hands move down my ribs 

kelli-: hips sway 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm mmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm 
johnp64: mmmmm, nice lil sway 

kelli-: slips  my index finger just under the waist band 
johnp64: oh yesssss, watched that lil finger 

kelli-: moves them to the center slowly 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm 
kelli-: finger and thumb roll the band  

shy blu eyed t bear: grips table harder 
kelli-: hips sway to the beat 
johnp64: take it off, take it off 

kelli-: pulls the roll all the way around my body 
kelli-: moves to my feet 
shy blu eyed t bear: what a sight 

kelli-: hands up  



kelli-: body slinking to the music 
johnp64: so sexy, kelli 

kelli-: hips catch the new beat 
kelli-: slowly turns 
kelli-: back to you 

johnp64: mmmmmmm 
kelli-: hands find the bra clasp 
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhh,,niceeeeeeeeeeeeeee kelli 

kelli-: pops open 
johnp64: oh yess, kelli 

kelli-: hands hold the front  
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes...*widen* 
kelli-: slowly dancing toward you 

kelli-: turning as I get closer 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm mmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmmm 
johnp64: nawty nawty kelli 

kelli-: eyes narrow .. serious look 
shy blu eyed t bear: hawt hawt hawt kelli 
kelli-: leans back  

shy blu eyed t bear: smiling 
kelli-: slowly dancing 
kelli-: hips swaying 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes,,,focus on her hips 
johnp64: very nice kelli, i say as i toss another couple hundreds up to you 
kelli-: slow thrusting movement 

shy blu eyed t bear: mesmerised 
shy blu eyed t bear: jaw drops...picks it up 
kelli-: lifting the bra slightly .. letting the roundness at the bottoms show  

johnp64: mmmmmmmmmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm yesssssssssss 

johnp64: such perky lil breast's 
kelli-: pulls it back down  
shy blu eyed t bear: darn 

kelli-: smiling .. shaking my head noooo  
shy blu eyed t bear: grins 
johnp64: smiles up, nodding my head yess yess 

kelli-: reaching around back and catching the clasp 
johnp64: need a wardrobe malfunction about now 
kelli-: clapping my hands to the slow rhythm as my body moves to the music 

kelli-: hips rolls in circles as I turn  
kelli-: sideways to you 
johnp64: damm, love them rolls 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches....her body...writhing 
Gabriela92: can imagine my hands gliding down her ribs and over those hips..... 
johnp64: oh we can too, gabi 

kelli-: hands move down 
shy blu eyed t bear: uh huhhhhhhhhhhh 

kelli-: turning just a little more 
kelli-: watching you 
johnp64: mmmmm, so sexy kelli 

Gabriela92: and cupping those buns.... what a thrill that would be.... 
kelli-: hands roll the waist one more roll 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmm' 

johnp64: that all you wanna do gabi, lol 
kelli-: muscles flexing my ass  
kelli-: winking at Gabi 

shy blu eyed t bear: nice flexing 



kelli-: moves my hands down over my ass 
johnp64: love those ass muscles 

kelli-: turns my back to you 
shy blu eyed t bear: either view...is sexy kelli 
kelli-: hands disappear infront of my 

kelli-: me 
johnp64: front or back, just keep turning, both are excellent 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmm 

shy blu eyed t bear: so sensuous...erotic 
kelli-: fingers show up on my thighs just below my panties 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhh yesssssssssss kelli 
johnp64: take em off, take em off 
shy blu eyed t bear: excited fingers...blushes 

johnp64: city boy is the new working girl 
kelli-: smiles at the real men 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles to kelli 

kelli-: over my shoulder 
kelli-: leans forward 
kelli-: as slowly rolling 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks 
johnp64: mmmmmm lean baby lean 
kelli-: arching my back 

johnp64: theres that arch 
kelli-: fingers disappear infront of me 
shy blu eyed t bear: my mind...racing 

kelli-: the panties get tighter as my fingers roll the waist yet one more time 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmm 
johnp64: mmmmmmmm oh yea 

kelli-: straightens up .. back arched... hands over my head 
kelli-: hips rolling 

kelli-: ass circling 
johnp64: panties look like a lil bit of silly string now 
Gabriela92: mmmmm.... 

kelli-: slowly turning 
shy blu eyed t bear: so...sexy 
shy blu eyed t bear: stunning 

kelli-: hands slowly clap the beat 
kelli-: hips rolling 
kelli-: slow thrust  

kelli-: smiles at the guys 
johnp64: s,iles back 
shy blu eyed t bear: biting lip *gulp* 

johnp64: smiles* 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 
kelli-: hands slowly moving down my  ribs 

kelli-: over my hips 
shy blu eyed t bear: watches 

kelli-: meet on my tummie 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes fixated 
johnp64: mmmm, so nice kelli 

kelli-: drop to my knees infront of the boys 
shy blu eyed t bear: grins...wickedly 
johnp64: love you on your knees 

kelli-: hands over my head .. body moving to the beat 
kelli-: I'm just as good on my back 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm 

johnp64: oh, i'm sure you are 



kelli-: smiles 
kelli-: hips roll to the slow rhythm 

johnp64: top or bottom, either way 
shy blu eyed t bear: i will never know 
kelli-: mmmm hmmmm 

kelli-: either way 
shy blu eyed t bear: watches her hips roll 
johnp64: good thrusting song 

kelli-: deep dark brown eyes flashing in the lights of the bar 
shy blu eyed t bear: shimmering 

kelli-: hands moving all over my body 
johnp64: blinding 
kelli-: head moving to the beat  

kelli-: picking up the bills and slowly tucking them into the leg bands 
shy blu eyed t bear: looks at her...*bank* 
kelli-: pulling each band out and carefully pushing the bills under it 

johnp64: mmmmmmmmm 
kelli-: one on each side.. one each on the front 
johnp64: look excellent papered in hundreds 

kelli-: leans down to john and kissssssssssss you on the lips 
johnp64: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
kelli-: thank you 

johnp64: very welcome miss 
shy blu eyed t bear: applauds kelli 
kelli-: straightens back up 

kelli-: hands move slowly over my body 
johnp64: offers you my hand to assist you down 
kelli-: on my knees still  

johnp64: lol, even better 
kelli-: moving to the music 

kelli-: hands cross infront of me 
kelli-: then down .. back across my tummie just above the panties 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm mmmmmm mmmmmm 

johnp64: watching the hands closely 
kelli-: looks at the guys and smiles 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles to her 

johnp64: smiles back 
kelli-: fingers and thumbs toy with the low waist band 
johnp64: mmmmmm, nawty nawty 

kelli-: eyes glisten .. smiles 
Gabriela92: loves how much the guys are enjoying Kelli's dance, and lusting for her 
myself.... 

johnp64: come join us gabi, plenty of room 
kelli-: one more daring roll ...  
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles to gabriela 

Gabriela92: lol... busy over here, John. 
kelli-: barely above the rise of my mound 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhh 
johnp64: mmmmmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: grips table 

kelli-: space gapping between there and my hips 
johnp64: watching intently 
kelli-: hips swaying 

kelli-: hands move up my body 
kelli-: over my chest 
johnp64: lucky hands 

kelli-: the hard nipples showing through the thin bra material 



kelli-: move to my feet 
shy blu eyed t bear: notices the....protusion 

kelli-: rolling my hips in circles 
johnp64: sexy lil feet at that 
kelli-: hands over my head 

kelli-: lots of body for you to look at 
kelli-: soooo close 
johnp64: in such a small sexy package too 

kelli-: if you call mine "lots of body" giggle 
kelli-: hips rolling and thrusting as I slowly turn 

johnp64: there is plenty 
kelli-: watching Gab 
shy blu eyed t bear: following her.....movements 

kelli-: licking lips 
johnp64: mmm 
kelli-: hips rolling  

kelli-: then thrusting 
Gabriela92: nods at the dancer, subtly, to the music beat.... 
johnp64: nice lil thrust 

kelli-: mmmm nice and slooowww 
kelli-: moves to the pole on the stage 
shy blu eyed t bear: intoxicating...mmmmmmmmmm 

johnp64: mmmmmm ohhh yessss 
kelli-: backs up to the pole 
kelli-: aching my back against the shiney could metal 

johnp64: can only imagine what you'll do with such a big pole 
kelli-: rubbing it up and down the center of my ass 
kelli-: to the beat 

kelli-: hands over my head  
kelli-: arms around the pole over my head 

shy blu eyed t bear: sooooo sexy' 
johnp64: mmmmmmmmm, very nice 
kelli-: holding on as I slowly move 

johnp64: toss's a couple more hundreds up to you for such a sexy dance 
kelli-: pulling up  
kelli-: turning  

kelli-: pulls myself up on the pole 
kelli-: legs wrap  
kelli-: moves higher 

johnp64: mmmmm, climb that pole 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes glued to.....kelli's motions 
kelli-: pressing my body against the cold pole 

kelli-: hips begin to slowy press forward 
johnp64: if that's to cold.......... 
kelli-: slowly thrusting 

kelli-: holds one hand and leans back 
Gabriela92: watches Kelli use the dance pole as a giant phallic symbol.... 

kelli-: thrust thrust  
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 
johnp64: watching with gabi, winks 

kelli-: legs wap tightly 
shy blu eyed t bear: *day dreams* 
kelli-: leans back letting go of the pole 

kelli-: hands move down my body 
shy blu eyed t bear: observing her....movements 
johnp64: gotta love them leg muscles, wow 

kelli-: hips thrust 



kelli-: hair hanging down 
johnp64: mmmmmmmmm, thrust it kelli 

kelli-: thrusting harder 
johnp64: mmmmmm, oh yea, there you go 
kelli-: leaning way back 

shy blu eyed t bear: *moans* silently....biting lip 
kelli-: then upside down 
kelli-: finds the floor with my hands 

D r a z: wipes the bar passing out water 
kelli-: releasing the pole and rolling to my feet 

johnp64: thank you Draz, needed that 
johnp64: clapping wildly, oh hell yea 
kelli-: almost waltzing across the stage 

johnp64: amazing moves kelli 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm 
kelli-: up into the cage 

johnp64: oh yessssss 
kelli-: moves to the front 
johnp64: moving a couple seats closer 

kelli-: swaying to the sloowww sexy beat 
kelli-: slowly turns  
shy blu eyed t bear: following her swaying 

kelli-: back to you 
johnp64: watching close 
kelli-: arching my back and laying my head back  

kelli-: hair flowing to the music 
johnp64: mmmmmmm, so nice 
kelli-: down my back 

kelli-: hands move inback of me 
kelli-: under my hair 

johnp64: looks in my wallet, says screw it and toss's 2 more hundreds up to you 
shy blu eyed t bear: sensual moves 
kelli-: my right hand moves over my head with my bra in it 

johnp64: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 
kelli-: slowly straightens up 
kelli-: looks over my shoulder 

kelli-: slowly turns 
johnp64: oh wow 
shy blu eyed t bear: watching 

kelli-: my small boobs .. perking .. the nipples hard and large 
kelli-: perky 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: hands over my head 
johnp64: so nice and sweet looking 
kelli-: slowly dancing 

kelli-: tosses the bra 
kelli-: hand move up my ribs 

shy blu eyed t bear: sees bra fly 
johnp64: catches it, smiling 
kelli-: hips rock to the new song 

kelli-: slowly turning 
kelli-: head leans back  
johnp64: yes, excellent tunes gabi 

kelli-: hands cover my boobs 
kelli-: profile 
shy blu eyed t bear: very hawtttttttttttt 

kelli-: hands move down my body slowly 



shy blu eyed t bear: licks my lips 
johnp64: so so sexy 

kelli-: back toward you 
kelli-: rolling my hips 
kelli-: feet apart 

shy blu eyed t bear: glances up and down her writhing body 
kelli-: hands move down my sides 
kelli-: looks back over my shoulder 

johnp64: watching that sexy ass as it rolls to the music 
kelli-: turn my hands around  

kelli-: fingers on my ass 
johnp64: damm lucky fingers 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmm mmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: slowly pushing under the panties 
shy blu eyed t bear: *gulppppppppppppppp* 
kelli-: hips swaying back and forth 

johnp64: mmmmmm, nice 
kelli-: slowly slipping the panties down 
kelli-: arching my back and working my ass muscles 

johnp64: mmmmmmm, oh yes, very nice kelli 
shy blu eyed t bear: nice muscles 
kelli-: wears the panties just above where my legs meet my body 

johnp64: watching that sexy lil ass 
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhh.....clenches table 
kelli-: hands move over my body as I slowly turn in rhythm 

johnp64: mmmmm, turn baby turn 
kelli-: move ove my hips as I sway to the music 
kelli-: up my body .. now facing you 

johnp64: ohhhh my 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: over my head .. slinky moves 
johnp64: eyes looking......... 
kelli-: top of my slit showing just above the panties 

johnp64: so pretty 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm mmmmmmm mmmmmmmmm...bites lip 
kelli-: hips roll hard to the hard beat 

kelli-: hands grasp the bars  
kelli-: legs wrap around one 
kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: humping the bar 
johnp64: mmmmmm, wishing i was one of those bars 
kelli-: in rhythm 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhh yesssssssssss' 
kelli-: slow steady movement 
kelli-: bites my bottom lip 

johnp64: mmmmmmmmmmm 
kelli-: moves my hands high on the bar 

shy blu eyed t bear: *thinks* 
kelli-: leans back .. arching back .. humping harder 
johnp64: i know what your thinking shy 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm mmmmmm mmmmmmm kelli 
kelli-: thrust thrust thrust thrust 
johnp64: oh hell yes 

kelli-: head leaning back 
kelli-: mouth open 
kelli-: humping harder 

johnp64: top, bottom or standing up i see 



kelli-: doubles beat 
kelli-: one hand on my tummie 

kelli-: jumps to my feet 
kelli-: lifting legs high 
kelli-: snapping my fingers 

shy blu eyed t bear: nice view 
johnp64: yes it is 
kelli-: slips out of my panties 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 
johnp64: oh yea, finally 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes widen 
kelli-: slowly turns twirling the panties on my fingers 
shy blu eyed t bear: gasps 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 
shy blu eyed t bear: following her hips 
johnp64: love to have that  

kelli-: turns my back and rolls my ass 
kelli-: hands over my head 
shy blu eyed t bear: watches her ass roll 

kelli-: slowly turns as I dance in rhythm 
kelli-: facing.. thrusting 
johnp64: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: feet apart .. humping the air 
johnp64: lucky air 
shy blu eyed t bear: very very hawtttttttttt kelli 

kelli-: hips swaying as I thrust 
kelli-: hands move slowly down my body 
kelli-: head swaying.. hair moving  

kelli-: thank you guys 
johnp64: so nice i say as i toss another couple hundreds up to you 

D r a z: walks to the cage  and opens the door and holds out a LAB robe for kelli  
shy blu eyed t bear: yvw...and ty 
kelli-: kisssss thank you Draz 

shy blu eyed t bear: cheers,,,applauds 
kelli-: picks up my clothes 
kelli-: ties the robe 

D r a z: offers her hand out  
johnp64: claps for the excellent dance 
shy blu eyed t bear: i would stand...best that i dont 

kelli-: takes your hand and dances out of the cage  
kelli-: don't hurt yourself bear  
D r a z:  slides her down    to the  floor 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 
kelli-: holds your hands and dances with you 
kelli-: shut up and kiss me 

kelli-: eyes on yours 
D r a z:  smiles and rolls kelli  round  as eyes meet  

kelli-: holds you and dances  
kelli-: the mid thigh robe swaying  
D r a z:  smiles and twists around and round with kelli to  the bar 

D r a z: isn’t she something else guys?? 
kelli-: easy swaying dance to the bar 
johnp64: yes she is Draz 

shy blu eyed t bear: yes..she is 
kelli-: smiles .. you guys are incredible 
shy blu eyed t bear: hawt hawt hawt 

johnp64: i move to the bar and ask Draz to get the lady a drink 



kelli-: moves over to bear... kissssssssss 
kelli-: thank you bear  

shy blu eyed t bear: kisses kelli...thanks 
shy blu eyed t bear: yvw kelli 
kelli-: then to john 

D r a z: smiles and places out on the bar  a cold water over a twist of lime  
kelli-: big sloppy kiss... you didn't have to do what you did.. it was VERY generous 
johnp64: you didn't either, it was just as generous 

kelli-: I love to dance.. sometimes Draz has to shut me down or I'd dance all night .. 
giggle.. winks at Draz 

johnp64: licking my lips after that big sloppy kiss 
shy blu eyed t bear: lol 
johnp64: i wouldn't mind, lol 

kelli-: yeah but ... but... butt 
johnp64: yea, butt, lol damm sexy butt 
D r a z: winks at  kelli  

shy blu eyed t bear: sexy everything 
kelli-: I only have so  many clotes on that I can take off 
shy blu eyed t bear: j/s 

johnp64: well, we need to get you some more, lol 
kelli-: I would pile them up over there.. pointing toward the cage 
shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

johnp64: lol, and we'd all watch you pile them up too 
johnp64: to bad the cage is the only place you can take them off 
kelli-: yes but as long as we all know the rules, we can continue 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 
johnp64: oh yes, gotta obey the rules 
kelli-: I'm gonna get some sleep  

shy blu eyed t bear: ok kelli...night...hugssssss 
johnp64: i'm sure your exhuasted after that 

kelli-: hugssss bear back  
kelli-: giggles  
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 

kelli-: bi bi guys 
D r a z:  great dance  
kelli-: thank you 

D r a z:  night  night 

 
kelli-: kicks off my shoes 
playitagainsam_5: moves to the side 
shy blu eyed t bear: covers my eyes 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 
Ralf Kramden: and? 
kelli-: short skirt and tank top... hips swaying to the music 

Ralf Kramden: I feel you 
kelli-: swaying 
kelli-: feel that beat 

kelli-: headback 
Ralf Kramden: I feel you baby.... 
kelli-: hair flowing 

kelli-: turning as I dance seductively 
Ralf Kramden: mmmm 
kelli-: mmmmm.. hands up high 

kelli-: body moving .. snake like 
D r a z: smiles up at  kelli as she starts to dance ....... letting  the beat inhabit her  
Ralf Kramden: work it  

kelli-: planet feet apart on the edge of the bar 



kelli-: hips moving to the music 
kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: head back 
kelli-: hair flowing 
Ralf Kramden: ~ 

kelli-: left left right right 
kelli-: leaning back 
shy blu eyed t bear: thinks.....mmmmmmmmmm mmmmmm mmmmmmmm as i nite my lop 

kelli-: short skirt rising 
Ralf Kramden: work it 

kelli-: mmmmm love this selection 
kelli-: smiles 
shy blu eyed t bear: rolls tongue back into my mouth 

kelli-: leans forward ..  
kelli-: licks my lips 
kelli-: insatiable 

kelli-: mmmmm 
kelli-: smiles 
Ralf Kramden: kiss~~ 

D r a z: smikes up at  kelli  
kelli-: shoulders pick up the back beat 
kelli-: hips sway 

Ralf Kramden: work it baby~ 
kelli-: dance in a circle 
kelli-: back to the boys 

kelli-: looks back over my shoulder 
kelli-: ass swaying 
Ralf Kramden: ..... 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes widen...jaw drops 
kelli-: winks 

Ralf Kramden: kisses~ 
kelli-: legs straight .. leans forward 
kelli-: arching back 

shy blu eyed t bear: following her as..swaying 
Ralf Kramden: feelin you~ 
kelli-: ass working to the rhythm 

playitagainsam_5: ralf hope your taking notes, you dont get many 2nd chances 
kelli-: leaning farther forward 
shy blu eyed t bear: grips table 

Ralf Kramden: our minds are one... 
kelli-: short shirt shorter 
Ralf Kramden: right kell? 

kelli-: hands on legs 
kelli-: you wish Ralf 
Ralf Kramden: smiles.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: crushing table,,,in my grasp 
kelli-: hands move slowly up my thighs.. on the inside 

Ralf Kramden: sighs~ 
playitagainsam_5: enjoys her seductive dance 
D r a z: winks at kelli as she seduces the  crowd  

kelli-: disappear infront of me 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes...looking up and down her thighs 
kelli-: the tank top begins to move up 

Ralf Kramden: making love to her.....   mind~~ 
playitagainsam_5: from her toes to her forehead 
shy blu eyed t bear: giving kelly a standing ovation...even tgough i am seated 

kelli-: pulls off over my head 



shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm mmmmmmmmm 
kelli-: flips it around  

Ralf Kramden: feeling me? 
playitagainsam_5: draz gets the shirt again lol 
kelli-: legs find the beat 

kelli-: dancing harder 
shy blu eyed t bear: *gulppppppppppppp* 
D r a z: slips te shirt under  the bar 

Ralf Kramden: work it baby~~~ 
shy blu eyed t bear: slides closer to the table....hiding my.........excitement 

playitagainsam_5: can see her body glistening 
kelli-: tiny strapless bra .. thin material.. pointed show of excitement 
shy blu eyed t bear: licks lips 

kelli-: dancing .. legs high 
kelli-: circling 
shy blu eyed t bear: very..............hawt 

kelli-: profile 
kelli-: hips bounce to the beat 
D r a z: sexy as hell 

kelli-: looks at the boys  
playitagainsam_5: every set of eyes are glued to kelli 
Ralf Kramden: kiss~ 

shy blu eyed t bear: stares 
kelli-: over my left shoulder  
kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: hips swivel 
Ralf Kramden: look into my eyes love~ 
shy blu eyed t bear: clenching table 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmm mmmmmmm mmmmmm 
kelli-: working my way to the edge of the bar 

Ralf Kramden: can you feel me? 
playitagainsam_5: leand back on my bar stool 
kelli-: hands up 

playitagainsam_5: taking all of her in 
kelli-: body moving in slinky S turns 
Ralf Kramden: now body up to me... 

shy blu eyed t bear: watching her...writhe....shake....and sways 
kelli-: hips thrusting .. left left right right 
D r a z: shes a naughty litttle girl and she knows it  .........and i like it that way 

kelli-: hands on hips 
playitagainsam_5: looks at Draz what a beauty you have her sir 
kelli-: thrust thrust 1 2 1 2 

playitagainsam_5: here 
Ralf Kramden: make love to us baby~ 
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh...niceeeeeeeeeeeee kelli 

D r a z: font ralf 
Ralf Kramden: mmmmmm 

kelli-: dancing backward 
kelli-: slowly turn 
kelli-: hips moving in a circle 

shy blu eyed t bear: sexy hips 
kelli-: stops 
kelli-: tapping my heal on the bar 

kelli-: 1 2 1 2 1 2 
playitagainsam_5: mesmurized by her petite beauty 
kelli-: eys moving from guy to guy 

kelli-: smiles 



shy blu eyed t bear: following her.....movements 
D r a z: tight hips ........tiny frame  ......... big little naughty girl 

Ralf Kramden: what color are my eyes baby? 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 
kelli-: air guitar 

shy blu eyed t bear: lucky air 
Ralf Kramden:  �  
playitagainsam_5: following every inch of her 
kelli-: waits for it 
kelli-: dances to the edge of the bar 

shy blu eyed t bear: hypnotised....by her...erotic ,ovements 
kelli-: hands move down my body 
kelli-: around behind me 

Ralf Kramden: feeling you~ 
kelli-: skirt loosens 
shy blu eyed t bear: feels table *crunch* as i grip harder 

kelli-: hips swivel 
kelli-: skirt drops to the bar 
playitagainsam_5: see's her sweat btween her breast as she moves and sways to the music 

Ralf Kramden: ......... 
shy blu eyed t bear: fixated on her hips 
Ralf Kramden: yes.. 

kelli-: tiny black thong hides... not much 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm 
D r a z: grins as i watch the sensual kelli  ,,,,,,slips the dress behind the bar  

Ralf Kramden: smiles... as our eyes.. meet~ 
playitagainsam_5: watches her tight butt moving side to side 
kelli-: straight legs.. edge of the bar.. looking down at the guys 

kelli-: from between my legs 
Ralf Kramden: now.....  

kelli-: giggle 
Ralf Kramden: work it baby 
shy blu eyed t bear: her...gyrating body.......arousing 

kelli-: ass working the beat 
Ralf Kramden: yes..... 
kelli-: dancing slowly.. hips swivel 

Ralf Kramden: I feel you baby 
playitagainsam_5: your ass has been working the beat since you started 
kelli-: slowly turn sideways as I dance 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmm...as her thong.....moves to the brat 
kelli-: left left right right 
Ralf Kramden: left... righ 

Ralf Kramden: t 
Ralf Kramden: t 
playitagainsam_5: see's your tiny black thong 

Ralf Kramden: t 
kelli-: hands high  

shy blu eyed t bear: moving head...to her body...sways 
kelli-: body slinks to the edge  
playitagainsam_5: as i gets sucked up her butt crack 

kelli-: hands move down my body 
Ralf Kramden: may I....... 
kelli-: read the rules Ralf 

Ralf Kramden: smiles~ 
kelli-: hands on hips 
shy blu eyed t bear: *thinks*  dayum kelli...mmmmmmmm 

playitagainsam_5: and see her hard nipples thru her strapless bra 



kelli-: straightens legs 
kelli-: thrust 1 2 1 2 

kelli-: leaning back .. hair flying 
shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip......crunching table 
kelli-: breaks into dance 

kelli-: sway .. swing 
shy blu eyed t bear: such a teasing dance...gruns 
kelli-: lowers thong straps 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins* 
kelli-: around hips 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gasps*' 
kelli-: thrust thrust 
kelli-: shakes ass 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmm mmmmmm mmmmmmmm 
kelli-: dances down the back steps 
shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 

playitagainsam_5: thinks to myself what a lucky man i am to be here at this time watching 
this beautiful women 
kelli-: blows a kiss to bear 

D r a z: winks at  kelli and holds out a LAB robe to her  
Ralf Kramden:  � nite love...   night guys 
shy blu eyed t bear: catches the kiss...holding it 

kelli-: lets Draz help me into the mid thigh length robe 
D r a z: smiles and wraps her in the robe 
shy blu eyed t bear: blows a kiss to her 

Ralf Kramden: tc..... 
kelli-: bi bi ralf 
shy blu eyed t bear: leans back in chair....*whew* 

kelli-: learn to be patient 
Ralf Kramden: bi princess.. kisses 

Ralf Kramden: am new... 
playitagainsam_5: nite ralf 
Ralf Kramden: nite sam 

D r a z: nite ralf 
Ralf Kramden: tc draz..    I leave on  a great exit tune 
Ralf Kramden: kell~ 

playitagainsam_5: looks at kelli and smiles, that you for that great dance 
playitagainsam_5: thank 
shy blu eyed t bear: heart rate...returning to normal 

Ralf Kramden: ..minds are one~ 
kelli-: I'm gonna take off  

 

 
kelli-: jumps up on the bar 
kelli-: feet pick up the rhythm 

RobinBarnes87: watches kelli jump up on the bar 
shy blu eyed t bear: peeks from under hat 

kelli-: hands move up and down my body 
kelli-: hips sway 
dietcoke_2: There she goes!  

karate820: Sees kelli starting to dance 
kelli-: body starts to sway 
dietcoke_2: Whoop!  Whoop!!  

karate820: Looks around at the other ladies 
D r a z:  smiles watching kelli  as she senses the music and writhes invitingly 
kelli-: hands on hips 



kelli-: moves in a slow circle 
kelli-: hips swaying to the music 

Gabriela92: such sensual music for a sensuous dancer... 
b ettena: watches from the hot tub while sipping at the water  
dietcoke_2: Places the dollar in the tip jar, and stares at kelli.  

kelli-: head and shoulders moving back and forth 
kelli-: watching Draz 
kelli-: eyes locking 

D r a z: smile  up at kelli 
kelli-: tongue slowly licks lips 

kelli-: burses down the bar dancing to the beat 
kelli-: sways infront of the guys 
kelli-: hands high 

D r a z: watches the  hot sway of such a nubile body 
kelli-: hips thrusting 
kelli-: puffing to the words 

kelli-: smiles  
kelli-: finds the beat 
kelli-: shaking my hair 

kelli-: legs working the beat 
D r a z: watches as kellli  swings and sways along the bar 
Gabriela92: watches Kelli, tapping out the bass line with my left foot, and the rhythm with 

my right, on the foot ring of the barstool. 
kelli-: turns my back to the guys 
shy blu eyed t bear: nice legs 

Maxillary_Nerve: *watches intently*  
kelli-: leans forward and shakes my ass  
kelli-: hair flying  

kelli-: turning ...  
kelli-: dancing 

Gabriela92: enjoys seeing Kelli lose herself in the music 
kelli-: shaking 
kelli-: hipss thrusting right and left 

kelli-: body shimmying 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm 
kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: body shaking  
kelli-: legs flying 
D r a z: walks over to the guys testing for life 

karate820: Sits back enjoying the hot tub 
Maxillary_Nerve: im quite alive Draz....  
kelli-: giggles  

Maxillary_Nerve: not missing anything  
shy blu eyed t bear: awake...drooling over her dance 
kelli-: hands on my hips.. thrusting side ways 

kelli-: legs planted  
D r a z: lifts ricks head up off the table  .looks in his eyes  

kelli-: head making hair fly back and forth 
kelli-: turns back to the boys 
D r a z: watching the  sexy littel body  as she wriggles it  

greygriffin20:    
kelli-: legs straigh and apart as I slowly lean forward 

Maxillary_Nerve: eyes focused on the dancer  
shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip 
Gabriela92: oh, yessssssssss..... 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the beat 
kelli-: shirt skirt rising up the back of my thighs 



 

D r a z: watche s keli sexy as  hell 

kelli-: reaching where my leg and ass meet 
kelli-: butt picks up the beat 
kelli-: flexing ass muscles 

kelli-: dancing.. turning.. sideways to the boys 
kelli-: hips swaying  
kelli-: hands up 

D r a z: watching that sexy body as kelli  wriggles in and out 
gennasweet1: sways on my stool 
kelli-: pulls up the blouse.. midrift slowly appearing as the music changes 

kelli-: rips it over my head as the beat fires up 
gennasweet1: readjust my skirt 
greygriffin20: woohoo 
Maxillary_Nerve: heynow!!  
kelli-: toss the blouse 

kelli-: small white strapless bra  
kelli-: is that a heart beat I hear? 
D r a z: catches the blouse and puts it with the backpack 

mrcountry_1: maybe the beat of many hearts 
kelli-: body swaying 
kelli-: hips heading one way.. upper body the other 

kelli-: hands high 
kelli-: slowly dancing in a circle 
kelli-: hips pushing left then right  

Maxillary_Nerve: *enjoys the dancer as he sips his drink , watching through the rim of his 
glass*  
kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

shy blu eyed t bear: lol 
kelli-: plants feet ... legs apart.. hands high 
D r a z: smiles as kelli  moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: stretching back 
kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: tiny skirt rising 
kelli-: hips thrust 
kelli-: left left right right 

gennasweet1: kicks off my heels 
D r a z: watches the sexy dancer as she moves to the beat 
kelli-: straightens up watching the boys 

shy blu eyed t bear: watching 
kelli-: hands slowly move to my hips 
Maxillary_Nerve: *smirks*  

kelli-: hands move around my body 
kelli-: up my ribs 
kelli-: hips sway 

Gabriela92: such sweet caresses.... 
Bee_passionately_blue: likewise blonde, ty.  
kelli-: over my boobs 

kelli-: over my neck under my hair 
kelli-: flips it high 

kelli-: dancin slowly in a circle 
kelli-: hips moving  
kelli-: around and around 

mr_right tonight: watches 
kelli-: hands move to my hips 
kelli-: down my front  

kelli-: to my legs 
D r a z: smiles watching  those hips  as they suggest so much 



kelli-: pulls the hem up slowly 
kelli-: upper thigh coming into view 

kelli-: hand to the side of my leg 
kelli-: rissseeeee 
mrcountry_1: enjoying the dance, nice to be here tonite, lovely ladies  

kelli-: smiles ...  
Gabriela92: mmmm, yessss.... further, further..... 

greygriffin20:    
mrcountrykelli-: up .. higher 

kelli-: hips swaying 
Maxillary_Nerve: *shakes his head smiling, watching*  
mrcountry_1: blonde, kelli is a very good dancer 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the back 
kelli-: bar 
kelli-: drops to my knees 

mrcountry_1: very nice song draz, and great to see kelli dance on the bar too, sits close 
kelli-: hands high  
kelli-: shaking back and forth 

kelli-: looks at each guy 
kelli-: licks my lips 
shy blu eyed t bear: leans back..watching 

blonde_genius: she does a very...very...very effective dance...*raises my glass to kelli 
Maxillary_Nerve: catches his look  
kelli-: motions for dave to move closer 

greygriffin20:    
kelli-: giggles at gg 

greygriffin20:    
kelli-: is he awake? 
kelli-: giggle 
shy blu eyed t bear: lol 

kelli-: ok .. gg.. come here 
kelli-: stands 
Maxillary_Nerve: lol  

shy blu eyed t bear: use a mirror under nose' 
Gabriela92: use ice down the back 

greygriffin20: hehe ok follows kelli 
kelli-: points to the zipper  
kelli-: I need your help 

greygriffin20: *nods, pulling at the zipper slowly* anytime 
kelli-: slowly swaying my hips to make it a bit harder than he.. I mean .. it.. already is 

greygriffin20:     
shy blu eyed t bear: mice word play 
kelli-: smiles.. now the button please 

greygriffin20:    *unbuttons each ejoying the view* 

shy blu eyed t bear: something 
Maxillary_Nerve: *grins*  
blonde_genius: something else 

kelli-: lets the lil skirt drop .. smiles.. thank you gg 
kelli-: tiny white thong 
shy blu eyed t bear: nothing else to say..grins 

mrcountry_1: watching buttons, ooh the skirt 
kelli-: hands high 

greygriffin20: thank you kelli    



kelli-: hips rock 
kelli-: turning slowly ..  

Maxillary_Nerve: *gulps and mouths the words "thong"* to himself  
kelli-: moving my ass in a circle at gg 
blonde_genius: I need a brb 

shy blu eyed t bear: hb 
mrcountry_1: hb blonde 
D r a z: as i watch  the body turn to the blues 

kelli-: slowly bend forward 
gennasweet1: great tune 

kelli-: flexing my ass to the beat 
greygriffin20: *bites my bottom lip and continues to enjoy the show* 
Gabriela92: this is such an amazing song to dance to... 

kelli-: legs stiff. 
kelli-: leans forward 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm 

kelli-: rolls hips 
gennasweet1: your right gabi 
mrcountry_1: looks across the room and sees Gabri's enjoyment watching kelli 

dance....smiles too 
kelli-: breaks into a sexy slinky move 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins  

kelli-: hands high  
mrcountry_1: wonders if others will join the amazing song to dance too 
D r a z:  watches as keli slides and sways to the blues  

kelli-: facing the boys in the teenie tiny thong 
kelli-: thrusting 
shy blu eyed t bear: grips table 

D r a z:  winks at kelli as you thrust provocatively  
kelli-: hips double the beat thrusting 

mrcountry_1: it is very teeni tiny kelli, watching with interest  
Maxillary_Nerve: *takes in every turn and thrust*  
kelli-: hair shaking in back of me 

D r a z:  if you please ......... 
mrcountry_1: your rule kelli, wtggg 
mrcountry_1: i do think she pleases us all, great dancing kelli 

kelli-: dancing .. picking up my skirt 
kelli-: gg come here 
D r a z: offers kelli a hand down from the bar with a LAB robe in my  hands  

greygriffin20: hehe again moves up to kelli* yes? 
kelli-: puts on the robe 
kelli-: leans down and gives gg a long wet kisssssssssssss 

mrcountry_1: applauuds kelli, great dance 
kelli-: thank you for your help 
Maxillary_Nerve: very nice kelli!  

greygriffin20:    
Maxillary_Nerve: very impressed!  

greygriffin20: your very welcome, anytime    

Gabriela92: mmmmm, fantastic, Kelli!!!! 
kelli-: walks over to Draz for some help off the bar 
D r a z: holds my hands up to kelli 

kelli-: puts my hands on your shoulders 
gennasweet1: ok thanks will keep that in mind 

Gabriela92: wb, Daven 
D r a z:  slides her slowly down me  
D r a z:  to the floor  



daven14578: heyh bee 
kelli-: looks up .. kisssssssssss.. thank you for the tunes 

D r a z:  kissssssses  my pleasure kelli ..great dance 
gennasweet1: claps,,,,,, great job kelli 
Gabriela92: totally amazing, Kelli. 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds..not standing..cant lol 
Bee_passionately_blue: you are a sensual dancer kelli. ty. 
kelli-: moves around to Gab.. that mean alot coming from you Gab 

kelli-: thank you bee 
Maxillary_Nerve: that was outstanding kelli  

Bee_passionately_blue: Always a pleasure, kelli. 
shy blu eyed t bear: leans back in chair 
kelli-: moves to Max... thank you sooo much Max.. hugggzzzzzzzz 

Maxillary_Nerve: Hugggggs ya back! youre welcome!  
D r a z:  winks at kelli ,,,,,,, may isue that on the website 
kelli-: the dance???  

kelli-: was it good enough? 
D r a z:  sure was ,,,winks 

kelli-: kicks off my shoes 

kelli-: hops up on the bar 
blonde_genius: uh oh...kelli's barefoot! 
Billie Sol: shoe hits me in the face 

kelli-: stares at bear 
shy blu eyed t bear: looks at kellii 
kelli-: hands high 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches 
playitagainsam_5: hello blonde 

kelli-: hips working the beat 
dajersyeduke: (((((bg)))))))) 
shy blu eyed t bear: following her hips 

kelli-: the mid thigh wrap skirt swaying 
kelli-: head back 
shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeeeeeee 

kelli-: hair swaying 
Billie Sol: leans back sipping drink 
kelli-: hips bouncing to the rhythm 

shy blu eyed t bear: sits up 
D r a z: watches the swaying of the small hips and the flexed thighs as the skirt flares out 
kelli-: change direction.. round and round 

blonde_genius: (((duke)))) 
shy blu eyed t bear: gets dizzy but looks 
kelli-: dancing in a circle 

Billie Sol: im dizzy 
blonde_genius: hello david!! 
kelli-: eyes on Draz and smiles 
daven14578: it happens billie 
D r a z: smiles at  kelli ....winks  

kelli-: hands on hips .. thighs thrusting 
kelli-: head back 
Billie Sol: hi genius 

kelli-: hair sways 
kelli-: mouth open  
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes....following her form 

Gabriela92: head sways in time with Kelli's hips and hair. 
kelli-: hands high 
Billie Sol: closes my eyes 



kelli-: dancing to the edge of the bar 
playitagainsam_5: watches both lady's 

shy blu eyed t bear: lucky bar 
kelli-: plants feet apart.. hips sway 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes widen 

kelli-: then round and round 
kelli-: lean back 
shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip 

kelli-: thrusting  
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhh 

kelli-: waits for it 
kelli-: smiles at the guys 
dajersyeduke: ka-boooom 

Billie Sol: smiles back 
kelli-: already duke??? LMAO 
dajersyeduke: ready.....lol 

kelli-: towels for duke 
D r a z: smiles as the music takes  hold of kelli  
kelli-: dancing around .. lifting legs high 

dajersyeduke: handi-wipe will due...lol 
blonde_genius: hello guy 
clb80907: stares, silently observing kelli 

blonde_genius: welcome to Lady Ann's 
kelli-: back to the boys 
kelli-: hips bounce 

shy blu eyed t bear: rolls tongue back into mouth..picks jaw up from floor 
Billie Sol: spins around on my stool 
kelli-: straight legs 

kelli-: wink over my shoulder 
dajersyeduke: did you work today, blonde? 

shy blu eyed t bear: grips table 
kelli-: watching bear 
shy blu eyed t bear: winks back 

kelli-: ass swaying 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: licks lips 

kelli-: hand move down my legs 
D r a z: smiles watching the ass as it sways  
shy blu eyed t bear: crunches table 

shy blu eyed t bear: slides closer to table 
kelli-: slowly back up my inner thighs 
blonde_genius: he left... 
shy blu eyed t bear: hiding my.....excitement of her dance 
Billie Sol: oh my 
playitagainsam_5: looks to see where the defiberlator is 

kelli-: disappear infront of me 
shy blu eyed t bear: *gulpppppppppp* 

D r a z:  puts defib and oxygen on bar# 
kelli-: the wrap skirt flys off in my hand and circles over my head  
Billie Sol: another double please Draz 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gasps* 
shy blu eyed t bear: as eyes widen once more' 
kelli-: tiny thong .. hips sway 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 
D r a z:  slides a doubke macallans over  to  billie  
kelli-: break into a dance 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiling 



kelli-: toss the skirt  
Gabriela92: gives a low whistle.... wow!!!! 

kelli-: hips moving left left right right 
shy blu eyed t bear: nods to gabriela 
shy blu eyed t bear: her form...gyrating....wiggling' 

kelli-: legs straight .. leaning forward .. shoulders shaking 
Billie Sol: hands trembling as i reach for glass 
kelli-: head down .. hair flying 

shy blu eyed t bear: hears table creaking...as i grip tighter 
kelli-: straighens up 

shy blu eyed t bear: watching 
kelli-: hands high.. stretching up 
Gabriela92: eyes focused and tracing the curving edge of the thong's fabric. 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 
kelli-: leans back  
kelli-: shaking hair 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes fixated 
kelli-: hips bouncing ..  
shy blu eyed t bear: mesmerized,,,,no....hypnotized 

kelli-: then moving in a circle 
Billie Sol: cant keep my head still to drink 
kelli-: hands on hips 

daven14578: well folks, its late need some sacjk time 
al_olderguy: hmmmm Not much material in that thong.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: wow 

kelli-: hips thrusting 
kelli-: shoulders pick up the beat 
al_olderguy: < feels lightheaded as blood drains elsewhere 

kelli-: swaying back and forth 
kelli-: hands down my body 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm 
Gabriela92: she knows it, and I like it that way....... 
kelli-: right hand on my tummie 

kelli-: slowly moving down 
kelli-: eyes watching the guys 
shy blu eyed t bear: cant turn away 

blonde_genius: oops daven left before I could say bye 
Billie Sol: oh boy oh boy oh boy 
kelli-: both hands move to my upper thighs 

shy blu eyed t bear: eys moving back and forth 
kelli-: down a little 
kelli-: more 

kelli-: the around  
shy blu eyed t bear: chewing lip 
kelli-: to the inside 

kelli-: slowly moving up as my body sways 
Gabriela92: follows those fingertips... 

dajersyeduke: bbl  tc all stay safe 
Gabriela92: licking my lips... 
Gabriela92: bye, Duke. 

al_olderguy: wonders why my fingers are tingling... 
playitagainsam_5: bye duke 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes widen....amazed 

kelli-: tips of my fingers tracing the tight band of the thong 
Billie Sol: im losing my sight 
kelli-: lifting legs high 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches her body...slither 



kelli-: hips exagerated moves 
kelli-: hands high 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhh...the sight of her thong...as she sways 
kelli-: snake like moves 
kelli-: turns my back .. knees bent 

playitagainsam_5: watches as kelli glistens from her dance 
kelli-: hands move to the bottom of my tank top 
kelli-: eyes watch the boys 

shy blu eyed t bear: head sways to beat...as i look at her movements 
kelli-: evil grin 

kelli-: hips swivel 
kelli-: slowly move the bottom of the tank  
Gabriela92: lets out a slow, measured breath as I watch those two little flesh-toned 

grapefruit burst out around that tight little thong.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: heart races 
D r a z: winks at kelli as she  teases so well 

kelli-: lets you peek then lowers the tank 
al_olderguy: that gusset an't that wide... 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm mmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmm 

Billie Sol: picks my tongue off of bar 
kelli-: then rips it off 
shy blu eyed t bear: my oh my 

kelli-: sends that tank flying 
Billie Sol: I fall off bar stool unto floor 
blonde_genius: sips my wine and watches the boys watching kelli 
shy blu eyed t bear: waves to blonde 
Gabriela92: mmmmm.... this is a sweaty song.... 
kelli-: plants feet on the edge of the bar infront of bear 

kelli-: hands on hips 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gulppppppp* 
kelli-: thrusting... 1  2 1 2 
shy blu eyed t bear: looks up 

al_olderguy: shifts nervously in my seat.. trying to adjust without being too obvious. 
kelli-: hands skim over my body 
shy blu eyed t bear: chewing lips again 

kelli-: tiny bra .. thin and tight 
shy blu eyed t bear: wipes brow 
shy blu eyed t bear: very thin 

kelli-: hips sway and buck 
kelli-: swivel  
kelli-: slowly turns 

shy blu eyed t bear: following her moves 
Billie Sol: lie on floor looking up at ceiling 
kelli-: thong disapears and reappears .. lower 

shy blu eyed t bear: intoxicating .....view 
kelli-: leans forward .. ass moving to the beat 

kelli-: flexing ass muscles  
shy blu eyed t bear: follows the ass 
blonde_genius: finishing up my wine...carrying my glass to the bar... 
kelli-: bends deep 
D r a z: takes  the glas  from blonde  
kelli-: smiles at bear between my legs 

shy blu eyed t bear: cranks neck 
kelli-: blows a kiss 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles in return 

blonde_genius: ty Draz...presses a fifty in Draz's hand 



shy blu eyed t bear: catches kiss....holds it 
kelli-: straightens up 

D r a z:  tills the bills  .....winks at blonde  
kelli-: dancing in a tight circle 
kelli-: hips swaying 

kelli-: hands high 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles..as i view 
shy blu eyed t bear: aapplauds 

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar infront of the birthday boy 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 

kelli-: smiles a Draz 
Billie Sol: bye Draz 
shy blu eyed t bear: waves nervously 

kelli-: my feet work up bears legs 
kelli-: over your thighs 
playitagainsam_5: be safe Draz 

shy blu eyed t bear: feels good 
kelli-: smiles..  
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 

kelli-: slips off the bar onto your lap .. facing you 
shy blu eyed t bear: looks in your eyes 
shy blu eyed t bear: hands on chair 

kelli-: hands on your shoulders 
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhh 
kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiling 
shy blu eyed t bear: feels the thrust 
kelli-: pushing tightly against you 

shy blu eyed t bear: shifts in chair 
kelli-: fingers move through your hair 

shy blu eyed t bear: feeling you dance 
kelli-: grinds you hard 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes locked 

kelli-: body against yours 
shy blu eyed t bear: licks my lips 
kelli-: kissss your face 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm ty 
kelli-: to your lips 
shy blu eyed t bear: grins as you kiss me 

shy blu eyed t bear: whew 
kelli-: leans back and smiles 
kelli-: happy birthday Mr Bear 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles watching you lean back 
shy blu eyed t bear: ty hawt sexy kelli 
shy blu eyed t bear: wipes forehead 

kelli-: giggles 
shy blu eyed t bear: best birthday ever...winks 

kelli-: wanna make it better? 
al_olderguy: very sexy keli... 
playitagainsam_5: breath bear, breath 

shy blu eyed t bear: would stand...but best if i dont 
shy blu eyed t bear: yes kelli..grins 
kelli-: hops off your lap and holds out my hand 

kelli-: looks over at Gabi 
shy blu eyed t bear: takes your hand 
kelli-: 19 available? 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 



Gabriela92: I believe it is, Kelli... 
kelli-: moves us over to Gab 

Gabriela92: retrieves the key.... 
kelli-: may I? 
shy blu eyed t bear: folows 

shy blu eyed t bear: follows* 
Gabriela92: turns and dangles it for Kelli to snag on her way past..... 
kelli-: snags the key as we pass .. thank you Gab 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles* gulp* 
Gabriela92: gives her an impish grin.... 

kelli-: winks 
shy blu eyed t bear: following kelli...by the hand 
Gabriela92: and a gentle swat on the bottom.. 

kelli-: I'm gonna frost his cake 
shy blu eyed t bear: hears the swat 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm grins 

shy blu eyed t bear: by all means 
kelli-: watch it Gab 
kelli-: makes a face 

shy blu eyed t bear: lol 
kelli-: we climb the steps hand in hand 
Gabriela92: <giggles>... and don't forget to lick all the utensils clean when you're done 

frosting, Kelli!!!! 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiling 
al_olderguy: shuffles awkwardly out of my seat, and heads for the door. kellis dance burned 

into my imagination... Think I'll go cook dinner while I dwell on it... 
shy blu eyed t bear: looking at her ass 
kelli-: you know me allll too well  

shy blu eyed t bear: lol 
kelli-: I was trying to figure out what to get  you for your birthday .. so I got you... me 

Gabriela92: has a feeling Bear's frosting bowl will be empty soon... 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: great ty 

al_olderguy: Sees kellis ass heading round the curve in the stairs A i whack my head against 
the door... 
al_olderguy: later all... 

kelli-: at the top of the stairs .. turn and grins as i pull off the bra just before I disappear  
Gabriela92: tc, Al. 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm 

 

kelli-: jumps back up on the bar 
trisha_29: lol dont spill your drink on my legs david 

kelli-: flips up onto my feet 
daviddirects: don't worry...i need the hydration too badly to spill any 
trisha_29: laughs....feeling a little dehydrated are ya? 

mrcountry_1: wtg again kelli, good one, lays a bill on the bar for kelli's dancing, glad to 
watch 
daviddirects: just a little...smiles.. 
kelli-: feet pick up the beat 
kelli-: hips sway back and forth 
D r a z:  watches kelli as she gets  on the bar to dance again 

trisha_29: smiles and sips my drink 
kelli-: smiles at country 
kelli-: shoulders sway .. body shakes 

Gabriela92: wiggles my fingers at Bee... over here! 
daviddirects: relaxes...sipping my delicious drink 



kelli-: skin tight boy shorts move in rhythm 
mrcountry_1: love tyou choices of music as it enhances kelli's movements, very nice sway 

and shake 
kelli-: extra shake in the shimmy 
Bee_passionately_blue: Smiles in reply. Hi. You got quiet, everything okay with you? 

kelli-: hands out to my sides 
kelli-: watching the crowd 
kelli-: feet pick up the beat 

kelli-: legs high 
mrcountry_1: as feet pick up the beat and swaying is hot, smiles at kelli 

kelli-: plants feet infront of country 
kelli-: hands on hips 
mrcountry_1: sits and enjoy seeing dancing close at hand 

kelli-: hips back and forth  
kelli-: leans forward 
kelli-: dancing in a circle 

mrcountry_1: while kelli dances in front and leans ofrward just sits steady and 
smilesssssssssssss 
kelli-: leans forward ..  

kelli-: back to country 
kelli-: leans forward 
mrcountry_1: sitting in chair and cant move back so just waits as kelli leans forward 

kelli-: shaking ass to the beat 
mrcountry_1: very nice to watch kelli 
kelli-: bends at the waist.. waves to country  

kelli-: between my knees 
lostdad50: goodnight all 
D r a z:  watchs as kelli  dances  

kelli-: giggle 
mrcountry_1: Draz, i am glad kelli is dancing tonite, she is so good 

kelli-: LAFFS @ Draz 
kelli-: jumpin around  
kelli-: lifting knees high 

kelli-: hands high 
mrcountry_1: foot tapping on barstool as tempo picked up 
kelli-: hair flying 

D r a z: laffs kelli 
mrcountry_1: you are flying high kelli, woo hoo 
kelli-: plants feet apart .. facing country 

kelli-: stiff legs.. bend forward hands on hips 
kelli-: head shaking hair all over 
mrcountry_1: sees Draz head behind the bar through kelli's legs, handsome gent, gorgeous 

legs 
kelli-: my legs are just fine zen 
kelli-: drops to my knees infront of country 

mrcountry_1: sure in one room and eyes on kelli, nice to see you dance again kelli 
kelli-: thanks you  

kelli-: picks up the bill you put on the bar 
D r a z: winks at kelli 
mrcountry_1: oh what i see, enjoys too 

kelli-: swaying to the music 
kelli-: .. evil eye 
mrcountry_1: thanks kelli for dancing 

kelli-: hands the bill to country 
mrcountry_1: no, you keep it kelli, you gave me happy for your dancing 
kelli-: waiting for  you to reach for it 

kelli-: rocking back and forth .. shaking the bill 



D r a z:  watches kelli  moving to  the music  
kelli-: waiting 

kelli-: as i rock  
mrcountry_1: glad to see you dance waving the bill, was the $$bilol too small, so you gave it 
back? 

kelli-: shoulders moving to the beat 
mrcountry_1: $$bill* 
kelli-: takes country by the wrist .. . 

mrcountry_1: sits mesmerized watching kelli 
mrcountry_1: gives wrist 

kelli-: pulls down the waist of my boy shorts just a little and smiles 
kelli-: goes there country 
mrcountry_1: oh kelli.....smilessssss 

kelli-: winks 
kelli-: deposit? 
mrcountry_1: takes the bill, slips it in boy shorts where it goes 

mrcountry_1: thank you kelli, this bill for you 
kelli-: jumps up and yells.. YEEOWWWW 
kelli-: dancing wildly 

mrcountry_1: nice dancing tonite, so enjoy your dancing 
mrcountry_1: what a nice dance kelli 
kelli-: spins and plays air guitar 

kelli-: shifting my weight back and forth .. hair flying 
mrcountry_1: sits close to bar watching hair flying 
D r a z:  smiles watchin the wild hair shine in the lights 

kelli-: rolls down to my knees infront of country  
kelli-: shakes hair in his face 
kelli-: smiles.. .kiss your forehead.. thank you..  

mrcountry_1: waft of hair scent passes my face.....smiles 
kelli-: giggles.. rolls over backward up to my feet 

mrcountry_1: your very welcome kelli, and thank you too 
kelli-: dancing down the bar 
mrcountry_1: watches butt as you roll over, very cute 

kelli-: grabs the pole and swings around and around 
kelli-: slides down to my feet 
D r a z:  winks at kelli as she swings round the bar 

Gabriela92: nods my head to the beat, watching Kelli work the pole and stage.... 
kelli-: pole between my legs.. leaning back .. one hand on the pole 
mrcountry_1: taps foot on barstool to the rhythym 

kelli-: humps the pole to the beat 
kelli-: big smile 
Bee_passionately_blue: watches quietly. 

Gabriela92: not as big as the pole's smile, Kelli... LOL 
kelli-: shimmys up the pole 
mrcountry_1: smileeeeeeeeeeeeee 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole 
kelli-: leans back .. one hand 

kelli-: humps the pole to the strong beat 
mrcountry_1: one hand on the pole? 
kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: lets go of the pole 
kelli-: hands up 
kelli-: leans back slowly 

mrcountry_1: just so intent on kelli's dancing seems to not notice rest of room 
kelli-: shoulders moving to the music 
kelli-: hair moving with my head 

mrcountry_1: very good kelli 



D r a z: smiles watching  kelli as her lithe body moves to the beat 
Gabriela92: bobs my head to the beat..... 

kelli-: pulls back up as the song starts 
mrcountry_1: lays another bill on the bar for kelli 
kelli-: slides down 1/2 way 

kelli-: leans back  
mrcountry_1: smiles at kelli, waves the bill  
Gabriela92: drums on the bar.... 

kelli-: body flying .. legs wrapped around the pole 
D r a z:  slips the bills in kelli's  tip jar 

Gabriela92: go up and give it to her, Country... LOL 
kelli-: smiles .. that ok Draz? 
mrcountry_1: aww sorry, Draz put it in the tip jar, lol 

kelli-: dismounts the pole 
mrcountry_1: walkt to table by the poile stage waving the bill 
Gabriela92: You owe me gas money, remember, kelli? 

kelli-: dancing to where country is 
mrcountry_1: sits at table by pole dancing with bill in hand 
daviddirects: nice dance kelli.. 
kelli-: runs over to dave.. kisss... congrats...  
mrcountry_1: congrats dave 
kelli-: back to the bar 

mrcountry_1: as music ends, still has the bill in my hand? 
kelli-: hops up on countrys table 
kelli-: gyrates to the new tune 

Gabriela92: patience, Country, patience... there's more music somewhere, I think; LOL 
kelli-: dancing in a circle 
kelli-: feet pounding out the music 

kelli-: hands over my head 
mrcountry_1: watches now, enjoys the circle gyrates 

kelli-: plants my feet on the table 
kelli-: back to country 
mrcountry_1: with feet pounding out the music so right in front of em 

kelli-: hands on knees..  
kelli-: flexing ass muscles to the beat 
mrcountry_1: what a sway and gyrations flexing ass 

kelli-: laffs at country 
kelli-: winks 
kelli-: turns slowly  

kelli-: hands over my head 
mrcountry_1: winks back....smiles.... 
kelli-: hips swaying .. and thrusting 

kelli-: 1 2 1 2 
mrcountry_1: it is nice to be up close and personal seein you sway and thbrust hips kelli 
kelli-: hands slowly move down my body 

mrcountry_1: nice beat 1 2 1 2 
kelli-: over my hips 

mrcountry_1: just watching now, saying nothing just enjoying 
kelli-: down my thighs 
kelli-: eyes lock on yours 

mrcountry_1: still ready with bill for kelli 
kelli-: hands wrap inside my thighs 
mrcountry_1: eyes locked too and smiles 

kelli-: left finger pull open the bottom of the boy shorts on the front of my thigh 
kelli-: deposit? 
mrcountry_1: slips bill in open bottom of boy shorts, enjoying sight of thigh 

mrcountry_1: smiles, says thank you kelli 



kelli-: thank you .. kneels down .. eskimo kissssss 
mrcountry_1: very nice to see you dancing, thank you so much 

mrcountry_1: ohhh, nice, rubs nose too 
kelli-: quick soft kiss... jumps up and dances on table 
mrcountry_1: sits back with hands on back of head and very comfortable  

kelli-: lifting legs hi 
kelli-: dancing wildly 
kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: thank you  
kelli-: you're sweet 

mrcountry_1: hi ghflying legs, glistening hair flying too 
kelli-: jumps down  
kelli-: back up on the bar 

kelli-: flips up to my feet 
kelli-: body flying everywhere 
D r a z:  watches as kelli  dances down the bar  

kelli-: feet moving fast 
mrcountry_1: nice footwork kelli, planting your feet again? 
kelli-: smiles  

mrcountry_1: i like how im livin  
kelli-: plants my feet at the edge of the bar 
mrcountry_1: smiles 

kelli-: hands high 
kelli-: tight boy shorts moving to the beat 
mrcountry_1: plants my elbows on the bar, just watching, smiles and eyes on your eyes kelli 

kelli-: bills flying as I thrust 
kelli-: hips every direction 
kelli-: rolling as I thrust 

kelli-: leans back  
D r a z:  smiles at my favorite disease  

mrcountry_1: picks up the bills and returns them to Draz for kelli's tip jar, great dancing 
kelli 
kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: need to push them down farther next time .. giggles 
D r a z:  smiles and places the bills in the tuip bar 
kelli-: feels the beat 

mrcountry_1: yes you do need to kelli, smiles 
kelli-: hair flying back and forth 
kelli-: slowly dances around 

Bee_passionately_blue: resettles and watches. 
kelli-: turns sideways 
kelli-: shaking hips 

Gabriela92: lol, kelli... putting the bills in the top works, too! hee, hee. 
kelli-: hands move down my body 
kelli-: I don't have a very tight hold on them up there Gab 

kelli-: giggles 
D r a z: winks at kelli  

kelli-: looks down and country 
mrcountry_1: loves to see the shaking hips 
mrcountry_1: eyes lock on kelli's looking up at her 

kelli-: hands slowly rolls the waist band  
kelli-: hips swaying back and forth 
kelli-: hands against my body 

kelli-: fingers open as I shake to the music 
kelli-: turn all the way around slowly 
mrcountry_1: watches legs turning around 

D r a z:  watches the lithe body move to the music  



kelli-: leans forward  
kelli-: hands move slowly up my thighs as my ass moves back and forth 

kelli-: tugs the boy shorts up even tighter 
kelli-: does a camel make a noise?? 
D r a z: watchs the wonderful tease as kelli dance 

mrcountry_1: oh my gosh, lovely swaying ass neath the tight boy shorts 
kelli-: rolls the waist one more time 
kelli-: hands over my head 

kelli-: hips move 
Gabriela92: hops down off my stool... 

kelli-: hands out to Gab 
mrcountry_1: hands over head, moving hips, swaying and tight shorts  
Gabriela92: saunters down to the end of the bar... 

Gabriela92: climbs up taking Kelli's hands..... 
Bee_passionately_blue: Smiles 
kelli-: pulls Gab up with me 

D r a z: watches as gabri climbs on the bar 
Gabriela92: starts to sway... 
kelli-: dancing around her 

Gabriela92: rolling hips one way, shoulders the other.... 
kelli-: smiles at Gab 
Gabriela92: snapping my fingers over one shoulder, then the other.... 

kelli-: holds your hips from behind 
kelli-: hands move up your sides 
Gabriela92: bops my hips into Kelli's hands.... 

kelli-: gotta love it.. mmmm mmmm 
Gabriela92: goes back to the buttons on the front of my tank top... 
kelli-: moves closer behind you 

kelli-: hands move around you 
kelli-: find the bottom button 

Gabriela92: you want to undo them, Kelli? 
kelli-: mmm hmmm 
kelli-: pops them open one at a time 

Gabriela92: puts my hands up over my head, laying them across the top of my scalp.... 
Gabriela92: swaying my hips the whole time.... 
james197100: ]great timing for me then 

kelli-: flash open one side.. then the other .. quickly then closing 
kelli-: giggles 
mrcountry_1: yes james, great timing, gabri got off stool top dance with kello, just before 

you came in 
kelli-: lets go of the tank top 
kelli-: hands on your body 

Gabriela92: lets the top slither down my arms to the bar top 
kelli-: hips moving with yours 
kelli-: scoops it up  

kelli-: waiting for the music 
kelli-: twaannnngggg 

kelli-: LOL 

ZenHawk86: uh oh we got 2 fire cats dancing   

kelli-: hands Gab an air Guitar 
Gabriela92: kneels down on the bar in front of Country.... 
james197100: mmmmm 

kelli-: plays air drums 
Gabriela92: strums the air... running my fingers over the bare skin of my tummy... 
kelli-: leaning back .. hammering my drums 

Gabriela92: the other hand forming chords out in the air.... 
kelli-: bam bam roooollllll to the song 



mrcountry_1: lips are moist, watching gabri 
mrcountry_1: waves a bill for gabri too 

kelli-: smiles... your commission!!! 
Gabriela92: leans forward toward Country... pulling the center of my bra a little ways away 
from my sternum..... 

Gabriela92: takes his hand and guides the bill up my skin.... 
james197100: watching closely 
mrcountry_1: tucks the bill inside center of your lacy bra 

Gabriela92: lets the bra snap back against my skin.... 
james197100: damn its hot ion here 

kelli-: peering over Gabs shoulder.. I have a better view 
mrcountry_1: thank you gabri, nice dancing, and thanks for close look of bra too 
Gabriela92: then rubs the bill slowly up and down in my cleavage several times... 

Gabriela92: I'm starting to learn, Zen. 
kelli-: seee.. now YOU can do that.. looks down at my chest .. shrugs 
D r a z: laffsss 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 
james197100: lol 
wildbuck1: Hello Gabi  

Gabriela92: hey, buck.. .welcome 
mrcountry_1: while gabries back is to me, pulls out another bill and leaves it within closed 
hand 

Gabriela92: slithers my upper body side to side like a cobra 
Gabriela92: runs my fingers slowly up and down the inseam of my jeans.... 
kelli-: dancing in behind Gab 

Gabriela92: shifts around on my knees until my rear end is facing country.... 
mrcountry_1: holding my last bill now waiting for acceptance by gabri 
kelli-: down the steps 

mrcountry_1: very cute end facing me, smilesssss 
Gabriela92: puts my hands down flat on the bar...  

Gabriela92: stretches out one leg, laying it on Country's shoulder.... 
kelli-: whew.. fanning my face 
Gabriela92: then puts the other leg on his other shoulder..... 

james197100: damn 
kelli-: sits in an empty stool 
mrcountry_1: breathes deep, and enjoys leg on shoulder, just waiting ohhhh 

Gabriela92: does a few slow pushups until my boobies hit the smooth, polished wood of the 
bar top.... 
mrcountry_1: hands by side an head feels legs surround 

james197100: looking over at kelli and smiles 
kelli-: smiles back 
mrcountry_1: head locked in gabri's legs, cant move and dont want to, enjoying this too 

D r a z:  smiles at kelli and pours 1 oz lemon juice, 1 oz orange juice, 1 oz pineapple juice 
and 2 oz of gingerale in a shaker with ice....stakes well....drains into a chilled collins glass 
filled with ice...garnishes with a slice of pineapple and a twist of orange...places the 

CINDERELLA on a coaster beside kelli* great dancing 
kelli-: OHHH thank you Draz .. kiisssssssssss 

Gabriela92: back pedals a little with my hands until I feel my knees bounce over the tops of 
Country's shoulders, and my thighs brush the sides of his neck.... 
mrcountry_1: cant thank keeli by voice as head is still between gabris legs 

D r a z: kisssssssssssssss   and puts a small glass slipper next  to the drink 
kelli-: awwwwwwwww  
kelli-: soo cute 

mrcountry_1: now fully covered by thighs, juyst hold my breath and breathe deep enjoying 
not knowing what is next, oh oh 
james197100: cute? 

kelli-: the small glass slipper 



mrcountry_1: turning head side to sideslightly, what joy, thinking have to find another bill 
too but cant right now 

Gabriela92: moves my hands slightly forward again until my ankles are on the shoulders.... 
Gabriela92: bends my knees until they touch the bar... 
mrcountry_1: and feel like i am being planted by gabris feet 

Gabriela92: rolls over onto my butt....switches feet on the shoulders....draped over with the 
calves touching now.... 
mrcountry_1: looks into gabri's eyes....smiles 

Gabriela92: crabwalks forward a little until the backs of my knees are on the shoulders... 
mrcountry_1: just enjoying your touch on my shoulders and face 

Gabriela92: my shoulder blades down on the bar.... 
james197100: should i be watching?  cant help myself 
Gabriela92: arches my back to lift my butt off the bar and humps the air several time... 

mrcountry_1: still unable to reach pocket, just enjoy back of knees on shoulders and looking 
at gabri, smiles and winks 
Gabriela92: +s^ 

kelli-: dancing back to my stool 
james197100: wb kelli 
Gabriela92: looks right into Country's eyes, slowly licking my lips in an entire circle.... 

mrcountry_1: can only see gabri now, not looking but at her, and lick my lips too 
D r a z:  wb kelli 
Gabriela92: opens my mouth, extends my tongue, and wiggles it rapidly up and down 

several times.... 
mrcountry_1: i gaze into Gabri's eyes and fix my full; attention ont he lovely dancer 
james197100: need a cold shower] 

mrcountry_1: purse lips to and open mouth accepting Gabro's gestures 
Gabriela92: slides one leg, then the other down off Country's shoulders until I'm sitting on 
the edge of the bar, facing him, one leg on either side of his stool... 

mrcountry_1: Gabri's dance has me speechless and wondering where i can get enough bills 
to tip for this dance, knowing i will do so 

Gabriela92: puts my hands on the bar behind me.... 
Gabriela92: scoots my bottom forward until I slide off the edge of the bar, landing on 
Country's lap with one leg draped over each side.... 

mrcountry_1: still looking at Gabri so lovely and scent of woman driving me wild as i 
restrain and enjoy all of Gabri before me 
Gabriela92: raises my arms up over my head, swaying them slowly.... 

mrcountry_1: oh my Gabri upon me, i remember not to touch, but sure no rule about 
enjoying being touched as i smile 
Gabriela92: grinding the seat of my jeans into his lap.... 

kelli-: flipping quickly through the rule book 
kelli-: nope.. you're good  
Gabriela92: puts my hands on Country's shoulders.... 

mrcountry_1: and watch Gabri sway and feel Gabri grind, now not able to control my 
arousal from sensual dance 
Gabriela92: massaging them with my fingers.... 

mrcountry_1: just enjoy and smile, Gabri, awesome dance i say 
kelli-: pfffttt .. control he says...  

Gabriela92: slides my fingertips slowly up Country's neck.... 
Gabriela92: lets my nails rake the underside of his jaw a little.... 
mrcountry_1: winks at Gabri, smiles, nods thank yous 

Gabriela92: sways and slithers my shoulders and torso.... 
mrcountry_1: i am like jelly neath your touch and feel cobra slither too 
Gabriela92: leans forward until I feel my bra just barely touch Country's shirt... 

mrcountry_1: my torso shaking with every move 
Gabriela92: lightly slides a few inches left and right, grazing the fabric.... 
mrcountry_1: leaning forward slightly, all movements seem to move together 

Gabriela92: feeling a slight increase in contact pressure... 



Gabriela92: runs my fingers into Country's hair, interlocking them on the back of his head.... 
mrcountry_1: with accelerated breathing, smiles looking at Gabri, and enjoys all 

mrcountry_1: unable to reciprocate, just enjoy all attentions 
Gabriela92: leans backwards until my shoulder blades touch the bar, pulling Country's head 
down with my hands.... 

mrcountry_1:  Gabri, a dance lik i have never seen of experienced before 
mrcountry_1: seen or* 
Gabriela92: feeling his warm breath on the smooth, soft, rounded skin erupting from the 

top of my bra cups.... 
mrcountry_1: oh oh oh, smilessssssssss 

Gabriela92: looking down.... pulling his nose closer.... 
mrcountry_1: letting be pulled whereever you want me Gabri, smiling, cannot describe 
sheer joy, so very close 

Gabriela92: until I can almost feel the nearly invisible  hairs on my skin tingle from his 
nose.... 
abriela92: grinds my bottom into Country's lap, just below his belt buckle... 

mrcountry_1: as my nose tingles too, shivers up and down my spine 
mrcountry_1: hello duke, oh Gabri, mmmmm...smiles 
kelli-: hi duke.. we have a slow dance seduction going on so shhhhh 

dajersyeduke: soory for the interruption, gabi 
Gabriela92: releases Country's head and leans all the way back against the bar.... 
dajersyeduke: got it, kelli....lol silently enjoying it. 

Gabriela92: lays myself all the way back, reaching my arms over my head.... 
mrcountry_1: just leaves head where it has been placed grazing nearly invisible haris on 
Gabri 

country_1: feels Gabri undualte neath myh face 
Gabriela92: down my bare tummy... 
james197100: brb 

mrcountry_1: undulate neath my* 
Gabriela92: undoes my jeans snap.... 

Gabriela92: a shot of tequila, please, Draz... 
D r a z:  slides a shot of tequlla to gabri 
Gabriela92: holds it in one hand.... 

Gabriela92: pours a small measure of it into my navel... 
Gabriela92: looks at Country and points with my free hand..... 
Gabriela92: drink up! 

mrcountry_1: has to stand to move to place head near naval, and with deft tognue bends to 
Gabris tummy 
Gabriela92: scoots back a bit on the bar so I don't slide off. 

mrcountry_1: with lips over tummy and naval making suction, slurps the tequila from Gabri, 
Gabriela92: legs still dangling over the edge 
Gabriela92: set the rest of the shot on the bar for a moment.... 

mrcountry_1: wanting not to miss any, finishes with tongue in naval and licks dry and 
smiles 
mrcountry_1: thank you Gabri for the shot...winks... 

abdel0006: hi every one 
mrcountry_1: and sits back up to the bar still between Gabri's legs 

abdel0006: hhi 

mrcountry_1: that is very good tequila Draz, smiling  

mrcountry_1: it is the best shot of tequila i have ever had 
D r a z: the best 
Alert: An admin left the room: Gabriela92 

mrcountry_1: it was the shot container that made it the very best, thank you Gabri 
D r a z: wb gabri 
Gabriela92: folds my arms behind my head....smiles.... you want the rest, Country?  and the 

tequila, too? 
mrcountry_1: yes i do Gabri....smiles 



mrcountry_1: i did notice you dont have hat on now Gabri, winks 
mrcountry_1: the tequila and the rest, very good 

mrcountry_1: hold up some newly found bills and gives them to Gabri, ty for the dance, and 
the shot, would like to enjoy the rest too if i may 
 

mrcountry_1: did you have tequila left in the shot glass Gabri?  hope you drank it so it 
wasnt wasted 
Gabriela92: sets the shot glass into the little V of my undone zipper and leans back with my 

arms folded behind my head...  
Gabriela92: it's all yours, Country... smiles 

mrcountry_1: moves forward again and leans down close, slowly moving to enjoy all that i 
see up so close 
mrcountry_1: wetting lips with tongue as i move nearer the shot 

mrcountry_1: going to catch the shot glass in my mouth 
   Gabriela92: looks down across my breasts and tummy to see Country's face getting close 
to my open jeans, the shot balanced on the front of my panties... 

mrcountry_1: having some trouble getting a grip on the shot glasstakes it deeper in my 
mouth, Gabri's scent permeates my nostrils as i am so close to her panties 
Gabriela92: slightly raises my bottom, keeping the shot glass balanced.... 

mrcountry_1: myu lips almost touch them as i get a firm grip on shot and bring my eyes to 
see hers before i lift the glass 
mrcountry_1: and as her bottom lifts she presses against my lips, smiles 

Gabriela92: good spirits, Country? hee, hee.... 
mrcountry_1: i let my head stop for a moment, to nod yes good spirits, smiling 
mrcountry_1: lifting the glas i tip it up and back and swallow al the tequila, setting the shot 

glass back on the bar 
Gabriela92: winks and resnaps my jeans, zipping them up and sitting up on the edge of the 
bar.... 

mrcountry_1: looking at Gabri and smile, best dance and best shot ever 
Gabriela92: mmmmm, glad you enjoyed, Country. 

D r a z: great shot gabri   well done  
Gabriela92: ty, Draz. 
Gabriela92: leans forward and gives Country a soft peck on the cheek... thank you for being 

such a good sport! 
mrcountry_1: thanks Gabri, and hope for the rest sometime too, winks 
mrcountry_1: your very welcome Gabri 

mrcountry_1: did you get your tip i left for you as i went to sectret compartment for your tip 
Gabri 
Gabriela92: I'm sure it'll find it's way to me, Country, thank you. 

mrcountry_1: i have a special place for emergency funs for you 
Gabriela92: I have a special place for fun, too!!! hee, hee. 
mrcountry_1: ty Draz for music, i so enjoyed it all, ty Gabri, and i hope to enjoy the rest 

tooin that special place, winks..smiles 
Gabriela92: haha 
Gabriela92: slithers down off the bar... 

D r a z: winks at gabri as she slips off the bar 
D r a z:  welcome country  

Gabriela92: slips my tank top back on, buttoning it slowly up from the bottom... leaving a 
few open at the top.... 
kelli-: smiles at Gab... very very nice 

mrcountry_1: applauds Gabri as she slides off and tank top back on 
Gabriela92: ty, Kelli. 
Gabriela92: adjusts things under the fabric.... 

kelli-: giggles 
kelli-: watching you 
Gabriela92: smiles and winks at Kelli. 

kelli-: licks lips 



mrcountry_1: smiles and winks at Gabri, thank you so much, i did enjoy too 
Gabriela92: sticks out my tongue and touches the end of it to the tip of my nose as I stare 

at Kelli.... 
kelli-: eyes get huge 
Gabriela92: wiggles it across the nose and taps the end a few times.... 

kelli-: fuck!! 
kelli-: Draz north!!! 
D r a z: laffs 

Gabriela92: bends it down and touches my chin with the tip.. 
mrcountry_1: what a sensual tongue Gabri, smiles 

Gabriela92: oh, you have no idea, Country.... LOL 

 

 
 

 
 
Gabriela Dances 
 
Gabriela92: OK, guys, I'm adminning and can't really do anything right now, but just for 
fun... let's make a little change; LOL 
Bee_passionately_blue: Smiles at gabi in blue. 

ukjake39: enjoyed watching Gabi changing anyway 
ukjake39: thats about as much as my heart can take 

xx-bobo-xx: yer all the entertainment a man needs gabie lol 
Gabriela92: awww, thanks, Bobo. 
Gabriela92: sliding forward and back.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles...sweating 
Gabriela92: rolling around in a circle.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: looks into her eyes 

shy blu eyed t bear: then down..grins 
Gabriela92: rocking left and right.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: folowing....her rocking 

Bee_passionately_blue: Hi clay 
Gabriela92: slides my backside out Bear's leg... 
shy blu eyed t bear: moans....grips chair...harder 

Gabriela92: drops down into a squat, dragging the front of my panties over his knee, 
pressing firmly against it.... 
Clay McCain: oh, seems I've come at a good time, lol 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
Gabriela92: then up and down a few times.... 
Bee_passionately_blue: I am wondering if tbear will cum to the same end. 

shy blu eyed t bear: panties...feel......mmmmmmmmmm 
shy blu eyed t bear: shhhhhhhhhhhh bee...lol 

Gabriela92: leaving his fur scented... hope he doesn't get attacked by a pack of ravenous 
wolves in the woods..... 
Bee_passionately_blue: Shushes by the polite request. 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins...wolves aint getting this wonderful scent 
Gabriela92: stands and tugs down the skirt... dancing my way over to Al's table... 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm...watching her leave 

al_olderguy: heart begins to race.... 
Gabriela92: slides his drink out of the way and plops down on the tabletop..... 
al_olderguy: looks into her eyes.. 

al_olderguy: trying to read intent 



Gabriela92: drops my shoes and swings my feet onto the front of Al's chair, in between his 
legs.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks,,,as gabriela....works her charms 
shy blu eyed t bear: fanning myself 
Gabriela92: sets the arches of my feet on top of Al's thighs... 

al_olderguy: <can't decide where to look.... 
Gabriela92: slides them lightly up and down the top of his legs, from his knees to his hips.... 
al_olderguy: suddenly realises somr adjustment could be required if this continues.. 

shy blu eyed t bear: still hiding...lap under table 
al_olderguy: but realises Gabi knows full well what she is doing 

Gabriela92: swings one leg up and touches my big toe to the center of Al's chest.... 
Gabriela92: slowly drags it down his sternum.... 
al_olderguy: I'm sure she can feel my heart racing.. 

Gabriela92: down to his belly button, wiggling my big toe into it, through his shirt.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: *thinks*...poor al 
Gabriela92: down his tummy to his belt buckle... 

al_olderguy: hoping the effect is not too obvious 
Gabriela92: lets my toe make a few slow, small circles on the shiny metal..... 
Gabriela92: then slowly traces the edge of Al's zipper flap... down, down, down.... 

Gabriela92: pushes just slightly to confirm the effect.... 
al_olderguy: <thinks... "just relaxand go with the flow" 
shy blu eyed t bear: righttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt al 

shy blu eyed t bear: lol 
Gabriela92: gives a coy smile and bats my lashes a few times... biting my lower lip in one 
corner of my mouth.... 

al_olderguy: feels the pressure and notices the smile on her lips 
shy blu eyed t bear: nods....an eartbound angel...at that 
Gabriela92: puts both feet flat on the chair, close together.... 

al_olderguy: <thinks... why are woemen so beautiful?? 
Gabriela92: wiggles all my toes.... 

al_olderguy: she is a good tease this girl.... 
Bee_passionately_blue: "Well, you kinda got to admire the ones that keep you on your feet on 
the ground and at the same time as wisking you to heaven." 

Gabriela92: slowly crawling my feet forward with the toes, until they creep under his 
thighs.. 
al_olderguy: letting myself enjoy the touch... 

Gabriela92: swivels my feet on the heels, working the toes gradual toward the center... 
Gabriela92: gradually^ 
al_olderguy: waches Gabis smile as she does her foot tricks.. 

Gabriela92: wiggles them, alternately fast and slow, right under the center of Al's slacks.... 
Gabriela92: continues wiggling as I lean back on the table, letting my head and shoulder 
blades come to rest... 

Gabriela92: runs my hands slowly over the mounds of my chest... 
Gabriela92: over my slender waist.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmmm 

al_olderguy: admires the curves of Gabi's body.. 
Gabriela92: down the front of my tummy... 

Gabriela92: front of the skirt... 
Gabriela92: grasping the hem.... 
al_olderguy: <thinks.... if only she was not the admin right now... 

Gabriela92: lifts the hem an inch or two... 
al_olderguy: eys following the hem of her skirt 
shy blu eyed t bear: slides closer to table...once more 

Gabriela92: keeping my feet under Al, I slowly let my knees fall to each side, then bring 
them back together..... 
al_olderguy: watching her inner thighs come into view 

Gabriela92: open thighs.... 



Gabriela92: closed thighs... 
Gabriela92: open... 

shy blu eyed t bear: jaw...drops 
al_olderguy: and a glimpse of her panties... 
Gabriela92: closed.... 

al_olderguy: feels her toes wiggle ase she moves 
Gabriela92: slowly pulls my feet out... 
al_olderguy: watches those legs... 

Gabriela92: draws my knees up slightly to lift my feet off the chair... 
al_olderguy: thankful for the very short skirt... 

Gabriela92: sets the soles of my feet at the very top of Al's legs.... 
Gabriela92: lets my knees fall open again, turning my soles to the inside.... 
al_olderguy: i'm sure she knows what I'd like to do.... 

Gabriela92: presses my feet together, clamping the firmness in the front of Al's pants 
between them..... 
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhhh 

Gabriela92: slowly rubs my feet up and down in opposite directions.... 
al_olderguy: hmmmmmmm 
al_olderguy: watches her legs... and the view up under the skirt 

al_olderguy: her hands still caressing her body... 
Gabriela92: draws my knees up a bit more, releasing my grip and scooting my bottom 
further onto the table.... 

Gabriela92: rolls onto my hands on the table... 
shy blu eyed t bear: looking 
Gabriela92: shifts my hips left and right with my bottom facing Al... 

al_olderguy: hmmmm wonderful view... does nothing to decrease the bulge.. 
Gabriela92: backs up toward him... 
Gabriela92: puts one foot, then the other, down on the floor, straddling Al's chair and legs... 

shy blu eyed t bear: licks my lips 
al_olderguy: resists the tempation to rach out and brush my fingers up her inner thighs. 

Gabriela92: grinds my backside into Al's tummy, just above his belt.... 
Gabriela92: sliding left and right on his shirt.... 
Gabriela92: Hi, Brenda 

Gabriela92: rocking my hips up and down a little.... 
al_olderguy: feels the strain inside my pants... 
al_olderguy: getting worse... 

Gabriela92: places my hands on the table and leans forward, bending more 
Gabriela92: looks across the room at Bear, Bee, and the others, smiling.... 
al_olderguy: feeling light headed as even more blood goes south 

Gabriela92: sits down on Al's lap, reaching down to retrieve my strappy gold metallic heels 
and slipping them on, pulling the back strap up my Achilles heel. 
Gabriela92: stands back up, swings one leg over the chair  and turns to face Al... 

al_olderguy: Knows full well that Gabi feels the effect she has had.. 
Gabriela92: straddles him, facing him now.... 
al_olderguy: looks into Gabi's eyes.. enjoys the smile on her face 

paveduck: evening lia 
Gabriela92: sits down on his thighs.... 

Gabriela92: lays my hands flat on each side of his face.... 
Gabriela92: leans in and places a deep, passionate, wet kiss on his mouth, slipping my 
tongue in and letting it dance with his tongue momentarily... 

al_olderguy: kisees back.. tounges dancing 
Gabriela92: stands up again and dramatically swings one leg high over Al's head and down 
to the other side... 

Gabriela92: walks over to Bee's chair... 
Gabriela92: bumping my hips out exaggeratedly with each step.... 
al_olderguy: still reeling from the kiss.. almost doesn't see the leg fly 

joyful lia: lol 



Gabriela92: crossing one foot over the other as I walk.... 
Gabriela92: stands in front of Bee.... 

Gabriela92: puts my feet between his.... 
al_olderguy: ,watches gabis hips sway as she walks.... mind still reeling as she moves to bee 
Gabriela92: scoots them apart a bit... gently kicking Bee's feet and legs further apart... 

months 
Bee_passionately_blue: I open my legs wide to be further apart than my shoulders. My brown 
smoldering eyes gaze up into yours. 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on the tops of Bee's legs, and bends forward, giving him a good 
view down the front of the dress's scoop neckline.... 

Bee_passionately_blue: My eyes act as a painter's brush and caresses the beautiful canvas of 
your silky skin. Appreciating each contour that communicates that you are a luscious 
woman. 

Gabriela92: slowly looks down... then swings my eyes up and off to the side, looking over 
your shoulder... 
Gabriela92: then snaps them to lock on yours.... 

Bee_passionately_blue: I am transfixed by your tempetuous eyes and feels my breath grow 
erratic 
Gabriela92: continuing to stare, I lift one hand and undo two more of the small, closely-

spaced buttons that fasten the front of my tight, ribbed-knit royal blue minidress..... 
Gabriela92: letting my fingertips linger and subtly caress the top of the narrow cleft 
between my breasts.... 

Bee_passionately_blue: I am attentive to your fingers and the way you undo the button, my 
thoughts wander to be being that caring to your nipples, and the nape of your neck. 
Gabriela92: takes Bee's hands... 

Bee_passionately_blue: My hands open as you hold mine. 
Gabriela92: lifts them and rests them on the top of the curve of my hips, swaying side to 
side into them... 

Gabriela92: laying my hand over Bee's.... 
Bee_passionately_blue: I sprawl my fingers over your hips and the curve of your ass cheeks 

and I rest my eyes staring into yours, just impressed with you. 
Gabriela92: steps in a little closer, gently moving Bee's hands a little further around my hips 
to the top of my ass cheeks.... 

Gabriela92: then pushes them down to the bottom of the cheeks, where my legs meet my 
ass... 
Bee_passionately_blue: The beauty of your fine ass are not lost on my senses, and I am 

throbbing in my jeans. I caress you in a such a way communicating how I enjoy 
cherishing you. 
Gabriela92: as I pull Bee's hands back up, the fabric on the back of the dress moves with 

them, giving those standing behind me a full view of the thong-clad hemispheres.... 
Gabriela92: I shift my backside side to side in tempo to the music... 
shy blu eyed t bear: nice view gabriela 

Bee_passionately_blue: My fingertips rake over your ass cheeks, somewhat imprinting 
fingertips into the skin that is exposed. 
Gabriela92: pushing Bee's hands downward, they slip off the edge of the dress and I feel his 

fingertips make contact with my bare skin.... 
Gabriela92: I move his hands up and down slowly, guiding the movement.... 

Gabriela92: letting them lightly graze the skin and feel the fine fuzz on my buns.... 
Bee_passionately_blue: My eyes continue to stare into yours, and the sentiments I am 
communicating are, you are such a lovely sensual woman, you are a delight.  
joyful  
Gabriela92: pushes Bee's hands a little closer to the center... 
Gabriela92: presses his fingers tightly into the soft flesh... 

Bee_passionately_blue: I circle my lips in an O shape and I am blinking completely amazed by 
the feel of you.  
Gabriela92: holding them firmly to my ass, I push them outward toward my hips, and feel 

the sudden rush of cool air as it touches the skin next to the back center strap of my 
thong, the skin that was previously closed and touching.... 



al_olderguy: << is still recovering... it was me a few minutes ago 
glad you're liking your drink 

Gabriela92: grasps Bee by both wrists... 
Gabriela92: moves his hands from my backside to the front of my legs, just above the 
knees.... 

Bee_passionately_blue: I still feel the lingering heat of where my fingers were, now being in 
this new territory... I whisper, "oh gabi, wow!" 
aveduck: well, i am sitting right here beside you <wink> 

Gabriela92: pushes his hands flat together into a clapping position... 
Gabriela92: moves them slowly up the inside of one leg, the knuckles on one hand gliding 

up the smooth, supple skin... 
Gabriela92: just as the thumbs are about to make contact with the front of my panties, I 
shift the hands so the knuckles make contact with the other leg...  

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile, as I am completely focused on the tangible senses that 
communicates how incredible your silky feminie sensual skin is 
Gabriela92: and slide them back down the inside of the thigh, down to the other knee.... 

Bee_passionately_blue: Realizing that you are bringing my hands back and forth, as though I 
were starting a fire, and thinking, there is no need; you are an inferno 
Gabriela92: back up that thigh again, this time letting the thumbs touch the panties.... 

paveduck: intoxicated with lia's scent, i softly nibble on her cheek as she leans into me 
Gabriela92: shifts my feet close together, clamping the flattened hands between my taut, 
toned thighs.... 

phillip_427: Great room guys! Sorry, 'bout the cam incident. C U another time. 
Gabriela92: tc, Phillip.. all is forgiven 
joyful lia: ~wraps his hand tighter as she strokes long slender fingers~ 

Bee_passionately_blue: my teeth settle onto my lips as I am feeling the texture of the fabric 
hiding your sex 
Gabriela92: leans forward, bending at the waist while holding Bee's hands against my 

panties... 
Gabriela92: places one hand on each of Bee's shoulders... 

Gabriela92: kisses him tenderly on the mouth, letting my lips wiggle his lips up and down... 
Gabriela92: catches his upper lip between my lips, and gently pulls it out a bit before 
releasing it.... 

Bee_passionately_blue: I feel the delightful presence of you imprinting your hands on my 
shoulders, as the light kiss marks my lips. A thumb draws a line over the material of your 
panties a second time, this time saliciously slow 

Gabriela92: shudders... but leans over to whisper to Bee, "We can't do that in the room..." 
paveduck: pulls lia closer into him, bodies pressed up together, returns her kiss, deeply, 
letting our tongues dance with each other 

Bee_passionately_blue: I am sorry 
Bee_passionately_blue: and at the same time not. 
Gabriela92: smiles... I know. 

Gabriela92: releases Bee's hands from between my legs, stands up, and backs up two steps 
before turning away, glancing back over my left shoulder with a wink and a giggle, and 
turning back into a responsible room administrator. 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 
Gabriela92: ty, Bear. 

shy blu eyed t bear: yw 
Gabriela92: and thank you for being a good sport, too, Al. 
joyful lia: hugss duck and kisses him softly..till next time 

 

 
 

 
Gabriela92: tossing my hair into a fluffy pile... 



Gabriela92: reaches up and smooths it a bit... 
Gabriela92: slithers off the stool and strides to the dance floor.... 

D r a z:  watchs as gabri goes to the stage  
Gabriela92: sways to the beat.. 
karate820: Watches gabi 

shy blu eyed t bear: sees the sway 
karate820: My hands moving over kay 
dirtyrpgirl: not trying to fix nobody up........just knew ya both had simular interests is 

all.............smiles 
Gabriela92: slides left foot left.... right foot left, together..... 

Gabriela92: slides right foot right... left foot right, together.... 
Gabriela92: right foot right again...  
sexykay39: you are so sweet sissy...... 

Gabriela92: left foot following... 
Gabriela92: dipping my hip at the end of each stride... 
D r a z:  smiles watching gabri  

Gabriela92: step, together, clap... step, together, clap 
shy blu eyed t bear: watches the sexy dancer 
Gabriela92: hands flat on hips, fingers pointing down.... 

Gabriela92: swivels the hips.... 
karate820: Eyes on gabi  
shy blu eyed t bear: looks at her hips 

gennasweet1: goes well bee thank you, looking forward to the weekend 
Gabriela92: smoothing the skirt down... 
RobinBarnes87: watches Gabi's hips swivel 
mylstoknowhere: arent we all genna grins 
karate820: Aww let that skirt go higher gabi 
Gabriela92: slips the black leather vest off the shoulders of the bright red silk blouse... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm 
sexykay39: watches smiling at gorgeous...... 

Gabriela92: catches it just before it passes off my hands.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: darn 
RobinBarnes87: bounces to the beat watching Gabi 
gennasweet1: at least i got the tail end of gabi's dance 
Gabriela92: swings the vest overhead.... flings it into Myls' lap.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: leans back in chair....behaving 

D r a z: smiles at  gabri as she slips hercloths slowly off 
gennasweet1: watches Robin move to the beat 
mylstoknowhere: catches it and sniffs the sweet scent of gabi smilessssss 

Gabriela92: dramatically bounces my head to the beat.... 
Gabriela92: tapping my right foot... leg bent... 
Gabriela92: left leg totally straight.... 

Gabriela92: swings my right arm in a big circle backwards... follows with the left...  
mylstoknowhere: woooohooo gabi go girl !! 
Gabriela92: both arms reacing back to hit the back of the leather miniskirt with a slap on 

my ass. 
Gabriela92: pushes my hands firmly against my buns... 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes widen 
RobinBarnes87: giggles as Gabi slaps her ass, watching as I wiggle on my stool 
mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm watches that ass gettin pushed 

Gabriela92: turns my backside to the crowd.. shakes it quickly a few times, then suddenly 
dips my head down to my knees and stands quickly again... 
Gabriela92: throwing my hair back over my shoulders... 

shy blu eyed t bear: very niceeeeeeeeeeeeee gabi 
Gabriela92: pulls the tails of the blouse out of the waist of the skirt.... 
RobinBarnes87: Gabi has beautiful hair. I love to watch it fly and flow. 
mylstoknowhere: ooooh yesssssssssabi 



Gabriela92: unbuttons the cuffs at each wrist... 
Gabriela92: claps casually to the left and the right as my shoulders roll and my torso 

slithers left and right... 
karate820: Finishes My drink 
D r a z:  watches gabri as she rocks it out  

Gabriela92: snap turns back to face the crowd... 
Gabriela92: snaps my chin down to my chest and back up again, with another hair toss. 
daven14578: stumbles back in, rubbing butt 

Gabriela92: slowly sways to the smoky, bluesy opening bars.... 
Gabriela92: two-stepping left and right... 

mylstoknowhere: << stands cant sit and watch the dance anymore sooooo sexxxxxy leans 
against the wall and grinsssssss @ gabi 
 

Gabriela92: turns my back again... grasps the skirt hem... 
daven14578: takes big sip of my scotch, eyeing Gabi's moves 
Gabriela92: slides it a few inches left and right across the back of my thighs... 

mylstoknowhere: waits to see what the hem is gonna do 
Gabriela92: stepping left, left... right, right... 
Gabriela92: slowly raises the hem as I slide it to and fro... 

mylstoknowhere: 0_0 mmmmm 
daven14578: looking aorund room, taking it all in 
Gabriela92: soon revealing the elastic tops of the black lace thigh-high stockings I'm 

wearing, with black patent-leather stiletto heels 
Bee_passionately_blue: Thanks for the second drink maninthebox 
RobinBarnes87: sexy Gabi 
mylstoknowhere: ooooooooh sooooo sexxxxxxxy gabi 
ManInTheBox_2011: yw bee 
daven14578: gawks at Gabi's sexy legs 

Gabriela92: continues to slide the hem up the back of my legs... soon showing bare thigh 
above the tops of the stockings.... 
RobinBarnes87: glad I have a bar seat and can see up Gabi's long sexy legs 

Gabriela92: then the thin, curved line where my thighs meet my tushy... 
mylstoknowhere: << mite hafta sit on floor to get a btr view!!! 

Gabriela92: then an inch of so of bare bottom, before the lower edge of my black lace 
boyshorts comes into view.... 
mylstoknowhere: mmmm sweet tushy 

gennasweet1: grins as i watch gabi dance for the house 
Gabriela92: lets the hem fall to its natural length again, and turns to face the audience 
again.... 

Gabriela92: continuing to sway to the beat... 
daven14578:  cheers for Gabri 
D r a z:  watchs gabri  

Gabriela92: repeats the process with the front hem... 
Gabriela92: up over the tops of the stockings.... 
Gabriela92: gn, Bee 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh my gabi !! smilesssss 
Gabriela92: some bare thigh... 
Gabriela92: all the way up until.... 

daven14578: I fall off my car stool 
mylstoknowhere: yessss yesssss until? heh heh heh 

Gabriela92: the crotch of the black lace shorts peeks out from under the hem... a quarter 
inch or so..... 
D r a z:  watches  the bare thighs  

greygriffin20:    
mylstoknowhere: oooooh my gabi !!!!!!!!! 

Gabriela92: half an inch... 
mylstoknowhere: grins and smilessssss 



Gabriela92: more and more fabric showing, as the edge widens toward my hips.... 
Gabriela92: up to the waistband... 

Gabriela92: and a little tummy... 

greygriffin20:    
Gabriela92: lets the hem fall again.... 
Gabriela92: hands move to the front of the blouse... 

mylstoknowhere: woooohoooo"ssssssssssss and clapssssssssss hands  
Gabriela92: sliding up from the shirttails to the tummy.... 
D r a z:  watches the fingers in the blouse 

Gabriela92: up over the bra cups.... 
saphire_a_blaze: sits on my hands so i wont run up to Gabi and rip Her blouse off 
Gabriela92: the fingers slip up under the red silk to the open "V" over my chest.... 

D r a z:  laffs saph 
Gabriela92: playfully wiggling and waving out the opening.... 
saphire_a_blaze: smiles You are one sexy woman Gabi 

Gabriela92: the fabric following my wrists to expose some tummy... 
mylstoknowhere: mmhmm genna its very good wink 
Gabriela92: slips the hands down and to the outside of the blouse... reaches up to my neck 

and slides the fingertips of one hand down my sternum to the first remaining button... 
Gabriela92: pushes it through with a thumb... 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm gabriela 

gennasweet1: i dont think gabi knows how to do a bad dance 
Gabriela92: then another.... 
Gabriela92: finally, the last blouse button.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: i agree genna 
Gabriela92: grabs the plackets of the blouse and throws it wide open, letting it fall off my 

shoulders and drop to my elbows, revealing the lacy black strapless bra underneath.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip 
D r a z:  woo hoo gabri  

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh wow !!! 
saphire_a_blaze: whistlessssssssssss  
Gabriela92: thrusts out my boobs and drops my arms straight down... letting the silky fabric 

glide down my arms and fall into a red puddle at my heels.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: hands genna a fan 
shy blu eyed t bear: looks back to gabi 
gennasweet1: thanks shy whew 
Gabriela92: kicks the blouse into saph's lap at her stage-side seat... 
mylstoknowhere: still got that bucket of ice back there draz? 

D r a z: slides out the bucket of ice ...........you got it !!!!!!!!!!! 
saphire_a_blaze: smiles and holds onto it tight 
Gabriela92: swivels my hips, laying my hands flat on the front of the miniskirt.... 

mylstoknowhere: thx 
shy blu eyed t bear: eyes fixated on gabi's dancing 

saphire_a_blaze: you guys aren't getting this lol 
mylstoknowhere: grabs a cube places it on forehead tsssssssss instant water!!! 
Gabriela92: turns my back and reaches to the zipper... 

Gabriela92: holds the waist with one hand.... 
D r a z: watches gabri  go  for  the zippppppppppppppp 
reforger2002: nice 

saphire_a_blaze: mmmmm lifts it to my nose takes a deep breath and smiles at Gabi 
mylstoknowhere: nice & hotttttttttt ya mean 
Gabriela92: tantalizingly slowly, I grasp the zipper tap and let my fingers trace the curve of 

my ass crack, from waist to halfway down my derriere.... 
D r a z: smiles at saph  
gennasweet1: what perfume is she wearing tonight saph 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm mmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmm gabriela 
Gabriela92: turns my head to look back over my left shoulder.... 



ManInTheBox_2011: a buldge appears in my pants watching Gab 
Gabriela92: wiggles the skirt down to the panty waistband... 

mylstoknowhere: grins at her lookin back 
saphire_a_blaze: smells like vanilla genna 
shy blu eyed t bear: *gulpppppppppppppppp*.....watching her dance 

gennasweet1: yummmm 
Gabriela92: snaps my head around over my right shoulder.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: waves 

Gabriela92: wiggles the skirt down to the middle of my ass cheeks... 
shy blu eyed t bear: jaw drops 

Gabriela92: are you folks "looking for some tush"? 
shy blu eyed t bear: uh huh 
D r a z: smiles looking at  the ...........tush  

daven14578: whooo hooo yes gabri 
mylstoknowhere: yesssssssssssssssssss gabi 
shy blu eyed t bear: lookin at... 

Gabriela92: wiggles my fanny left and right several times.... 
greygriffin20: allways hehe 
Gabriela92: bends forward until my torso is horizontal.... 

saphire_a_blaze: i wish all you guys would sit down so i can see lol 
gennasweet1: i promise to give it back saph if i can have a wiff of it 
Gabriela92: slides the miniskirt down to the bottom of my butt cheeks..... 

mylstoknowhere: i cant sit saph sorry 
shy blu eyed t bear: i am not standing genna,,,uhhh i cant..grins 
greygriffin20: sorry saphire, sits down  

greygriffin20: hehe 
 

toknowhere: moves to the side so saph gets a btr view 

shy blu eyed t bear: hears the slap 
Gabriela92: there's the tush... 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm 

mylstoknowhere: yum to the tush 
 runs fingertips up and down my tummy, from panties to bra.... 

gennasweet1: gets up and moves over to saph's stool looks at her and slides up on her lap 
and smiles thank you 
saphire_a_blaze: smiles and slips my arm around genna's waist as we share the sweet smell 

of the sexy dancer  
shy blu eyed t bear: bites my lip 
D r a z: passes box a tray ......but we dont have any corners .....we all here  together 

mylstoknowhere: << wishes those were his fingers winks 
Gabriela92: pouts and points an extended middle finger at my mouth.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm mmmmmmmm mmmm 

Gabriela92: slowly inserts the finger into my mouth... 
mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at the pout 
shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhh 

Gabriela92: moves it in and out several times, ever.... sooooo.... slowwwwwwly..... 
shy blu eyed t bear: whewwwwwwwwwwwwww 
Maxillary_Nerve: *settles into a seat relaxing before bed*  

Gabriela92: touches the wet finger to my belly button and runs it around the edge, lightly 
touching the skin... 
 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh at the wet finger 
shy blu eyed t bear: feels...the steam 
Gabriela92: fondling my navel pendant a little... 

Gabriela92: sliding two hands slowly down my tummy... across the front of the panties... 
gennasweet1: puts my hands down on saph legs as we watch the sensual dance of gabbi 
togethere 
shy blu eyed t bear: hot sight 



Gabriela92: down the front of my legs to my knees... 
mylstoknowhere: ooooooh my gabi 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm gabriela 
Gabriela92: bending at the waist.... sliding the hands all the way to the ankles... 
Gabriela92: slipping the hands to the outside of the ankles.... 

saphire_a_blaze: winks and grips genna's hip with my free hand as Gabi moves around the 
room 
mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm gets a good look at those buns from where im standin 

Gabriela92: slowly back up the back of my calves.... 
trisha_29: mmmmmmmmm ty draz! 
Gabriela92: up the back of my thighs... 
trisha_29: grabs up my drink and makes my way through the crowd 
D r a z: winks welcome trisha  

gennasweet1: wiggles on saph's lap 
Gabriela92: pinches the bare skin hanging out the bottom of the boyshorts. 
shy blu eyed t bear: licks my lips,,,staring at the dancer 

Gabriela92: pulls up the bottom edge to show a little more of my buns... 
D r a z:  dirty just poofed earlier trisha ........I assume tommy got home  
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm mmm mmm 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the back of the waistband.... 
trisha_29: probably draz...she said tomorrow but he likes to surprise her so im betting 
tonight 
Gabriela92: pushes the waistband down to the middle of my butt cheeks.... 
gennasweet1: leans back against saph' 
mylstoknowhere: mmmmm such a view 

D r a z:  watchs as the little butt shows  
Gabriela92: tightens the butt cheeks, left, right, left, right, left, right... 
shy blu eyed t bear: such a nice sight 

tapper11: << thinkin gabs has hot moves  as i wipe the drool offn my chin....lol 
Gabriela92: moves my feet further apart on the stage.... 

saphire_a_blaze: whispers *Gabi sure knows how to work a room  
Gabriela92: bends forward and looks back between my legs at the crowd, my hair brushing 
the floor.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: wow gabi 
Gabriela92: swirling my head around so my hair moves around on the shiny floor like a 
mop.... 

tapper11: << stares at gabs cameltoe......yummmmmmmmmmm 
Gabriela92: stands straight back up... 
shy blu eyed t bear: looks...up and down...the dancers sultry form 

Gabriela92: kicks one leg up and out, one shoe flying off. 
saphire_a_blaze: ducks  
mrcountry_1: may i message you draz, please 

Gabriela92: kicks off the other shoe.... 
 shoulder to shoulder, making my hair even messier... 
saphire_a_blaze: mmmmm would love to mess your hair up 

Gabriela92: swings my head around in a circle, whipping my hair to follow.... 
mrcountry_1: messier Gabri, but looking so good 

Gabriela92: pushes the sides of the panties down to the same level as the back.... 
mrcountry_1: watches kelly on the couch as Gabri whips her hair in time to music 
shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip...one more 

Gabriela92: thumbs tracing the waistband around to the front.... 
Gabriela92: pushes the front down to a point only allowed because mankind has perfected 
wax..... 

mrcountry_1: oh my, the waistband, 
gennasweet1: moves my hair to the side, as i  squirm on saph lap from being tickled  
shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

mrcountry_1: love the stage dancing Gabri, very nice 



D r a z: laffs watching gabri as she  slides em down 
Maxillary_Nerve: *tugs her down onto me as she slthers*  

Gabriela92: grasps the waistband between thumb and forefinger... slides it slowly left and 
right, across the lowest possible point on my tummy... 
mrcountry_1: looks back to the couch, winks at Kelly.....smiles 

shy blu eyed t bear: wb kelli 
gennasweet1: watcing in amazement as gabi controls the room 
saphire_a_blaze: nips on the soft earlobe as we watch Gabi make the room heat up  

mrcountry_1: yes, heating up 
Gabriela92: slips the front up just a bit, to be safe... 

trisha_29: flicks your pm box to see if its working 
Gabriela92: pulls the bottom back side up my buns until the boyshorts almost resemble a 
thong in the back.... 

mrcountry_1: what cute boy shorts are worn like thong Gabri 
D r a z: pours a pint of old hookie in a frosted mug an slides it over  to country  
mylstoknowhere: takes a huge breath !!! 

Gabriela92: moves my hands up to my chest... 
mrcountry_1: thanks draz, lays a 50 on the bar, hoping to talk to draz too 
saphire_a_blaze: smiles and teases the nape of genna's neck with my teeth as my eyes look 

across the room at the dancer 
Gabriela92: holds the top edge of the left bra cup with my left hand.... 
mrcountry_1: watches the dancing, very nice 

Gabriela92: slips the fingertips of my right hand inside the edge, covering my boob.... 
gennasweet1: reaches up puts my hands behind my head as i feel saphs hair slide thru my 
fingers as we watch gabi 
Gabriela92: peels the bra cup completely down, my left boob covered only by my hand... 
saphire_a_blaze: prsssssssssss an wraps my arms around your waist  
trisha_29: tries this again 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooooooooh gabi  
shy blu eyed t bear: wb trisha 

mylstoknowhere: wb trish 
trisha_29: ty bear 
trisha_29: ty myls 

shy blu eyed t bear: yw 
Gabriela92: smiles and sways... grinding my hips slowly in a horizontal circle... 
Gabriela92: bumping hips left and right... 

mrcountry_1: watches kelly on the couch, winks 
mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrrrrrowls under his breath  
kelly 33: smiles xx  

Gabriela92: pulls the bra cup back up... 
shy blu eyed t bear: waves to kelli 
gennasweet1: feels you holding me tightly  feeling her breast's on my back 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up into my hair, lifting it off my shoulders and piling it up on 
top of my head.... 
Gabriela92: flips my hair to the front, over my chest.... 

Gabriela92: carefully arranges it to hang evenly.... 
Gabriela92: reaches around my rib cage... 
mylstoknowhere: carefully watches gabi 

Gabriela92: unhooks the center strap of the bra... 
mylstoknowhere: watches intently now 

D r a z: eys on the bra clasp  
Gabriela92: lets it fall down from under my hair, leaving nothing on from the waist up, but 
my hair carefully placed to cover myself according to the rules.... 

saphire_a_blaze: smiles thats one reason why i love long hair it can hide things 
blonde_genius: hey Gabri.....nice hair shirt...smiles 
mrcountry_1: need to keep cool, so warm tonite, hot dancing Gabri 

Gabriela92: slowly makes my way to the end of the stage... 
Gabriela92: walks down the steps as the song ends.... 



mylstoknowhere: wooooohoooooooo gabi clapsssssssss hands!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
mrcountry_1: siting at the bar watching gabri walk over the floor 

blonde_genius: helloooooooooooo t 
Gabriela92: slithers through the tables to return to my barstool 
saphire_a_blaze: claps for Gabi  

blonde_genius: I am wonderful, myls 
D r a z:  winks at  gabri   and slides her a LAB robe  
Gabriela92: ty, Myls, Saph. 

mylstoknowhere: wonderful gabi !!!!!!! 
trisha_29: flashes max...i figure he will see it next week this time at the rate he is going 

gennasweet1: claps loudly 
trisha_29: lol awwww 
mrcountry_1: to my surprise i am at the bar too....smiles Gabri 

D r a z:  applauds gabri /////////great dancing 
Gabriela92: holding my hair to my chest, I lean across the bar to take the robe... 
mrcountry_1: winks, that dance was great and so sensual Gabri, thanks 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds gabi...well done 
Gabriela92: slips it on... wraps it around... ties the belt.... 
gennasweet1: hopes the hair leans forward to 

D r a z:  *picking up a cocktail glass and rubs the rim with lime juice and dips the rim in 
salt  setting it to the side mixing tequila triple sec and lime juice in a shaker strains it into 
the cocktail glass setting it down in front of gabri and winks* 

Gabriela92: ty, Draz, Country, Bear. 
kelli-: gives it up for Gabi 

 
Gabriela92: I'll let ya come into the booth with me, Violet... LOL 
greeneyedviolet: wooooooooooooooo  
 

Gabriela92: just don't throw your tushy around like Dirty and bump the music offline; LOL 
greeneyedviolet: jumps up and runs to the booth almost tripping  

karate820: zip...feels the breeze as she goes by 
greeneyedviolet: giggles i will try not too 
Gabriela92: stands with open arms, awaiting Violet. 

karate820: dirty had some crazy hips going when she was in there...was bumping 
equipment all over 
greeneyedviolet: jumps into them smiles and kisses your lips as i push the door closed with 

my foot 
Gabriela92: puckers and meets Violet's soft, tasty mouth. 
Gabriela92: shows Violet all the impressive buttons, knobs, and controls.  and the DJ panel, 

too. 
greeneyedviolet: mmmm Gabi has alot of things to play with  

karate820: smiles at gabis buttons and knobs... 
Gabriela92: shimmies my shoulders at Karate, accentuating the buttons 
karate820: winks at gabi 

Gabriela92: then reaches up and undoes two at the top. 
greeneyedviolet: steps back spins around and waves at karate as i pull my dress up some so i 
can feel the cool air flow up my legs  

Gabriela92: glances down at Violet's smooth, toned thighs. 
greeneyedviolet: smiles backs up to Gabi rocks my hips and lets my sundress slide up my ass 
as my arms wave over my head 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up and down the back of Violet's legs and over the fabric of her 
sundress covering that smooth, round, perfect backside. 
greeneyedviolet: softly pprrrrrrrrrssss as my hips and shoulders sway with the song....smiles 

back at Gabi letting her touch send tingles up my thighs  
Gabriela92: kisses those soft, bare shoulders all over 



Gabriela92: sway hips side to side with my hands resting on Violet's hips, standing behind 
her. 

greeneyedviolet: winks and wiggles back to Gabi as my hips sway side to side  
karate820: lol 
greeneyedviolet: hikes my sundress up smiles at gabi and rolls my hips in circles to the new 

song 
Gabriela92: reaches under Violet's sundress hem, tickling the bottom of her tushy with my 
fingertips 

greeneyedviolet: giggles grips my neck with both hands as my body shimmys left and right 
archs my back so my breasts push my dress up my thighs more  

slamhandle: oh my lol  
Gabriela92: looks over Violet's shoulder at Fun and slowly licks my lips with a smoldering 
look in my eyes.... 

greeneyedviolet: rocks my hips at the fast beat...tilts my head to one side runs my fingers in 
my hair tugs while the song gives me ideas 
funbitesize: twirls around on the bar and sashays over in front of karate turns my back bending over and rolls 

my hips back shaking my bottom  

greeneyedviolet: giggles oops i forgot about draz 
funbitesize: stands up and takes a bow hehe  

greeneyedviolet: pushs back to Gabi kisses her neck as my hands slide behind her cups her 

ass in both hands and sways with fun as shed shows us she can dance too 
Gabriela92: runs my hands slowly up and down the sides of Violet's torso, from just below 

her hips almost up to her armpits... 
dirtyoldman23: oh my 
greeneyedviolet: smiles an pprrssssss letting Gabi's touch make me tremble ohhh yesss that 

tickles  
Gabriela92: then back and up over her bare shoulder blades... 
alchemicsoul-DJ: *chuckles* I think she should give the pole a try. 
funbitesize: skips over to the pole grabs it with both hands pulling up onto it locks my thighs around it scooting 
up higher to get a better view of the dj booth  

D r a z:  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.we have a trapeze 
funbitesize: hehe trapeze  

greeneyedviolet: shimmys my shoulders as my ass pushs back while my hands squeeze Gabis 
back and thighs while i move to her tuneee 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up over Violet's shoulders, and slowly down her soft, naked 
arms until I can grasp her wrists. 
funbitesize: hm let me think on that right now i'm becoming friends with the pole hehe  

karate820: lol.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: winks at fun...grins 
greeneyedviolet: winks up at fun how is the view from up there? 
funbitesize: the view is awesome  

Gabriela92: the view looking back is pretty darn nice, too, Fun!!!  
funbitesize: hehe  

D r a z:  looks up at fun on the pole .......its not bad from here too 

greeneyedviolet: smiles whispers and lets fun see more from her highth  
funbitesize: hehe  

Gabriela92: tugs down the bodice of the sundress, ever so slightly, giving Fun a better peek 
funbitesize: oh!  
funbitesize: starts to slip down the pole  

greeneyedviolet: shakes my hips an lets my dress slide down my shoulders and shows off the 

soft curves of my breasts under the light green bra i have on  
alchemicsoul-DJ: *whistles* 
funbitesize: scoots back up hehe  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmm mmm mmm violet 
shy blu eyed t bear: nice curves 
Gabriela92: looks down over Violet's shoulder from behind her, enjoying the view of the 

smooth, soft curves. 
D r a z: winks at fun as she slides up and down the pole  
D r a z:  smiles as we catch glimpses ofvid curves 

Gabriela92: softly kisses the right side of her neck 



Gabriela92: swaying to the song with my body pressed tight into Violet's back 
Gabriela92: hello, Freeman 

greeneyedviolet: closes my eyes ppprssss and sways with Gabi while fun grips as tight as she 
can to keep from sliding down the pole 
freeman_4_u: hi 

greeneyedviolet: hello freeman  
freeman_4_u: hello 
Gabriela92: lets my hands reach around Violet's shoulders, fingertips tracing her 

collarbones, back and forth, slowly and lightly.... 
funbitesize: slips down from the pole and grabs some more ice  

greeneyedviolet: mmmmmm opens my eyes smiles and sways with you loving your touch an 

tilts my head so your fingertips can feel my soft skin  
D r a z: wow pass some over here  
funbitesize: hehe picks up the bucket and skips over to Draz  

D r a z:  smileswatching fun   arrive .......  
D r a z: opens my shirt   
Gabriela92: drags one fingertip from each hand slowly down the two thin straps of Violet's 

sundress... 
funbitesize: hehe grabs a few cubes and slides them over his chest letting them drop in  

shy blu eyed t bear: scoots closer to table...to hide something....grins shyly 

Gabriela92: then slowly back up again, to where they're tied in a bow.... 
greeneyedviolet: groanssssssss at the cold squirms but smiles at Gabi  

D r a z: smiles as i let them slip down and breathes in .pulling my waist band out ,..letting 
the ice slide  down 
funbitesize: hehe  

greeneyedviolet: wiggles my hips whispers and pushs back to you more 
Gabriela92: slips my fingers under the sundress straps... 
Gabriela92: follows them downward, feeling the fabric slipping over my knuckles.... 

Gabriela92: moving up and down, several times, in a tantalizing slide... 
funbitesize: passes out ice for everyone  

Gabriela92: takes one loose end of the bow on Violet's left shoulder.... 

greeneyedviolet: shakes faster shakes my hair an finds myself bitting my bottom lip and 
pushing my ass right and left 
shy blu eyed t bear: watches violet shaking 

Gabriela92: slowly pulls the end straight up, making its loop close smaller into the bow.... 
Gabriela92: meets a little resistance as the loop approaches the bow.... 
D r a z: smiles as we watch  the bow unfurl  

Gabriela92: pulls slightly harder, and the bow pops.... 
funbitesize: bends down to pick up my glass of bubbly what is remaining in the glass quickly swallows it  

shy blu eyed t bear: glad table...is covering....tries to look innocent 

Gabriela92: pulls the strap attached to the back of the left side, dragging it slowly up and 
off Violet's left shoulder.... 
greeneyedviolet: smiles at the room sways my hips an feels my dress slip down some  

Gabriela92: repeats it with the front left strap, watching it fall down Violet's chest, peeling 
the front of the dress a fraction of an inch down her left breast... 
greeneyedviolet: mmmmmm Gabi as my bra comes into view barely covers my breasts as the 

cool air makes my nipples grow  
Gabriela92: kisses all over Violet's left shoulder, shoulder blade, and left side of her neck, 
up to her ear... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmm mmm mmm..sees her nipples harden 
greeneyedviolet: cant help but pprrrrrrrrrrrr and thrust my hips  

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips of the left hand slowly and lightly over the front of Violet's 
left bra cup, feeling the protrusion of her aroused nipple through the thin fabric.... 
websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmm 
funbitesize: i already need new panties!  

Gabriela92: uses the middle finger to circle around it... 
shy blu eyed t bear: grins at fun 

D r a z: passes fun a newpair ........sizesmall  
funbitesize: hehe  



websterace3: takes a deep breath 
funbitesize: ty!  

Gabriela92: pauses to see how Fun is going to manage the clothing change on the pole... 
hmmm.... 
greeneyedviolet: groanssssss winks at bear as my body squirms and tosses my head back so 

my lips can tug on hr earlobe 
shy blu eyed t bear: winks at violet.....wipes my chin 
Gabriela92: tilts my head down and kisses Violet's throat as she nibbles on my ear.... 

greeneyedviolet: winks at fun you can do it 
funbitesize: drops down from the pole slides both hands up under my dress grabbing the sides of my panties 
tugging them from my hips down my thighs stepping my feet from them  

shy blu eyed t bear: good job fun 
funbitesize: ty! hehe  

D r a z: smiles ...somtimes i think i got the best job in the world  

shy blu eyed t bear: grins...yw 
greeneyedviolet: pprssssssssss into Gabi's ear as my hands cup her ass and pushs back  
Gabriela92: I think you need to make those a souvenir for some lucky guy, Fun... choose 

wisely!!! 
funbitesize: bends over to pick them up  
funbitesize: hm who wants my wet panties  

Gabriela92: reaching around Violet, sliding my hands down her chest, over the bra cups.... 
greeneyedviolet: giggles i do but the men should get first dibs 
funbitesize: hehe  

Gabriela92: down her tummy.... 
D r a z: puts my hand up 
shy blu eyed t bear: here fun..holds hand up 

shy blu eyed t bear: draz will get um..lowers hand 
Gabriela92: feeling her pelvis as I pass her waist.... 
D r a z: smiles.........customers first  

shy blu eyed t bear: lol 
greeneyedviolet: wiggles against Gabi smiles and squeezes more with my hands  
funbitesize: will do this instead  

Gabriela92: lays my hands flat on the front of Violet's thighs.... 
funbitesize: throws them up in the air  

Gabriela92: fingers pointing downward..... 

D r a z: leans up and catches them 
greeneyedviolet: groanssss smiles yesssss Gabi  
funbitesize: hehe  

shy blu eyed t bear: uhhh fun...i cant stand at moment..grins 
greeneyedviolet: draz and his long arms  
Gabriela92: runs them up and down a few inches in each direction.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: nice job draz 
funbitesize: oopppsssssss sorry bear!  

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 

Gabriela92: begins to slowly and gently claw the fabric of the front of the sundress up into 
my hands.... 
Gabriela92: pulling the hem closer and closer... 

D r a z: winks at vi ........ and feels the vestige of warmth on the panties before pinning 
them to  a board .......... with a lable ...FUN  
greeneyedviolet: whimpersss and wiggles my hips rockin my head side to side as my dress is 

pulled up each of my creamy thighs  
funbitesize: hehe  

Gabriela92: exposing more and more of Violet's slender, toned, supple thighs.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm mmmmmmmm mmmm...glistening thighs 
Gabriela92: the hem finally reaches my fingertips... 
greeneyedviolet: parts them so the air can cool them off some  
funbitesize: wow  

Gabriela92: I grasp the fabric firmly in my fists... 
funbitesize: i don't think i should put the new ones on yet  

shy blu eyed t bear: watches....her parting 



shy blu eyed t bear: winks at fun 
funbitesize: smiles  

greeneyedviolet: winks back at Gabi and rocks side to side while she teases the room with 
my thighs more  
Gabriela92: lifting the hem even further, showing the front of Violet's panties to Draz, Indy, 

Fun, and Bear... 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmmm 
funbitesize: oh!  

funbitesize: mmm mmm mmmm  

greeneyedviolet: mmmm i think draz will get another pair to pin up soon  
shy blu eyed t bear: grabbing table 

greeneyedviolet: winks at bear an wiggles back against Gabi  
Gabriela92: lifts the hem further, showing the panties' waistband and a little of Violet's 
smooth tummy.... 

D r a z: smilesseeing the swell ofvi's mound out lined in the panties  
shy blu eyed t bear: grins shyly...at violet 
shy blu eyed t bear: nice tummy 

greeneyedviolet: opes my eyes wide as i feel Gabi tug my dress up more showing off my 
matching panties  
Gabriela92: pulls further, showing her belly button... 

shy blu eyed t bear: drools 
greeneyedviolet: smiles at fun an rocks my hips up and back  
funbitesize: smiles  

Gabriela92: holds the gathered dress in one hand, just below Violet's bodice, and runs my 
free hand lightly around on her tummy, from the dress down to the top of her panties..... 

greeneyedviolet: tilts my head prssssssss in your ear as you make me squirm and push up 
and back a bit harder  
Gabriela92: drags a fingernail slowly across the top edge of Violet's panties, from her left 

hip across to the right hip.... 
greeneyedviolet: groanss an cups my breasts to keep my hands busy as my hips sway with 
the tune and whimpersss yess Gabii 

shy blu eyed t bear: watching....grins 
funbitesize: wow  
funbitesize: i don't think i can stay still much longer hehe  

D r a z: laaffs  fun 
shy blu eyed t bear: smiles at fun 
greeneyedviolet: winks why try ? 
funbitesize: hehe  

Gabriela92: on the return drag from right to left, I let just the fingernail slip inside the 
waistband, my fingertip smoothly carressing Violet's skin.... 

greeneyedviolet: moans and nibbles on gabi's right earlobe as she makes me tremble and 
slide my feet apart more  
Gabriela92: returning from the left hip to the center... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm 
Gabriela92: I pull my fingertip out and lay my hand lightly on the front of the panties, 
swaying side to side with Violet to the smooth, steady beat of the music.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: <mesmerized 
greeneyedviolet: pppprrssssssss closes my eyes and sways with the soft touch of Gabi's 
fingers  

Gabriela92: strokes the front of Violet's right thigh with my fingertips... 
shy blu eyed t bear: hands...clenching table 
Gabriela92: nuzzles my nose into Violet's neck, just behind her left ear... kissing dozens of 

times, very quickly.... 
shy blu eyed t bear: song..is about me...uhhhhhh at the moment...grins 
Gabriela92: lol, Bear! 

Gabriela92: hey, David 
shy blu eyed t bear: blushes 

daviddirects: Hello gabriela 
greeneyedviolet: smiles gabiiii trembles and grips her hips so i can stay on my feet 



Gabriela92: releases the front of Violet's dress, letting the hem fall back in place.... 
funbitesize: holds onto the pole  

Gabriela92: turns her halfway around... 
Gabriela92: puts my hands around her waist... 
Gabriela92: pulls her in close and puts my nose up against hers... 

Gabriela92: a quick Eskimo kiss... 
D r a z: looks up to  fun  
funbitesize: presses my cheek to the pole watching  

funbitesize: wow  

Gabriela92: then, tilting my head slightly, I lean in closer and lay my soft, eager lips against 
her tender, inviting mouth... 
funbitesize: i'm gonna need a bucket hehe  

shy blu eyed t bear: lol 
shy blu eyed t bear: slides over a bucket under fun 

D r a z:  mmmmmmmmm  
funbitesize: ty!  

Gabriela92: tugging her upper lip into my mouth with gentle suction... 

shy blu eyed t bear: yw 
greeneyedviolet: rubs noses smiles and slips my tongue over my bottom lip prsssss kiss me  
Gabriela92: running my tongue under it.... 

Gabriela92: side to side, slowly and wetly... 
greeneyedviolet: moves my fingers to your hips as my wet tongue dances with yours while 
my tummy moves with the beat of this song  

Gabriela92: touching her upper teeth with my tongue... 
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm...bites lip 
Gabriela92: tilts my head slightly down, tugging Violet's lower lip gently with my teeth 

Gabriela92: licking her lower lip, side to side, with the tip of my tongue.... 
Gabriela92: kissing her chin.... 
greeneyedviolet: wiggles my hips smiles and lets my tongue feel your teeth makes me 

prrrrrrrr and sway with you  
Gabriela92: kissing down the center of her throat to the place her collarbones meet in the 

middle... 
Gabriela92: continuing the kisses down her sternum, until I feel the transition from bone to 
the beginning of her soft breasts.... 

greeneyedviolet: squeezes your hips as my whole body trembles and archs so you can kiss 
my skin lower  
shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm 

D r a z: smiles at vi and gabri  
Gabriela92: then I extend my tongue... 
Gabriela92: wiggling it up and down, wetting Violet's cleavage with my saliva and kissing it 

dry..... 
greeneyedviolet: giggles an sucks on the sweet wet tongue with my lips and teeth  
greeneyedviolet: prrssssssssss godd gabi stoppp 

greeneyedviolet: wiggles and pulls you closer as my nipples grow even harder  
Gabriela92: looks up at Violet with a sad, pouty face... Stop, really? 
greeneyedviolet: noooooooooo  

   greeneyedviolet: need to catch my breath  
Gabriela92: returns to the licks and kisses..... 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 
Gabriela92: finally undoes the other bow on the sundress's right shoulder... lets it fall to the 
floor of the DJ booth, leaving Violet in all her lingeried glory..... 

greeneyedviolet: shakes my head moanssss ...an slips my hands up your back ohhhh now its 
getting hot  
Gabriela92: reaches to the tops of Violet's shoulders... 

greeneyedviolet: giggles and stands there in just a bra and panties now  
shy blu eyed t bear: dayum....jaw drops 



Gabriela92: pushes the bra straps off each side, letting them hang loosely on her upper 
arms, leaving the top edge of the bra cups just barely covering the tops of Violet's 

areolas.... 
D r a z: winks at the two of  you 
shy blu eyed t bear: giving them a standing ovation....with out standing,,,grins 

greeneyedviolet: turns smiles at gabi wiggles my shoulders to help as my skin starts to shine 
from the heat comming from you  
Gabriela92: kisses right down to the edge of the fabric, letting my warm breath billow into 

the bra cups as they hover a fraction of an inch off Violet's curvaceous lovely breasts... 
funbitesize: hehe bear  

shy blu eyed t bear: blushes...smiles at fun 

Gabriela92: And that, Ladies and Gentlemen, is how you deal with a sundress on a beautiful 
Spring day!  Steps back from Violet, smiles, and takes a slight bow. 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 
shy blu eyed t bear: good show...and demostration 
funbitesize: wow  

D r a z: stands and wolf whistles ,,,,,,,,woo hoo  you two .........wow that’s hot 
funbitesize: very nice hehe  

shy blu eyed t bear: i will stand...later...j/s 
funbitesize: heehe  

D r a z: laffs allthose people have missed one of the hottest shows ever 
shy blu eyed t bear: was beyond hot draz... 
shy blu eyed t bear: was hawtttttttttttttt 

shy blu eyed t bear: yes they did..i agree 
shy blu eyed t bear: whew 

Gabriela92: Something about Violet brings out the best in me, I guess. 
greeneyedviolet: smiles winks at Gazbi ty for making me sweat  
funbitesize: smiles  

D r a z:  smiles you are both great together 

shy blu eyed t bear: no comment...grins 
greeneyedviolet: i need to change my clothes now 
funbitesize: i need a shower  
funbitesize: hehe  

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles at violet 
Gabriela92: was it pleasant for you, T Bear? 

shy blu eyed t bear: hell yessssssssssss 
Gabriela92: haha, good 

greeneyedviolet: hugss Gabi  
shy blu eyed t bear: grins 
greeneyedviolet: i will be back as soon as i can  

shy blu eyed t bear: hb violet 
greeneyedviolet: ty for the great tuness Gabi 
D r a z: hb vi hugssssssssssss 

greeneyedviolet: winks at fun enjoy your shower i know i will  
funbitesize: hehe  

D r a z: laffs vi 

Gabriela92: yw, Violet 
greeneyedviolet: waves bye have fun  
Gabriela92: see you later, Fun. 

shy blu eyed t bear: can release table now 

 
 

 

 


